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ABSTRACT

This dissertation examines phonological variation in Costa 
Rican Spanish from various theoretical sociolinguistic perspectives; 
diachronic, synchronic, "variationist," and symbolic anthropological= 
The linguistic variables under study are accent shift (e0g0, [periodo] 
.'v[peri6doj ), vowel alternation (ê vd, _omx) , and consonantal alternation 
(d.Adrn; n, m, b, W g ,  g; d, i-̂ g, g; t̂ d, £^k, C^) =

In a subjective reaction test it was found that Costa Rican 
listeners (sample N=440) can, on the basis of taped recordings of 
those speakers whose speech varies only along the lines of phonological 
prestige fulness or stigmatization, identify stigmatized speech, pres
tigeful speech, and speech which is intermediate between the two0 
Listeners assign.occupational status to speakers according to the de
gree to which their speech is phonologically stigmatized or prestige
ful, distance themselves socially from speakers, and attribute positive 
and negative traits to them, also in accordance with the phonological 
status of their speech= However, listeners distinguished sharply only 
between the "prestige speaker" and the other two, and hardly at all 
between the "intermediate" and "stigmatized" speakerŝ , The implication 
is that in societies where levels of education are generally not high, 
prestigeful features, rather than stigmatized features, differentiate 
social status groups (in contrast to American society)„
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A socio-historical study of Costa Rica provides evidence 

against the Andalucian-based model of New World Spanisho Costa Rica's 
conquerors and early colonists are shown not to have come directly from 
Andalucia, but to have resided for varying periods of time in other 
parts of the New Worldo Their social status was predominantly non-low« 
The original colonists and their descendants, constituting Costa Rica's 
elite, grew closer in social status to the peasant masses, as they 
quickly lost their wealth* Only with the advent of the coffee export 
economy in the late 19th century did sharp class lines appear between 
the two social groups<,

A historical linguistic analysis shows phonological variation 
to have existed from the earliest period (15th century), within the 
writing of one and the same individual* Whereas consonant cluster.sim
plification remains constant over the centuries, and hypercorrection 
(e»g*, consonantal intrusion) becomes apparent by the 19th century, 
vowel alternation diminishes for educated persons, and some alterna
tions (fVh, x, jgA/b) seem always to have been restricted primarily to 
the lower classes, providing a stereotypical view of lower class (1*6 *, 
peasant) speech*

The upper class view of peasant speech is provided by a turn- 
of-the century costumbrista poem, "Boda campestre," by Aquileo 
Echeverria* Analyzed from a symbolic anthropological ethnolinguistic 
framework, using such notions as behavior as anologous to a text, 
hermeneutic reasoning, and frame analysis, peasant speech is seen to 
be marked by phonological stigmatization* The textual analysis, or
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interpretation, investigates peasant notions of marriage and the role 
of husband and wife0

A study of contemporary phonological variation (48 men, 40 
women) shows that the use of prestige variants is correlated with both 
the socioeconomic status (SoEoS,) of a speaker, and the level of for
mality at which he/she is speaking= S0EoS= was measured in a more 
refined manner, and was found to comprise three statistically derived 
factors: material demonstration of wealth, income/occupation, and
poverty markers®

When men's pronunciation was compared with women's, as expected, 
women were found to use prestigeful variants more often than men', at 
every formality level® However, whereas for men the correlation be
tween SoEoSc and phonological variant was highest at the most formal 
level, for women, the correlation was highest at the most casual level0 
This conflicting finding is explained by a hypothesized non-random bias 
present in the highly asymmetrical relationship present in the low 
SoEoSo male informant/higher SoEoS® female interviewer situation®



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Within the field of sociolinguistics» construed here in its 
broadest sense, widely divergent views are held by social scientists of 
different persuasionso Each brand of scholarly endeavor, while valu
able in its own right, seems always to fall short of the mark in arriv
ing at a total, multi-faceted picture of a speech community. If 
sociolinguistics can be considered language in social context, then the 
crucial issue for those who are engaged in sociolinguistic research is 
the answer to the question, "What constitutes social context?" It is 
the thesis of the present work that any sociolinguistic analysis of a 
speech community must go beyond current notions of "social context" so 
as not only to include components of an ongoing speech act, viewed from 
a purely synchronic perspective, but to incorporate, as well diachronic 
information of both a linguistic and social nature0

Notions of "context" vary according to whether one adheres to 
a variationist line of thinking, an ethnography of speaking point of 
view, a conversational analysis framework, or a speech act line of 
reasoningo The first two approaches seem to define context more along 
the lines of stylistic parameters of speech in conjunction with demo
graphic factors related to the participants (although the ethnography 
of speaking approach is much more expansive in the features of the 
communicative act that it takes into consideration; the larger speech



situation and. speech event in which it is embedded, and its component 
parts, Cioe», message form* message content* setting, scene, speaker, 
addressor, hearer, addressee, purposes-outcomes, purposes—goals, key, 
channels, forms of speech norms of interaction, norms of interpreta
tion, and genres /Byrnes 1974:51-6^7)» Thus, variationist theory uses 
only a small number of the speech event components in its definition 
of contexto Nevertheless, the two approaches are more heavily non- 
linguistic than linguistic in their definition of context<> In contrast, 
both conversational analysis and speech act theory (i0eo, "pragmatics") 
stick closely to the verbal message and look either to its temporal 
relation (or juxtaposition) to what has been said before it and what 
follows it, in the case of the former, or else, in the case of the 
latter, investigate what has not been said directly, but has either 
been implied, presupposed, or in a variety of ways only indirectly 
communicatedo All four approaches have something in common, however, 
and that is their totally synchronic analytical position0 They analyze 
either actual, ongoing face-to-face interaction, or speech samples.from 
contemporary speakers within the context of a contemporary social/ 
cultural analysis, or else take utterances that are not obtained from 
observations of speech acts, but that are devised by the analyst and 
are considered by him/her to be valid samples of the speech of the 
language community0 Socio-historical and historical linguistic con
siderations are either not taken into account at all, or are only paid 
lip servicec

Recently, as a result of research both linguistic and socio- 
linguistic in orientation, the sharp Saussurian distinction between



synchronic and diachronic linguistic analysis has begun to fall into 
academic ill-repute, If the primary goal of linguistic description, 
as set forth by Saussure (1916) and practiced by American post- 
Bloomfieldian structural linguists, was "to secure recognition of the 
synchronic state of a language as a legitimate object of scientific 
study, as one indeed of theoretical importance and of precedence, in
dependently of practical, historical, cultural, or other considera
tion̂ ' (Hymes 1974:89), then it may be said that sociolinguists and 
linguists alike have begun to quarrel with that position0

Historical linguists such as Lehmann (1968s7)1 in arguing 
against the dichotomy, "historical or evolutionary linguistics" versus 
"static linguistics," believe that, "Obviously this identification of 
quiescent as opposed to evolutionary stages in language is artificialo" 
For many transformational generative linguists the blurring of the 
sharp synchronic/diachronic dividing line can be seen in their efforts 
to use historical information for deciding on correct synchronic deri
vations, in cases where more than one solution is possible, and, con
versely, in their use of rule ordering in a synchronic description as 
evidence for the progression of linguistic changeQ For linguists such 
as Saporta (1971:296), for example, "when a descriptive grammar is set 
up to account for the greatest number of facts, it reflects certain 
historical processeso The converse of Roman Jakobson’s view that ea 
change is, at its beginning, a synchronic fact' is also true; syn
chronic facts often recapitulate historical c ha ng esFor this reason, 
standard generative phenologists make use of historical facts as



evidence for non-surface levels of.structure (e0go9 Chomsky and Halle
1968; Postal 1968; Kiparsky 1965, 19&7, 1971)»

Sociolinguistic variationist theorists criticize Saussure for
not allowing for the possibility of coexisting variant forms, one on
the way to extinction, the other in the process of generalization, in
the speech of one and the same individualo Thus, Weinreich, Labov and
Herzog (1968;122) explain,

We can today easily assent to Saussure's argument that Old 
High German gesti 'guests' did not coexist in the conscious
ness of any speaker with the Modern German counterpart, Gaste, 
with the result that these items have therefore never been 
linguistically opposed* What is missing in his conception, 
however, is the possibility of a moment in time when a more 
archaic gasti and a more innovating variant, gesti, did co
exist in the minds of some very real speakers of the language*

And, in their contention that, "Not all variability and heterogeneity 
in language structure involves change; but all change involves vari
ability and heterogeneity" (Weinreich et al* 1968:188), linguists such 
as Labov assert that some cases of synchronic variation are histori
cally diagnostic and that, therefore, linguistic change, at least sound 
change, is synchronically "observable," contrary to the contention of 
structuralists such as Bloomfield (1933s3^7, 36$)*

Other variationists, C-J* Bailey (1973) for example, go further 
than Labov in meshing historical with synchronic linguistic data* Not 
content merely with age-grading his sample of informants, and from 
this procedure (used by Labov 1966) surmising the direction of change, 
Bailey builds into his polylectal grammars directionality and rate of 
change, relying heavily on the natural phonological processes of rule 
generalization, feature reweighting, and changes from marked to



unmarked rule ordering,. For Bailey (1973s 33)* ”A description of poly™ 
lectal competence presupposes internal reconstruction and some com~ 
parative method*" His model, then, is the application of natural, 
generative phonology to variation theory; his grammars are as much 
synchronic as prognosticative of future language change*

Even though sociolinguists are now sensitive to the historical 
implications of synchronic linguistic description, they are not much 
in search of actual historical linguistic evidence for corroboration 
of their synchronieally-based findings* That is to say, sociolinguists 
are not looking backward to trace historical linguistic data as a 
validating procedure for their statements regarding on-going linguistic 
change in a contemporary speech community* Equally as unwilling are 
they to delve into the socio-historical background of the speech com
munities which they study, looking almost exclusively at the social 
characteristics of their live informants, largely ignoring the social 
composition of the latter6 s forebears*

Perhaps linguists are somewhat aware of the absence of a socio- 
historical perspective in their research approach* Evidence of this 
awareness is the inclusion of a paper by anthropologist S* Mints (1971) 
in a recent conference on the pidginization and creolization of lan
guages* Mints, investigating the socio-historical background of 
pidginization and creolization, finds three background conditions that 
may have affected the ways in which creole languages arose and de
veloped in the Caribbean; "the relative proportions of Africans, 
Europeans and other groups, over time, in particular Antillean soci
eties," "the codes of social interaction governing the relative



statuses and the relationships of these differing groups in particular 
societies,1' and "the specific sorts of community settings, within which 
these groups become further differentiated or intermixed" (Mintz 1971s 
48l)o Specifically, Mintz points to the differentiation of the 
Caribbean according to Hispanic, Anglo, and French domination, each 
of which can be distinguished by the relative speed and continuity 
with which persons belonging to the social category * slaves' moved to 
that of 'freemen,* the degree to which the mother country insisted on 
controlling the colonies' political structures and decision-making, the 
degree of liberality of the slave codes themselves, the degree to which 
the colonists identified with the colonies they lived in, and, lastly, 
the extent to which the community setting was plantation or non- 
plantation, rural or urban, and;distinguished by different categories 
of slaves and by the presence of free and slave groups within the same 
colonyo

Some scholars, more directly associated with sociolinguistic 
research, have indeed used a jointly synchronic/diachronic approach for 
the treatment of social and linguistic data0 But they are exceptions 
to the trend* Paul Friedrich (1966), for one, in his study of the 
changes in patterns of behavior and concomitant changes in kinship 
terminology from 19th century Tsarist Russia to contemporary Soviet 
Russia, is quite explicit in his advocacy of the use of diachronic 
social data for the illumination of synchronic social facts, and for 
coordinating both with linguistic phenomena* In describing how the 
Russian social system changed between I85O and 1950, and how these 
social changes were responsible for changes in Russian kinship



7
terminology, Friedrich goes so far as to claim a causal relation be
tween social conditions and linguistic states of affairSo For Fried
rich (1966:160),

0 0 0  the results of a formal analysis enjoy validity in the 
degree to which they are explicitly related to the synchronic 
and diachronic aspects of social systemso In other words, I 
am attempting to spell out the process whereby a complex of 
changes in parts of the social system determines a complex of 
changes in corresponding parts of the linguistic system,.

Another sociolinguist who has used diachronic social and linguistic 
information in conjunction with a synchronic social and linguistic 
analysis is Wainerman (1972)o In her analysis of pronominal address 
rules in Argentine Spanish, Wainerman finds patterns of usted/vos 
usage to be determined by regional differences as well as by social 
class and other social group differences, the regional differences 
being reflective of differences in stages of modernity» These syn
chronic patterns of reported usage are compared with historical pat
terns, as evidenced by Argentine realistic literature of the past one 
hundred yearso

If historical linguistic perspectives have in the past been 
segregated from synchronic linguistic treatments, and if socio
hist or ical information has been regarded as being beyond the pervue of 
sociolinguistic research, equally at cross-purposes have been the 
approaches of variationist sociolinguistics, on the one hand, and socio- 
linguistically oriented ethnomethodolqgy (an outgrowth of sociology) 
and symbolic anthropology, on the other hando Whereas variationists are 
heavily quantitative in bent, both ethnomethodologists (including their 
offshoot, conversational analysts) and symbolic anthropologists are



staunchly anti-quantification when it comes to the description of 
human behavior0 Yet there is nothing inherently wrong with using a 
non-quantitative approach to confirm, or merely add supporting evidence 
to, a quantitatively based study (conversely, the latter could be used 
to help verify the conclusions of the former)c If variationist socio
linguistics has not been conjoined with ethndmethodologically and sym
bolically based studies, it is perhaps only because of the academic 
prejudices involved on the part of the scholars concerned,,

The work that follows will try to demonstrate that the various 
inter- and intra-disciplinary bones of contention cannot only be dealt 
with, but must be overcome, if a comprehensive, insightful picture of 
a speech community is to emerge, albeit even if from as restricted a 
linguistic point of view as phonological variation,. The present study, 
thus, intends to accomplish the following objectives: (1) identify a
number of phonological variables that are socially salient in contem
porary Costa Rican Spanish? (2) validate their social saliency for 
members of the speech community; (3) present a socio-historical analy
sis of Costa Rica; (4) present a historical investigation of these 
variables as evidenced by a content analysis of Costa Rican recorded 
documents; (5) analyze a culturally significant Costa Rican text, in 
the light of its use of phonological variation for creating a micro- 
cosmic portrayal of rural Costa Rican society; and (6) analyze the 
relationship between social stratification and phonological variation 
in contemporary Costa Rica, looking particularly at language vis & vis 
class and gender differences among speakers, in relation to the level 
of formality at which they are speaking,,
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The goals enumerated above will be accomplished in the follow

ing mannerc First, justification will be presented for the use of 
phonological rather than other sorts of linguistic variables.. Then, 
evidence of their social saliency will be offered, this evidence con
sisting of the widespread use of these variables in Costa Rican liter
ature for the purpose of portraying lower class speech; personal 
communication with Costa Rican linguists and educators; and a subjec
tive reaction test, along the lines of work by Labov, and Lambert and 
his associates, carried out on a sample of 440 Costa Rican students0 
That subjective reaction test will be shown to demonstrate that listen
ers distinguish among speakers, on the basis of phonological differen
tiation alone, along the lines of judgments regarding personality and 
socioecdnomie status, social distance, and occupational attainment j. 
and that they are highly accurate in identifying prestigeful phono
logical normso It will be shown, however, that listeners are less well 
able to distinguish between highly stigmatized speech, and speech that 
is only moderately so®

Their contemporary social saliency once justified, the vari
ables will be viewed from a socio-historical vantage point„ Specifi
cally, the outlines of Costa Rican social structure will be traced from 
the time of the Spanish conquerors, through the early settlement and 
colonization, up until the 20th century =. In particular, it will be 
demonstrated that those who came to conquer and colonize Costa Rica 
were predominantly of a non-low social status background, were not 
largely of Andalucian Spanish origins, and that although they and their 
offspring constituted the social elite of Costa Rica for many centuries,
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they came to be very much like the masses of the population, namely, 
poor and uneducatedo The seemingly egalitarian society changed 
markedly in the middle of the 19th century with the advent of the 
coffee export economy, and the sudden sharp socioeconomic differen
tiation, of the society,,

Paralleling the socio-historical analysis, there will follow 
a historical study of the linguistic variables in question, as evi
denced by spelling fluctuations in Costa Eican historical documents,,
The Costa Rican historico-sociolinguistic examination will be set into 
the larger perspective of New World Spanish social dialectology and 
its account of these phonological variables,. The variables will be 
shown to have originated in Spain, and to be present in the contempo
rary Spanish of the Iberian peninsula as well as in that of many 
countries in the New Worldo The content analysis of documents belong
ing to the Costa Rican National Archives will reveal variation to have 
been present continuously for most of the variables oyer the course of 
four centuries, and to have been present in the idiolect of most 
writerso Rare is the document which shows no divergencies in phono- 
logically related spellingso

In the light of this historical sociolinguistic perspective on 
Costa Rican Spanish phonology, and the assertion that the rural/urban 
dimensional bifurcation is a significant one, a symbolic ethnographic 
analysis will be presented of a Costa Rican poem0 The purposes of the 
analysis are multi-fold: (l) to show the relevance of symbolic anthro
pology, in particular, a hermeneutic and text-centered approach, for 
the ethnolinguistic description of a speech community; (2) to add



additional evidence to the portrait of Costa Rican social structure to 
be presented here, focusing particularly on class differentiation and 
the male/female relationship; (3) to present the Costa Rican middle 
and upper class urbanite view of the peasantry; (4) to help validate 
the social significance of the phonological variables in question, in 
their role as humor-bearing agents in a literary texto The textual 
analysis is meant to bring the reader to the beginning of the 20th 
century, or the brink of modern times0 By highlighting phonological 
stigmatization and other language related phenomena as characteristic 
of the peasantry, the text serves to confirm the socio-historical con
clusions drawn regarding the bi-partite class structure, and the inter
relationship between those classes, at the turn of the 20th century« 

Finally, a view of the contemporary sociolinguistic situation 
will be examinedo In particular, the selected phonological variables 
will be correlated with speech formality level, socio-economic status 
as determined in a refined way, and sex, in order to demonstrate that 
significant relationships obtaino Male/female differences will be 
analyzed with a technique (analysis of variance) that will hold con
stant for a number of demographic variables which can have their own 
differentiating impact on male/female behavior (e0g0, education, 
income, occupation), but which will not arbitrarily break down the 
sample of informants into such nominal categories as "lower class," 
"middle class," etc* The results of the male/female comparison will 
be compared to findings regarding gender differentiation in other 
realms of Costa Rican Spanish (e0go, passive/active verb form usage; 
subjective reactions to stigmatized and prestige speech)o
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The research as outlined above can be justified not only on the 

theoretical sociolinguistic grounds presented in the preceding discus- 
sion, grounds centering essentially on the rapprochement of divergent 
sociolinguistic research strategies and approaches, but also on the 
purely academic argument that no such research to date has been carried 
out on Costa Rican Spanish phonology« A number of phonological vari
ables from other New World Spanish dialects have been dealt with 
within a variationist framework, among them New Jersey Puerto Rican 
(EL), or monomorphemic /r/, which alternates between /r/ and /!/; (S), 
which varies between phonetic [s], [h] , and [0j; (RE), or monomorphemic 
trilled /rr/, varying between an apico-alveolar trill and a (post-) 
velar fricative, (P), the monomorphemic realization of /d/ in inter
vocalic position, which varies between |d] and [0j; and (N), a dento-
alveolar nasal, [n] , with its variants [13,] , a velar nasal, and [v] , the
nasalization of a preceding vowel with the accompanying loss of the
nasalo All of these have been treated variationally by Ma and
Herasimchuk (1971)° Poplack (n0d0a), focusing on Philadelphia Puerto 
Rican Spanish speakers, has investigated variation in the deletion of 
syllable final and work final /s/o Terrell (1975a) has similarly 
studied constraints on the deletion of word final (S) in Cuban Spanish, 
and on the aspiration and elision of word final (S) in Puerto Rican 
Spanish (1975b, 1976)o Fontanella de Weinberg (1974) has also focused 
on word final (S), in a Buenos Aires dialect of Argentine Spanishe 
Cedergren (1973), in her study of Panamanian Spanish phonological 
variation, has analyzed syllable final (S), (ch) lenition, word final
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(N), deletion of (D), and the spirantization, aspiration and deletion 
of syllable final (E)»

Costa Rican Spanish phonology per se has not gone unstudiedo 
Costa Rican linguists and philologists have done some work in identi
fying the phonological distinguishing traits of their dialect vis a 
vis standard peninsular Castillian Spanish, and on discovering those 
phonological properties which distinguish stigmatized Costa Rican 
Spanish from the national prestigeful norm0 Thus, available to the 
analyst are an inventory of Costa Rican Spanish phonemes by Chavarrfa- 
Aguilar (1951), an enumeration of stigmatized variants by Agitero (1962), 
and a similar listing of stigmatized alternants, based on a content 
analysis of Costa Rican fictional literature by Arroyo (1971)=
Recently, there has been a doctoral dissertation by Wilson (1970) 
which does a transformational generative analysis of Costa Rican 
Spanish phonology0 That study also attempts to draw a linguistic 
atlas of Costa Rica, based on the phonological variables upon which it 
concentrateso Unfortunately, in his study of 47 speakers, distributed 
among all the geographic subdivisions of the country, Wilson makes no 
allowance for the possibility of socially patterned variation, although 
he does hint at the possibility in his concluding chapter, and even 
mentions the work of Labov in that context» Thus, whereas Wilson's is 
the most scientifically carried out linguistic study available (there 
is a sampling procedure, and, rather than literary characters, live 
informants are the source of linguistic data), the study is a classical 
example of linguistic geography= However, whereas dialect geographers 
have attempted to interview informants of diverse social backgrounds,
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Wilson apparently has not, for the overwhelming majority of his in
formants are high school educated, middle-class persons, very often 
schoolteacherso Thus, there is no way that socially based speech dif
ferentiation can have emerged from his study„

The present study for the first time explores the relationship
between Costa Rican phonological variation and social variation, look-

xing at the relationship from both a synchronic and diachronic context, 
and from both a quantitative and non-quantitative methodological view
point o The phonological variables (Fig0 1) are taken from Wilson 
(1970), although they exclude from consideration three that are treated 
by him; (1) the much analyzed deletion or aspiration of syllable 
final -s, which is characteristic only of Guanacaste province, a terri
tory once belonging to Nicaragua and annexed to Costa Rica in 1825» and
is found also in Puntarenas, a port city close to Guanacaste; (2) the

%deletion of intervocalic d., so widespread in Spain and Latin America,
that it was thought not to be particularly revealing about Costa Rican
Spanish; and (3) the fricative pronunciation of trilled r, in word
final position and when following jb (e0g0, tren, tres, leer, reir),
which perhaps should have been included as a variable in the present 

2study, but was not because of reports that the phenomenon was caused 

1Canfield Q.964;6) notes that it is only in Mexico, Guatemala, Andean 
Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia that the fricative is still pronounced, and 
that, "In Spain today a man is a sissy if he says el mercado del 
estado rather than el mercao del estaoo"
Canfield* s (1962) dialect maps of Spanish speaking America reveal 
that fricative (or, in his terms, "sibilant") p is found throughout 
Chile, Paraguay, and Costa Rica, much of Argentina, Bolivia, and Guate
mala, and to a lesser extent in Ecuador, Colombia, highland Mexico, 
and New Mexico0
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I. ACCENT SHIFT (plus, optionally, loss of syllabicity)
au au (— > 6.w) atauds
a.6 — ^ ao (— ± aw) ahogo:
ai — ^ ai (— > &y) maizs

ataudj — [ataui] (—> [atawa] )
ja.6gcP| —V ^.ogq] (—  ̂ QAwgoj )
maisj —t=- p d isj (—t” [inays])

ae — ^ ae (— ay) maestro: Lmadstrq] — '$*■ [maestro]
(— ^ [miystroj ) _ 
oceano: [oseanoj— [pseSnol 

^ [osyanol)
ea — ea ya)

ex — ^ ei %)
ox — 7- 6i (— * 6y)
Note: The arrow (— 5-

increible; [inkreible]— ^
[inkreibl̂ i (— ^[inkrdyble] )_ 

oido: [oidq] — ?• [dido] [dydoj )
) simply represents "alternates with," and 

makes no implications as to diachronic processes,.

jioeta] — ^ l_pueta] 
jpeor J —7= [pior _

IX. VOWEL CHANGE
0 — 5=- u poetas
e -4- i peor: ^
1 — > e policia: [polisxa] — ^ [polesfa]

III. CONSONANTAL CHANGE
A® [d, 1 , r]j _ _ -

lo (dj has the variants [lj or [rj
admirar: [admirar] — [almirarj or [armirarj

2o [l] has the variant [r] ,
facil: [fasil] — ^ ufasir]

3o [r] has the variant [l]
comprarlo: [komprarlo] — [komprallq]

Bo Nasals
lo change of [n, m] to [n] or _[?)] before a following [n]

himnos [imno] —^ [innoj or [î nq]
2 o change of [g] to [n] or __ij] before a following [n]

ignorante: [ignorantej [innorante] or [ipnorantej
Co Stops and Fricatives 

lo consonant clusters
(a) [p, b, k] followed by [t]
-1- realization of the first consonant as some 

other stop
aceptar: [aseptarj —^ [asektarj

or -2= dropping the first consonant, and lengthening
the second one _
[aseptarj — >■ [asettar] 

or -3- simply dropping the first consonant
LaseptarJ — > [asetarj

Figure 1= The phonological variables0
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Figure

(b)
-1-

-3-

(c)
■ - 1-

- 2-

-3-

[j>, b, kH followed by [sj
• realization of the first consonant os_another stop 

apsurdo; [apsurdcTj — [aksurdoj and 
optionally — [awksurdo]

- voicing of the first consonants Lapsurdol — ^ 
[ahsurdoj 

■ dropping of the first consonant 
[apsurdo] — [asurdp]

(especially frequent in the cluster [ks]) 
exactos [eksakto] — Lesaktq]

t followed by another consonant 
■ realization of [t] as [k] atlantico; 

[atlantiko] — [aklantikq] 
voicing of [t]

[atlantikoj 
dropping of [t]

[adlantikp] 
.[alantikol

iroppxng oi [_t_
[atlantikoj 

non-clusters
realization of one stop or fricative as another stop or 
fricative
> 9 fe| — ^ j_g._d9 4 "gf
>" L.ti
"g A■f S

Li

tl abuelas „abwela] —^ [agwela]
padres .padrej . — > [pagre] ^
pupitres [pupitrej — [kupitrej 
gangrena: [gangrenaj — >  [kangrenaj
fuegos ' ,fwegqj — ^ [hwegol
juegos [hwegoj — 5=*- i_fwegoj

--Continuedo —  *Costa Rican Spanish regularly employs [h] 
where Peninsular Spanish and the Spanish of many Latin 
American countries regularly uses
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by on-going language contact with the Jamaican English spoken by Blacks 
in Costa Rica’s Limon provinceo The variables to be dealt with in 
this study, then, can be considered to constitute three major cate
gories: accent shift, vowel change, and consonantal change => Each has
various manifestations, as the breakdown in Figure 1 will show0

It should be recognized that the particular lexical items pre
sented above are not isolated instances of the given variables, but 
rather, are simply examples of generalized phenomena which are found in 
the speech of all Costa Ricans to varying degrees® Thus, further 
examples of the categories mentioned above are:

lo Accent Shift —  recaxda, increjble, reir, oceano, oido,
per^odo

IIo Vowel Change —  almohada, feo, toalla, calle, jndividuo
III. Consonantal Change

A0 d, 1, r —  advertir, stand, alcohol, sueldazo,
verb infinitive + direct/indirect object 
pronoun

Bo Nasals —  magnxfico, alumno
Co Stops and Fricatives

lo Consonant Clusters —  correcto, exacto, absoluto,
concepcidn, cdpsula, observar, 
aritmetica, ritmo

20 Non-clusters -- vomitar, huevo, fogon, jornalero,
agonjsar, fusil, madre, viruela

The preceding classification of variants into three major cate
gories parallels Wilson's (1970:39) categorization according to: (1)
accent shift; (2) changes in syllabic nuclei; and (3 ) non-standard 
distributional changes of consonants, all three of which are shown by 
him to result from non-standard syllable restructuring of the phono
logical word, tending toward open syllabicity0 However, whereas
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Wilson’s study examines additional processes (eogo, changes in the 
placement of syllable boundaries, epenthesis) that are related to syl
lable restructuring in Costa Rican Spanish, the sociolinguistic analy
sis presented here limits itself to the three categories outlined 
above =,

While reference has been made repeatedly to "Costa Rican 
Spanish," and this term will continue to be used throughout the work, 
what is being referred to is the Spanish spoken everywhere in Costa 
Rica except Guanacaste province and the port of Puntaremas area*
Arturo AgBero (1962) calls Costa Rican Spanish "el espanol del Valle 
Central," a proper name for it, since the Spanish spoken in the Meseta 
Central, the site of initial colonization and most long-term habitation, 
has in effect become the national norm as the population of the Central 
Valley during the last one hundred years has spilled over into the pre
viously unpopulated areas of the country0

It should be noted at this point that no attempt will be made 
in this study to systematically discover the linguistic constraints on 
phonological variationo That work is in progress now and will be pre
sented at a future time0 What will be explored primarily is the extra- 
linguistic factors governing phonological variation in the items pre
sented abovec If allusions are made concerning possible linguistic 
conditioning factors, such conclusions must be considered to be only 
tentative, and merely suggestive of further investigation,.



CHAPTER 2

COSTA RICAN LISTENER RESPONSE TO PHONOLOGICAL 
VARIATION: A SUBJECTIVE REACTION TEST

A number of phonological variables in Costa Rican Spanish, 
specifically, accent shift, vowel change and consonantal change (see 
Chapter 1 for a detailed breakdown of the variables) will be shown to 
vary with extralinguistic factors,. However, before embarking upon any 
such analysis, it would be best to demonstrate that these variables 
are in fact socially salient for Costa Ricanse With this goal in mind, 
the results of a subjective reaction test may be presented. The test 
was conducted in 1973» using as subjects essentially primary and 
secondary school students, the theory behind it being that people’s 
perceptions of and attitudes toward other people are affected by so
cially significant variation in the speech of the latter.

All other things being equal, a person whose speech conforms 
more closely to a prestige variety ought to be judged on various per
sonality and character traits as superior to a person whose speech is 
characterized more by stigmatized variantsThis notion has been

' This hypothesis, along with the notion that prestige speech is striven
for by those in whose speech stigmatized forms predominate, is often 
treated as an underlying assumption by observers of language change. 
There are many conceivable situations, however, in which the behavior 
—  both linguistic and non-linguistic —  of a prestigeful group is 
rejected in favor of that of a lower status group (e.g., in the cir
cumstances of major political and social change, where a powerful, but 
numerically small elite is supplanted by a previously subjugated large 
majority, as in the sudden independence of a colony).

19
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tested out in both multilingual (e0g0, Canadian French vsQ English, 
Hebrew vs« Arabic) as well as multidialectal (dialects of American 
Southern English) situations by Lambert and his associates (Lambert 
1967? Lambert, Anisfeld and Yeni-Komshian 1965; Lambert, Frankel and 
Tucker 1966; Markel, Eisler and Reese 196?; Tucker and Lambert 1972)= 
Furthermore, people are able to classify others into various socio
economic status types on the basis of speech variation alone, a finding 
which has been demonstrated by Lambert and associates in the studies 
just referred to, and by William Labov (1966) in his New York City 
dialect study0 An additional, related finding that has been an out
growth of the studies of Lambert and his associates is that on a social 
distance scale, using speech variation as the only variable, listeners 
will tend to place themselves closer to speakers whose speech forms 
more closely resemble a prestige dialect (or, alternatively, a prestige 
language) and put a greater distance between themselves and speakers 
whose speech is more highly characterized by stigmatized variants of 
the dialect (or, alternatively, a language considered to be stigma
tized)®

The object of this study is to show that the above-mentioned 
generalizations apply to the Costa Rican socio-linguistic context0 

Namely, this study attempts to verify the hypotheses that;
1® On a scale of social distance, Costa Rican listeners will place 

themselves closer to those speakers whose phonological variants are 
predominantly prestige rather than stigmatized®

2® Costa Rican listeners are more positive toward speakers whose 
speech conforms phonologically to a prestigeful dialect, and are more
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negative toward those whose phonological variants are to a greater 
extent stigmatized, ’’positive” and ”negative” being judged in terms 
of stated perceptions of listeners’ personality, socioeconomic status 
(SoEeSo), and intelligenceo

3» Costa Rican listeners are able to assign occupational cate
gories to speakers purely on the basis of listening to phonological 
variation in their speech; they will assign progressively lower status 
occupations to speakers as the speech of the latter becomes progres
sively more stigmatizedo

ko Costa Rican listeners are accurately able to judge the degree 
of ’’correctness” (ioe0, adherence to a prestige norm) of the speech of 
several speakers whose use of prestige and stigmatized phonological 
forms varieso

5o Women will tend to perceive speakers who make more extensive 
use of prestige forms more positively than will men (ioe0, will place 
themselves closer to them in terms of social distance; will attribute 
more positive traits to them; will assign them occupations of higher

2status; and will judge their speech as more ’’correct,” or "better”)* 
Conversely, they will be more negative than men in judging speakers 
who make more extensive use of stigmatized variantso

The last hypothesis, which entails the hypotheses that Costa 
Rican women make phonologically based social distinctions about people

2Throughout this work references to "correct” and "better” speech will 
appear in quotation marks» They refer to widely held evaluations re
garding the prestige norms of the speech community, and not to anything 
inherently correct or good about those norms. The terms thus embody 
a subjective reaction to a set of norms.
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to a greater extent than men do, is constructed on the basis of find
ings to the effect that women's speech, at least at the phonological 
level, more closely approximates the prestigious pattern than does 
men's (Anshen 1969; Fasold 1968; Labov 1972a; Levine and Crockett 1966; 
Shuy, Wolfram and Riley 1968; Trudgill 1972; Wolfram 1969)

The "Matched Guise Technique" and 
a Variant of It

A research tool which has been specifically designed to test 
the hypotheses stated above is what Lambert (1966) has referred to as 
the "matched guise techniqueEssentially it is a recording of a 
standard passage taped in several versions (in different geographical 
or social dialects in the case of dialect studies), but the various 
versions of the passage are recorded by the same person,. The record
ings are played to an audience of listeners who are instructed before
hand to imagine, the way one does upon hearing a voice on the phone for 
the first time, or on radio, what type of person each person is0 The
listeners are then asked to rate each of the speakers on twenty traits,

. ' zeach of which is listed on a sheet of paper in terms of a six-point 
scaleo In a study of Jewish and Arab adolescents' reactions to a

3The widespread, cross-culturally attested phenomenon of women speaking 
more "correctly" than men within a given socioeconomic stratum has been 
accounted for by various explanations, foremost among them being the 
generally greater status-consciousness of women (Trudgill 197*0» the 
heed on the part of women to use status symbols (eogo, clothing, 
speech) to compensate for their lack of occupational status (Trudgill 
1972), the negative reaction of male school children to the female 
teacher dominated classroom, which leads them to reject various aspects 
of the school's value system, including standard forms of speech (Shuy 
1968), and, lastly, male attempts at acquiring what has been termed 
"covert prestige" (Labov 1966; Trudgill 1972) 0
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passage read in Hebrew and Arabic (Lambertf Anisfeld and Yeni-Komshian 
1965)» for example, listeners were asked to rate the taped speakers on
the following traits; (1 ) height; (2) good looks; (3) leadership; (4)
sense of humor; (5) intelligence; (6) honesty9 (7) self-confidence;
(8) friendliness; (9) generosity; (10) entertainingness; (11) nervous
ness; (12) good-heartedness; (13) reliability; (14) likability; (18) 
wealth; (19) cleanliness; and (20) prestige.

Listeners are then asked to express their feelings about each 
speaker on four social distance questions, namely;

1. I would befriend this person.
2. I would accept this person as a relative by marriage.
3 ® 1 would accept this person as a neighbor.
4. I would help this person if he were in need.^

A similar type of subjective.reaction test is the one devised 
by Labov (1966) for use in his study of New York City English. This 
test differs from the "matched guise technique" in a number of ways, 
foremost among them being the fact that the recordings are not made by 
one and the same person, but by different people (in particular, five 
speakers), who differ from each other in the consistency with which 
they use the phonological variables in question. After hearing the 
tape, listeners are asked to determine which job, from among certain 
specified occupations,, each speaker is best suited for, the occupations 
covering a range of different status types. In addition, listeners are 
to decide which is the highest job on the scale the speaker could hold.

4Admittedly the phrasing of this item is vague and open to various 
sorts of interpretation, although its intention is to convey a short
term commitment to the person in need, as opposed to the longer type 
of commitment which the other three items entail.
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The Test

The research tool employed in the present study is a hybrid of
the two designs described above» Rather than there being one person
wearing the guise of several speakers, there was a different speaker

5for each recorded version of the standard passage0 This technique was 
selected because it was felt that the risk of informants recognizing 
the various guises as belonging to the same speaker was too great to 
take. The test was thus set up in such a way that one speaker pro
nounced all the variables in the passage in the prestige form, another 
speaker pronounced them all in a stigmatized fashion, and a third 
speaker pronounced 50^ of the variables .using stigmatized variants, 
and 50^ using prestige variants0

The listeners were asked first to rate each of the speakers 
(after hearing the tapes twice) on thirteen pairs of polar opposite 
traits, the ratings to be made on a seven-point scale going from "very 
X" (where X is an adjective) to "quite X," to "somewhat X," to "as X 
as Y" (where Y is the polar opposite of X), to "somewhat Y," to "quite 
Y" to "very Yo" The scale was presented on paper in the form of a line
divided into seven parts, such as the following One; bueno :____:
 : :____: : malo, the seven-part division being chosen
because of the finding by Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum (1957) that for 
scales of this type, fewer than seven divisions do not reveal a suf
ficient number of distinctions which the respondent is capable of

eFor a transcription of the passage and a listing of the variables see 
Appendices A, B, and C= Note that there was no separate pretest to 
control for listeners' reactions to individual voice qualityo
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making, and any number greater than seven renders meaningless the dis
tinctions he or she makeso

The listeners were to check that segment of the line which best 
described how they felt about the speaker for any given pair of traits* 
Specifically, the traits were the following; 

bueno; malo (good; bad)
simpatico; antipatico (friendly; unfriendly)
fuerte; debil (strong; weak)
trabajador: vago (hard-working; lazy)
inteligente; tonto (intelligent; dumb) .
de confianza; desconfiable (trustworthy: untrustworthy)
active: pasivo (active: passive)
honrado: deshonesto (honest: dishonest)
estimado: despreciable (esteemed: worthy of scorn)
generoso: tacano (generous: stingy)
gentil: brusco (genteel: abrupt)
rico: pobre (rich: poor)
suave: mandon (easygoing: bossy)

The traits were selected on the basis of both Osgood et alo's (195?)
cross-culturally attested findings as to the significance of three
basic semantic dimensions (good/bad, strong/weak, active/passive), and
the helpful commentaries of some Costa Rican friends (Castillo and
Castillo pens* com* 1973; Mejia Mejia perso com* 1973)=

Next for each speaker, the listeners were to check "yes" or
"no" to the following social distance questions:

I* Yo seria amigo de esta persona.
(I would be a friend of this person.)

2. Yo aceptaria a esta persona como pariente politico.
(I would accept this person as a relative through marriage.)

3. Yo aceptaria a esta persona como vecino.
(I would accept this person as a neighbor.)

4. Yo le ayudaria a esta persona en el caso de que le haga falta 
algo.
(I would help this person if he needed something.)
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These items were taken from Lambert et al, (1965)0 Unlike the traits
listed above, there is no evidence at all of their cross-cultural
relevance for Costa Ricans*

Then, to see if the listeners could match each speaker with an
occupation that would best correspond to him, they were asked;

I* &Cual de los tres es peon?^
(Which one of the three is a worker?)

2o iCual de los tres es profesor?
(Which one of the three is a professor?)

✓ 8 3° &Cual de los tres es albanil?
(Which one of the three is a mason?)

And finally, as a way of finding out for sure if the judgment of the 
listeners regarding all of the previously stated questions was consis
tent with their linguistic appraisal of the three speakers, the 
listeners were asked to answer these two questions;

1* 6,Cual de los tres hablo mejor?
(Which one of the three spoke best?)

2o iCual de los tres hablo peor?
(Which one of the three spoke worst?)

^In Costa Rica pe6n refers to both farmworkers as well as to blue 
collar workerso
7The word profesor is used in Costa Rica to refer both to high school 
teachers and college professors®
gNote that whereas an occupational categorization could have been 
elicited from informants by a more open-ended procedure, namely by 
asking them to suppose what kind of occupation each speaker might have 
had, it was decided instead to supply informants with the three speci
fied alternatives so as to ensure a hierarchical ranking, and to avoid 
eliciting from any one informant occupations that were similar or equal 
in rank* This approach has the unfortunate consequence of precluding 
the possibility of equal rankings in cases where informants perceived 
two given speakers to be occupationally indistinguishable, but it has 
the advantage of guaranteeing rank orderings, which was the goal of 
the task*
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Aside from all the substance-oriented questions? there were 

some questions requesting information on some standard demographic 
and socioeconomic measures, namely, respondent’s age, sex, marital 
status, education, father's occupation, and. father’s incomeo These 
are generally considered to be valuable predictors of behavioro

The Sample
The sample (total N=44o) consists primarily of 9th grade high 

school students (56<>9%) and 5th and 6th grade elementary school stu- 
dents (30o6%), the rest of the respondents consisting of 7th and 8th 
grade night school students (10o4%) and adults living in Sabanilla de 
Montes de Oca (2o2%), an area in which the other phonologically ori
ented sociolinguistic studies to be discussed in the following chap
ters were being carried out* The schools from which the sample was 
drawn were the Colegio Anastasio Alfaro, an all-girls public high 
school; the Liceo de Costa Rica, an all-boys public high school;
Escuela Jose Figueres, an elementary school, and a night school which 
is run in the Colegio Calasanzo As for the sex of the respondents, of 
those who responded to this question (2o7% did not, which meant that 
this percentage of the sample was dropped from any analysis of male/ 
female differences), k0 ok% are male and 5 9 o6% are femaleo

The ages of the respondents range from a low of 10 years to a 
high of 47, 27°9$ of the sample being 13 years old and younger, 69°6%
15 years old and younger, and 8801% 17 years old and younger° The 17 
year old and younger group constitutes the daytime elementary and 
secondary school students, whereas the remaining 11°7^ of the sample,
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the 2.8 and older group, consists of night school students (essentially, 
people in their late teens and 20s), and Sabanilla adults (those in the 
sample whose ages are predominantly in the 46s)* The inclusion of 
children as well as adults was intentional, for one important area of 
inquiry in the field of sociolinguistics is the acquisition of socio= 
linguistic competence,^ and it was expected that the various sorts of 
subjective reactions investigated here would vary according to the age 
of the speakero

Unfortunately, responses to the occupation and income questions
were in the vast majority of cases either too vague (in the case of
occupation) or missing (in the case of income)o Responses such as "He
works in the Coca-Cola bottling plant" revealed nothing about the
status of the occupation, since the subject’s father could have been a
worker on an assembly line or a janitor, or else a foreman or even an

10executiveo As for knowledge of their parents income, this was so 
often not known by the students (4804$ of the respondents did not re
spond) , that correlations could not be made between income and other 
variableso Nevertheless, some observations can still be made on the 
basis of the $1<,(% who did respond,, For one thing, 12al% were at the

^The notion of sociolinguistic competence as something that is acquired 
and the contrast between child and adult discourse strategies have 
been the subject of much recent study« They have been explored, for 
example, by Keenan (1973, 1974), Cook-Gumperz (1975), Mitchell-Kernan 
and Kernan (1975), and Gumperz and Herasimchuk (1975)o As for the 
acquisition of phonological norms, the subject has been treated by 
Labov (1965)0 See Chapter 5 for a discussion of Labov*s findings in 
this regardo
10For non-working respondents 'income’ refers to parents’ incomeo
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11bottom of the scale (less than 300 colones per month, then the salary 

of a farmworker), and a similar percentage (1102%>) was at the top of 
the scale (more than 4,000 colones per month, or the income of a large 
businessman or a professional)«, As can be seen in Table 1, income was 
distributed quite evenly across the gradations= - Thus, apparently all 
the various income levels were fairly equally represented in the sample0 

With an idea of the nature of the sample in mind, it is now 
possible to present the findingSo

Findings

Hypothesis 1
That Hypothesis 1 (ioe0, listeners will place themselves closer 

to those speakers whose phonological variants are predominantly pres
tige rather than stigmatized) is in fact confirmed, is perhaps the most 
telling evidence in the process of proving that the phonological vari
ables under investigation are indeed socially salient0 Table 2 reveals 
how the listeners placed themselves socially vis a vis each of the 
speakers, demonstrating that the more prestigious was a speaker's 
choice of variants, the more acceptable was that speaker to the listen
ers o Thus, in general, for each category of social distance, listeners 
placed themselves closest (i0eo, scores approaching 1 rather than 2) to 
the speaker who used only prestige variants, farthest away from the 
speaker who used only stigmatized variants, and somewhere in between 
in relation to the speaker who used prestige forms for 50% of the

At the time of the study, 8 06 .colones were equal to one UoSo dollar0
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Table 1„ ' Monthly income 0

Income (in colones) % of Respondents

less than 300 12d
from 301 to 500 7o8

from 501 to 750 806

from 751 to 1 ,000 ' 1407
from 1 ,001 to 1 ,300 1 3o8

from 1 ,500 to 2 ,000 9=1

from 2,001 to 3 ,000 13*8

from 3,001 to 4,000 9ol
more than 4,000 H o 2
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Table 2. Mean score* regarding speakers on social distance scalee

Prestige
Speaker Sig**

Intermediate
Speaker Sig**

Stigmatized
Speaker

Accept as relative 
through marriage 1 .38 > .0 0 1 1.55 =03 1=60

Accept as friend 1 .1 0 >=001 1 .2 2 ns 1.25
Accept as neighbor 1=01 > .001 1.19 ns 1.23
Help if in need 1=06 .03 1 .1 0 ns 1=09

*Note that responses were coded; l=yes, 2=no = Thus, the lower the 
score, the more positive were the listeners toward a given speaker; 
conversely, the higher the score, the more negative were the 
listeners,,

2^Significance levels are t-testso Hotelling1s T test performed on 
all three speakers reveals that for the first three social distance 
measures significance is ><>001, but that for the "help if in need" 
measure no overall statistically significant results are obtained,.
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variables and stigmatized forms for the other 5C$° It should be noted 
that there is one exception to the generalization, and that is in the 
case of "helping the speaker if he were in need;" here the inter
mediate speaker fared slightly worse (by =01) than the stigmatized 
speaker; the difference, however, is not statistically significant0 

But perhaps what is even more interesting about the scores for this 
category is their similarity (lo07? 1=10 and lo09)= Whereas for all 
the other social distance categories there are large differences be
tween the mean scores for the prestige and intermediate speakers (dif
ferences of =1 7, ol2, and =18), for the "help if in need" category the 
difference in means between the two speakers is slight (merely =03)= 
What suggests itself here is the possibility that there is something 
special about this category, something which neutralizes whatever 
social differences may be perceived in regard to the speakers= It. 
might be a humanitarian instinct, or some such thing= Thus, whether 
the speaker is an upper S=E=So type, a lower S=E=S= type, or someone 
somewhere in between, listeners seem to be nearly equally willing to 
help him if he were in needo

The responses to the social distance questions also reveal 
that listeners place a much larger distance between the prestige 
speaker and the intermediate speaker, on the one hand, than between 
the intermediate speaker and the stigmatized speaker on the other= A 
look at Table 1 reveals that, with the exception of the "help if in 
need" category, the differences between the mean scores for columns 
one and two (=1 7, =1 2, and =18) are far greater than they are for 
columns two and three (o0¥, =03, and =04), looking from top to bottom0/



In fact, whereas the differences between the mean scores for the first 
two columns are statistically significant, those for the last two are 
not (with the exception of "accept as a relative through marriage") 0 

This unexpected finding possibly may be accounted for by the explana
tion that the listeners did not distinguish very sharply between the 
intermediate and the stigmatized speaker, whereas they distinguished 
to a high degree between the prestige speaker (whose speech was charac
terized by the total absence of stigmatized variants) on the one hand, 
and the other two speakers (whose speech was marked by the use of 
stigmatized variants in varying degrees), on the other hando Such an 
explanation would make understandable the otherwise puzzling slight 
reversal in scores for the intermediate and stigmatized speaker on the 
"help if in need" category« In fact, as will be shown below) the 
listeners quite often seem barely to distinguish between the inter
mediate and the stigmatized speakero

Hypothesis 2
Do Costa Rican listeners attribute more positive characteris

tics to speakers according to the frequency with which the latter use 
stigmatized or prestige phonological variants? A look at Table 3 
should provide the answer to this question0

The strongest piece of evidence available for the confirmation 
of Hypothesis 2 is the fact that the prestige speaker is rated much 
more positively, far above the other two, on every pair of traits, 
without exceptions Thus, he is considered to be better, friendlier, 
stronger, more hardworking, more intelligent, more trustworthy, more
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Table 3= Mean score for each speaker by adjective pair0 *

Adjective Pair
Prestige
Speaker Sig**

Intermediate
Speaker Sig**

Stigmatized
Speaker

bueno/malo 2*0? >=001 3-04 ns 2*89
simpitico/
antipatico 2*98 >=001 3-78 ns 3-56

fuerte/debil 3-56 >=001 4*11 ns 3-96
trabajador/vago 2*22 >*001 3-07 ns . 2*87
inteligente/tonto 2*0? >*001 3-42 >o001 3-97
de confianza/ 
desconfiable 2*94 >*001 3-55 ns 3-51

active/pasivo 3-35 *011 3-72 *02 3-94
honrado/deshonesto 2*09 >*001 2*82 *o4 2*62

estimado/
depreciable 2*52 >*001 3*24 • ns 3-30

generoso/ tacano 2*73 >*001 3-53 >*001 3-10

gentil/brusc o 2*34 >*001 3-24 ns 3-26

rico/pobre 3-91 >=001 4*46 >*001 5-25
suave/mandon 3-01 *001 3-42 *05 . 3-20

*Note that the lower the mean, the more favorable the rating*
**These significance levels are t-tests between the indicated pairs of 
speakers* Hotelling’s T^ test performed on all three groups (test, 
re-test) reveals that p < *01 in every case and is <*001 in 10 of the 
12 adjective pairs*
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active, more honest, more worthy of esteem, more generous, more gen
teel, wealthier and more compliant than either of the other two speak
ers. This finding conforms precisely to what was expectedo

What is not fulfilled is the expectation that the intermediate 
speaker would in turn be rated more highly than the stigmatized speaker 
on every trait. In fact, on only five out of the thirteen pairs of 
characteristics are the ratings in the predicted direction (inteligente/ 
tonto, activo/pasivo, estimado/despreciable, gentil/brusco, and rico/ 
pobre)o Nevertheless, it should be noted in regard to the ratings 
which were contrary to expectation that on the whole the differences 
between the scores for the two speakers were so small as to be statis
tically insignificant. Thus, for example, if the mean score on de 
cohfiaitza/desconfisble was 3°55 for the intermediate speaker and 3.51 
for the stigmatized speaker, it cannot be claimed that the listeners 
perceived the intermediate speaker to be more trustworthy than the 
stigmatized speaker, since the difference between the mean scores 
(.04) is not statistically significant and, therefore, may be attribu
table to mere chance. All it means is that the listeners did not 
detect any appreciable difference in trustworthiness between the two 
speakers.

Why is the intermediate speaker not rated consistently more 
positively than the stigmatized speaker? One possibility which comes 
to mind is that the amount of phonological variation between the two 
was not sufficiently great to allow the listeners to accurately dif
ferentiate between them. But such an explanation must be discarded, 
because of two pieces of evidence to the contrary. If one looks



carefully once again at Table 3» one will notice that on two pairs of 
traits (ripo/pobre, inteligente/tonto), the three speakers were rated 
in the predicted manner, and, more importantly, the differences between 
the scores for the prestige and the intermediate speaker, and between 
those for the intermediate and stigmatized speaker are both quite 
large, suggesting that on these particular attributes the three 
speakers were clearly distinguishable for the listeners0 There happens 
to be something rather special about these traits, something which dis
tinguishes them from the other characteristics, and that is that rather 
than being essentially personality traits, they are socioeconomic 
status-linked traits,. The pair rico/pobre can obviously be understood 
to be an SoE0S0 measure= The traits inteligente/tonto are not obvi
ously soo Although, on the surface, they appear not to be status- 
linked characteristics, in reality they are automatically associated 
by Costa Ricans with corresponding education levels (ioe0, if a person 
has had many years of schooling he is assumed to be intelligent; if he 
has had very little schooling, he is assumed to be dumb)= Even though 
intelligence and education are by no means necessarily associated, 
popular opinion in Costa Rica (and elsewhere, for that matter) links 
the two, particularly in the case of.judging people at the lower and 
upper extremes of educational attainment=

In effect, then; by distinguishing so clearly between the three 
speakers on the attributes of wealth and intelligence, the listeners 
were spacing the speakers in terms of S=EoSo, and did so in the ex
pected direction* When it came to personality traits, however, the 
listeners could distinguish clearly only between the prestige speaker
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on the one hand, and the intermediate and stigmatized speakers on the 
other, but not between the intermediate and stigmatized speakers in 
relation to each othero Apparently, then, the degree of phonological ' 
variation which differentiated the speech of the intermediate and 
stigmatized speakers was not sufficient to enable the listeners to 
deem one speaker superior to the other on all of the personality 
traits, as the listeners had been able to do with the prestige speaker 
in relation to the other two®

Still puzzling, nevertheless, is the question as to why the 
listeners, on so many traits, rated the stigmatized speaker higher 
than the intermediate one even if many of the differences in scores 
were statistically insignificant® It would seem that the answer lies 
in. paralinguistic features of the speakers’ speech® Any one element 
alone or a combination of several elements (e®go, pitch, stress, junc
ture, loudness, speed, individual voice quality) may have served to 
give the listeners the impression that the stigmatized speaker was in 
several aspects a "nicer" person than the intermediate speaker®

Hypothesis 3
What of Hypothesis 3? Did the listeners assign occupational 

categories to the speakers in the anticipated manner, matching the 
progressively higher status occupations with the speakers according to 
the degree to which the latter used prestige and stigmatized phono
logical variants? Looking at the sample as a whole, one can say with 
assurance that the hypothesis is confirmed (although perhaps not as 
impressively as had been anticipated)® The highest status occupation,



professor, was assigned to the prestige speaker by 6801% of those who 
responded (l8o9?& believed that the stigmatized speaker was the pro
fessor, and 12o9% assigned that occupation to the intermediate speaker). 
The intermediate occupational rank, mason, was correctly matched up 
with the intermediate speaker by 66,7% of those who responded (14,9% 
chose the stigmatized speaker, and 18,3% the prestige speaker). And 
62,3% matched the occupation of laborer with the stigmatized speaker 
(while 1 6,5% attached that occupation to the prestige speaker, and 
21,2% linked it to the intermediate speaker).

Why are the percentages not any more dramatic than they are?
One possible reason may be that the two lower status occupations are 
not sufficiently wide apart for people to distinguish between them. 
Perhaps if an occupation higher than mason had been chosen (e,g,, mer
chant), or, alternatively, if ’’laborer” (peon) had been specified as 
"farm worker” (peon agrxcola), then a higher percentage of listeners 
might have judged correctly.

Another possible explanation for the not-so-startling results 
is that the youngest respondents (the 5th and 6th grade students),
probably not being as aware of the social significance of phonological

12variation as are older adolescents and simultaneously not being as 
aware, either, of the differences in status between occupations, pulled 
down the overall percentages. This hypothesis can be tested out by 
looking at the responses of only the 16 and 17 year olds. The increase

"*"̂ Labov (1964a; 100) pinpoints 17 or 18 as the age at which an adoles
cent becomes completely familiar with the social norms of his speech 
community.
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in accuracy is quite dramatic» Of those who responded, &20k% matched 
the occupation of professor with the prestige speaker, 78=1% linked 
"mason" with the intermediate speaker, and 760^  guessed the stigma
tized speaker to be a laborer» Thus, given the greater inaccuracy of 
the 5th and 6th grade school children relative to the rest of the 
sample, and given the element of error which always is present in the 
responses to any question. Hypothesis 3 must be said to be confirmsdo

Hypothesis k
Coming now to the hypothesis that Costa Rican listeners will 

judge the "correctness" of a speaker's speech according to the degree 
to which prestige and stigmatized forms are used, one may look at the 
responses to the questions "Which of the speakers spoke best?" and 
"Which of the three speakers spoke worst?" The responses to these 
questions closely parallel the findings regarding the third hypothesise 
On the answer to the first question, 77°1$> of those who responded did 
so as hypothesized (i0e<>, chose the prestige speaker), and in reply to 
the second question, 66*3^ were accurate (i0e0, chose the stigmatized 
speaker)o Once again, checking the 16 years and older group, to see 
if the younger respondents were not lowering the overall percentages, 
it is found that of the 16 and 17 year olds who answered the two ques
tions, 8 7 0 8% answered the first one as anticipated, and 77o3^ answered

t
the second one as expected# Thus, Hypothesis 4 is confirmed as wello

One finding which becomes clear upon seeing the percentages for 
both Hypothesis 3 and Hypothesis 4 is that the prestige speaker is more 
correctly identified (in terms of occupation and "best" speech) than
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are the other two speakers. Again, this is consistent with the find
ings uncovered in previous sections of the study: the prestige speaker
stands out for the listeners, and is set apart from the other two.

It is not coincidental that the fourth hypothesis is confirmed, 
given the validation of the first three. For underlying listeners' 
discrimination between phonologically differentiated speakers, along 
the lines of social distance, traits related to personality, S.E.S., 
and intelligence, and occupational categorization, is the sensitivity 
to prestige and stigmatized phonological norms. Listeners' ability to 
distinguish "correct" speech from stigmatized speech enables them to 
make the kinds of discriminations verified by Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3°
If the fourth hypothesis had not been validated, it seems unlikely 
that the first three could have been.

Hypothesis 5
Now that the hypotheses have been examined from the point of 

view of the entire sample of respondents, they may be investigated from 
the perspective of male/female differences in responses. Hypothesis 5, 
namely, that women will react more favorably than men to speakers who 
make greater use of prestige variants, and more negatively than men to 
speakers who use stigmatized variants more extensively, can be either 
confirmed or rejected upon examination of Table 4. Table 4 presents 
the statistically significant differences between male and female re
actions to the three speakers regarding: (1 ) social distance5 (2) per
sonality and other traits; (3) occupational status; and (4) "correct
ness" of speech. As is evident from the table, on the whole, there



Table 40 Significant16 differences between male and female responses^

Prestige Speaker Intermediate Speaker Stigmatized Speaker
Male Female Sig0 Male Female Sigo Male Female Sigc

Accept as relative
through marriage lo46? 1°330 =005

Accept as friend '
Accept as neighbor i lAp n n7i n?A
Help if in need • Z
bueno/malo
simpatico/antipatico „ „ okt,
fuerteMbil >o0d/ oÛ
S S i g e S O Z t o  5 -169 3'577 .011 3.651 4.217 .002
de confianza/confiable 
activo/pasivo 
honrado/deshonesto 
estimado/despreciable 
generoso/tacafib
S c V p ^ r 0 3.750 .026
suave/mandon
pedn 
albahil 
profesor
hablo mejor

2.983 3=461 .010

hablo peor
*The criterion for significance is .05 or less. Where no significant difference appears a 
blank is left in the table =



are very few significant differences in response according to the sex 
of the respondent* Where the differences do occur, however, they are 
in the predicted direction, namely, the women's scores are lower (more 
positive) in the case of the.prestige speaker and higher (more nega
tive ) in the case of the intermediate and stigmatized speakers, the 
only exception being "would help the speaker if he were in need," in 
which case women place themselves closer to the intermediate speaker 
than do men* Nevertheless, there are many more "holes" in Table k 
than there are significant differences, and so Hypothesis 5 must be 
discarded as invalid*

Once again the possibility suggests itself that the scores of 
the younger respondents are obscuring differences which may in fact 
exist between male and female responses* If the sample is broken up 
into age groups, and significant differences according to sex of re
spondent are sought out, as was done for the sample as a whole, one 
finds the following (see Table 5)= In the 13-year old and younger 
group there are no significant differences at all between boys and 
girls* In the 14 to 15-year old group several (8) significant differ
ences appear, in the 16 to 1? year old group only 2, and in the 18 

years and older group there are 10* One sees, then, that by dividing 
the entire sample into age groups one finds within any given age group 
the same, or even greater, paucity of statistically significant dif
ferences between•male and female responses as there was in the sample 
as a whole * Thus, viewing males and females by age groups has not 
been of any use in revealing differences which were thought to exist* 
Its only utility has been to further reinforce the impression given by
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Table Significant* differences between male and female responses, 
by age groupo

Mean
Males

Score
Females

13 years old and younger - =
14 to 15 years old

(prestige) accept as relative through
marriage 1.473 1=314

(intermediate) accept as neighbor 1-267 1-127
(prestige) fuerte/dSbil 3.900 3.084
(prestige) rico/pobre 4=000 3.405
(stigmatized) fuerte/debil 2-983 3.787
(stigmatized) inteligente/tonto 3.650 4=383
(stigmatized) estimado/despreciable 3=065 3=866
(stigmatized) gentil/brusco 3=164 . 3=748

16 to 17 years old
(stigmatized) de confianza/desconfiable 4=367 3.333(stigmatized) generoso/tacano 3.581 2=653

18 years and older
(prestige) accept as friend 1-227 1=030
(prestige) accept as relative through
marriage 1-429 1.152

(intermediate) accept as relative
through marriage 1-667 1.375

(prestige) trabajador/vago 2=435 1-438
(prestige) inteligente/tonto 2-450 1.517
(prestige) honrado/deshonesto 2-125 1-321 .
(prestige) gentil/brusco 2-348 1.387
(stigmatized) activo/pasivo 3.391 . 4-759
(stigmatized) gentil/brusco 1-900 2.963
(intermediate) de confianza/desconfiable 2-818 2=964

*The criterion for significance is o05 or less0
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the significant male/female differences in the sample as a whole, 
namely, that women do react more favorably to the prestige speaker than 
do men, and more negatively to the stigmatized speaker than do men0̂  

Their reaction to the intermediate speaker, however, is more ambivalent 
(i0e0, favorable sometimes, negative at others) when viewed from the 
perspective of the various age groups, than it is when examined in the 
context of the entire sample0 Apparently only the prestige and stig
matized speakers are able to evoke consistent reactions from the 
listeners according to the latter’s sex0

Conclusions and Implications
The findings of this study have shown that Costa Rican listen-

xers can, in fact, determine accurately which of three speakers speaks 
a phonologically prestige social dialect, which one speaks a stigma
tized variety, and which one falls in between the two typeso In addi
tion, listeners are able to assign an expected occupational status to 
each of three speakers on the basis of phonological variation in the 
latter's speech, although this is less true of younger listeners (13 
years old and younger) than it is of older ones (16 and 17 years old)* 
Furthermore, listeners place themselves in terms of "social distance" 
to speakers according to the degree to which speakers use prestige and 
stigmatized phonological variants; however the spacing is not equi
distant* Listeners place themselves much closer to a speaker who uses 
only prestige forms, than they do to speakers who either use only

^The only exception to the pattern lies in the responses of the 16 to 
17 year olds* In this case females were more positive toward the 
stigmatized speaker than were males*



stigmatized forms or use 50% prestige and 50% stigmatized variants0 
Another finding has been that despite the fact that listeners can place 
speakers fairly equidistantly on a scale of rich/poor and intelligent/ 
dumb, in accordance with the degree to which the speakers use prestige 
and. stigmatized phonological variants, they distinguish a "prestige 
speaker" from both a "stigmatized speaker" and an "intermediate speaker" 
on a series of personality traits, rating the prestige speaker more 
positively than the other two in every way, but do not discriminate 
similarly between the intermediate and the stigmatized speaker= This 
unexpected non-parallel relationship may possibly be accounted for by 
paralinguistic factors present in the speech of the two persons whose 
voices were recordedo Lastly, concerning male/female differences in 
regard to all the other hypotheses tested, it was found that relatively 
very few such differences exist, but that whenever they do, females 
are more positive toward the prestige speaker than men are, and more 
negative toward the intermediate, and particularly so toward the 
stigmatized speaker, then men are0

Several questions are raised by the above-mentioned findings.,
If', on the whole, the listeners discriminated sharply between the 
prestige speaker on the one hand and the intermediate and stigmatized 
speakers on the other, but only slightly between the intermediate and 
the stigmatised speaker, how much more "correctly" (ioeo, to what 
extent more prestigiously) would the intermediate speaker have to have 
spoken, for the listeners to have separated him farther away from the 
stigmatized speakero If 50% prestige was not sufficient, what per
centage would have been: 75%, or something much higher?
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Could the findings be interpreted to mean that it is not so 

much the case that the intermediate speaker is perceived negatively 
(because he uses so many of the forms which the stigmatized speaker 
does), but that the prestige speaker strikes the listeners somehow as 
an idealized speaker, as the "marked” number of the set, whereas the 
other two are "unmarked?" Actually, if Labov is correct in his sup
position that there is no one who never uses a stigmatized variant 
since frequency of use of stigmatized forms goes up as attention to 
speech goes down, then the prestige speaker of this study is an arti
ficial construct, and probably does not exist in Costa Ricae

The interpretation that prestige speech is marked in Costa Rica 
is a highly plausible one, given the numerous types of stigmatized 
variants that exist in the speech of the population and the unlikeli
hood of uniformly prestige speech, even at formal contextual levelso 
If this should turn out to be the case, it would be a significant, con
trastive finding in relation to the way in which social differentiation 
in language operates in the UoSo For, as Wolfram and Fasold (1974) have 
alluded to, and Wolfram and Christian (1976;17) have reiterated,

Status groups are more often differentiated by the usage of 
socially stigmatized features than they are by the usage of 
socially prestigious oneso In fact, it is tempting to define 
standard varieties of English in terms of their relative 
absence of socially stigmatized features used by non
mainstream groups as opposed to the socially prestigious 
features which may be found among high status groups® This 
pattern would contrast with that of a society which empha
sized differentiation in terms of socially prestigious 
features rather than stigmatized ones®

The findings of this study present important implications for 
groups which speak stigmatized social dialects® They demonstrate, 
first of all, that listeners will judge the personality, intelligence,



as well as socioeconomic status of speakers by phonological variation 
alone„ Secondly, they indicate that for listeners to make intermediate 
judgments about speakers, the latter must produce prestige variants at 
least 53# of the time (or, alternatively, stigmatized variants at most 
k°P/> of the time) o This would mean, for example, that for a job appli
cant to make a favorable impression on his/her interviewer, from the 
point of view of phonology alone, he/she would need to use prestige 
variants more than half the time he/she uses the variables in question* 
What the cut-off percent range would be is something which needs to be 
tested out empirically * If it should turn out to be quite high, 9CP/o or 
more, let us say, then the implication for teachers of second dialects 
(e*g0, English as a Second Dialect in the case of speakers of Black 
English) is that their students need to master the phonology of the 
Standard Dialect to a rather high degree if they wish to favorably 
impress potential employers in the course of seeking a job, for example* 

The preceding discussion has assumed that listener inability to 
differentiate well between the intermediate and the stigmatized speaker 
is attributable to a quantitative factor* There is, however, another, 
very different possibility, one which rests on a qualitative explana
tion* Namely, can it be that the mere single occurrence of a stereo
typed variable can weigh as heavily, so to speak, as the multiple 
occurrence of variables which are merely indicators or markers? If 
this is so, then the "qualitative" theory might very well account for 
our puzzling findings, for both the intermediate as well as the stig
matized speaker used some variables which seem to be stereotypical 
ones (e*g*, w-^gw, as in [wefeo] —^  [gwefeo] •egg'; or accent shift
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between two. contiguous vowels where the second vowel loses its sylla- 
bicity, as in [pxdo] [ o y d o l ’hearing, ear’), stereotypical to the 
point of producing laughter in some of the listeners*

The present study demonstrates the need for future research in
this area of investigation* It would suggest a similar type of study, 
but one which would vary to more degrees the extent to which the 
speakers use the prestige and stigmatized forms (e0go, to five degrees; 
100^ prestige, 9C$, 75$>, 50%, and 0%)* It should test, as well, for
the relative impact of quantitative versus qualitative variation*
Furthermore, all the recordings used should be made by the same 
speaker, so that paralinguistic factors would not in any way intervene 
in the listeners’ jusgments*

The analysis presented, here has attempted to show how the vary
ing use of three phonological variables in Costa Rican Spanish (accent 
shift, vowel change, and consonantal change) will affect listeners’ 
judgments regarding three speakers’ personalities, intelligence, 
wealth, occupation, as well as their feelings of social distance or 
proximity towards those speakers*

Note that loss of syllabicity does hot necessarily accompany accent 
shift in [w ] situations* When it does, however, the following stop 
phoneme, which normally is a fricative [d] in the environment of LvJ, 
is pronounced as the stop variant [d]* This additional process further 
serves to mark the lexical item as a highly stereotypical one*



CHAPTER 3

A DIACHRONIC SOCIAL AND LINGUISTIC 
PERSPECTIVE ON VARIATION

It is now evident that the phonological variables chosen for 
consideration, namely, accent shift, vowel alternation, and con
sonantal alternation, are indeed socially salient for contemporary 
Costa Ricanso What has not been investigated as yet is when these 
variables began varying, to what extent the variation is restricted 
to Costa Rican Spanish, what the social composition was of the speech 
community that first introduced them, and how that social composition, 
along with the phonological variables in question, has changed over 
the centuries of Costa Rican social history. In order to discover 
something about the nature of Costa Rican Spanish phonology from a 
historical perspective, it might be best to begin by inquiring as to 
the social status and geographical origins of those persons who con
stituted the first Costa Rican speech community, and to trace the 
social evolution of that speech community, A socio-historical picture 
once established, the historical pattern of variation of the linguis
tic variables may then be traced, those variables then being placed 
into the larger linguistic context of Spanish peninsular origins and 
American Spanish parallels. Thus, this chapter will present the 
diachronic sources of those phonological variables found to be varying 
in contemporary Costa Rican Spanish,
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Geograph.ical-*social O rigins o f  Costa R ica' s  

C o lo n ists

One question regarding the variety of Spanish originally intro
duced into Costa Rica by its conquistadores and first colonists is 
whether it may be designated as a particular geographic dialect of 
peninsular Spanishe In particular, can it be said, as have a number 
of observers of Spanish dialectology (Boyd-Bowman 1964, 1968; Canfield 
1964; Cuervo 1944; Lapesa 1956; Menb'ndez Pidal 1918; Navarro Tomas 1955; 
Wagner 1927) that American Spanish is a replica of Andalucian Spanish, 
as it was spoken at the time of the Conquest, or should one side with 
those (Aguero 1962; Alonso 1955; Henriquez Urena 1921, 1925, 1952; Lope
Blanch 1968-69) who deny the validity of the Andalucian based model0

1If one takes the evidence presented by Boyd-Bowman, the posi
tion which claims an Andalucian base for New World Spanish seems to be 
irrefutable= Certainly Boyd-Bowman's empirical data is impressively 
convincingo Of the 40,000 Spanish settlers whose origins he succeeds 
in tracing from peninsular regions, Andalucxa contributed by far the 
greatest percentage of colonists= In the second of the two colonizing 
periods which Boyd-Bowman establishes, 1520-1559, the contribution of 
Andalucxa to the total emigration was 52%, 5% less than its percentage 
contribution during the first period of emigration, 1495-1519 (Boyd- 
Bowman 1968;xvii)o Yet, despite this decrease in its share of emigres,

■*"The evidence to be presented in this work regarding the variety of 
Spanish that characterized Costa Rica in its formative stages, will be 
of a non-linguistic nature, following Boyd-Bowman,, It is not the in
tention of the present study to resolve the issue of the Andalucian 
basis of New World Spanish; rather the intention is to account for the 
background of Costa Rica's colonial population, and thereby, as a side 
consequence, bring social and geographic evidence to bear on that 
larger theoretical issue0
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Andalucxa was still by far the largest contributor to the New World 
colonists (compared with 17=6% from Castilla Vieja, 1606% from 
Extremadura, and 12«.C% from Castilla Nueva, the remaining regions con
tributing, altogether, only l4<,9% of the emigres /Boyd-Bowman 1968;
Table T/) o

How do the figures for Costa Rican initial colonization stand 
up beside Boyd-Bowman* s overall figures? Fairly well» If the per
centages presented above are Compared with figures derived by the Costa 
Rican monseignor Sanabria Martinez (1977?Tomo I, LXI-LXII), rather 
parallel findings emerge= Sanabria*s statistics (see Table 6), drawn 
from his investigation of the parrish books of Cartago and Rjarras, 
the Protocols of Cartago (which include wills, codicils, and dotal 
letters), the genealogical studies of a Licenciado Manuel de Jesus 
Jimenez, as well as baptismal and matrimonial books, show that Anda
lusia contributed the most colonists (26«,3%) to Costa Rica's settlement, 
followed by the Castillas (15=4%), the Basque provinces (Alava, 
Guipuzcoa and Vizcaya, with a total of 808%i) q Extremadura (6=>0̂ ) and 
Galicia (406%)0 The Andalucian percentage for Costa Rica does not 
match up remarkably well with Boyd-Bowman*s two figures (37% and 32% 
for the earlier and later periods, respectively), but does confirm the 
greater impact of Andalucxa, in relation to the other peninsular pro
vinces 0

The fact that Costa Rica* s predominant source of Spanish immi
gration was Andalucian would lead one to support the thesis that modern 
day American Spanish is essentially an Andalucian dialect model0 How
ever, if one follows the line of thinking of such scholars as



Table 6 0 Origins of residents of Cartagos from the colonization to 
I85O0

Percentage Total
No= W

Espafia
Alava 3 .6
Andalucia 75 15=8
Aragon 6 lo3
Asturias 12 2=5
Islas Ganarias 9- 1=9
Cataluna 10 2=1
Castillas (Vieja y Nueva) 44 9=2
Extremadura 17 3=6
Galicia 13 2=7
Guipuzcoa 8 1=7
Le^n ■ 8 1=7
Mallorca 2 =4
Murcia 10 2=1
Navarra 9 1=9
Oran (Africa) 1 =2
Valencia 1 =2
Vizcaya 14 2=9
Others 43 9=0 285 59=9

Centro America (con Panama) y Mexico
Mexico 4 =8
? Guatemala 17 3=6
Salvador 9 1=9
Honduras 6 1=3
Nicaragua 37 7=8
Panama 43 9=0 116 24=4

America del Sur (incluyendo Antilles)
Cuba 6 1=3
Chile 2 =4
Ecuador 3 =6
Jamaica 1 =2
Nueva Granada (Colombia) 10 2=1
Peru 9 1=9 31 6=5

Other Countries 44 9=2

These data are from Sanabria Mo (1977:193-^)=
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Amado Alonso (1953)» one concludes that New World Spanish is basically 
a Castillian-based linguistic outgrowth. According to Alonso, the 
Spanish which took root in the New World was a unified, leveled-off 
variety, the generalized "castellano" of the mother-land, at that time. 
It was what Alonso (1953:5^) refers to as "el castellano=espanol:"

Si a los materiales peninsulares con que se hizo la 
nivelacion se quiere llamar base lingufstica del espanol 
americaho, la base es el castellano=espa2iol, traido por los 
castellanos coiho forma variamente informadora de su region 
respective, , = , Era el castellano=espahol, la lengua 
nacional e interregional, la que entr6 como components 
principal en los materiales priginarios, aquello del caste
llano en que coincidian andaluces, castellanos, extreme'nos, 
gallegos, leoneses y aragoneses. Si al hablar de base lo 
que se busca es cual fue la modalidad del castellano que 
predomitio cuantitativamente en la composicidn primitive del 
castellano colonial, esta es sin duda la base: el que ya en
Espana era el castellano general e interregional,^

And, according to Alonso (1953:53-4), this "leveling" which took place
occurred during the successive waves of expeditions during the l6th
century: "Ahl empieza lo americano," Elsewhere (Alonso 1953:12),
more explicitly, Alonso concludes that, "La base del espanol americano
es la forma que fue adquiriendo en su marcha natural el idioma que
hablaban los espanoles del siglo XVI, , , 0" It is precisely this
view which Lope Blanch (1968-69:90) supports. For Lope Blanch, the
base of American Spanish was undeniably the Spanish brought over by
the soldiers during the time of the Conquest, However, it is a false
conclusion, he asserts, to equate the period of Conquest with the
moment of discovery, that is to say, to contend that the Conquest was
realized in 1492, Rather, "la conquista —  y colonizacion —  del

Note th a t throughout th is  work quoted, Spanish m ateria l i s  l e f t  in  i t s  
o r ig in a l form. However, attem pts are made to  summarize the quoted mat
te r  in  the d iscu ssio n  fo llo w in g  i t ,  in  order to  f a c i l i t a t e  i t s  compre
hension  by the read er.
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Nuevo Mundo se realize a lo largo de una centuria bien cumplida" (Lope 
Blanch 1968-69:90)=

It is probably the decision to mark off the l6th century as 
the critical one for defining the nucleation of American Spanish which 
brings Alonso’s thesis into direct conflict with the one which defines 
New World Spanish as essentially an Andalucian-influenced dialecto 
Thus, Canfield (1962:60) dates the beginning of what is considered to 
be New World Spanish between 1600 and 1700, at which time, "llego a 
cristalizarse el fonetismo americanoo” This places the peak of the 
linguistic evolutionary process an entire century later than does 
Alonso's theory*, The discrepancy, in turn, appears to hinge on whether 
one believes, as Alonso does, that phenomena such as seseo^ and yefsmo^ 
began first in America and then spread to Andalucxa, or whether one 
believes that such phenomena occurred first in Andalucia, and were then 
borrowed by the colonies, a much more plausible theory=

For the case of Costa Rica, one would have to argue, as does 
the Costa Rican linguist Arturo Agttero (1962), that Alonso’s concep
tualization, discounting America's exportation of seseo and yeismo, 
is correcto The case for defending Alonso in accounting for Costa 
Rican Spanish must ultimately be a historical-demographic one, resting 
primarily on the fact that a substantial number of the initial colo
nists did not come directly to Costa Rica from Spain, but resided for

^Seseo is the pronouncing of orthographic _c as [s] rather than [©J 
when it precedes [e] or Li] <>
Sfeismo refers to the lack of phonological contrast between ortho
graphic 11 (as in se callo) and y (as in _se cayo)«, When the contrast 
is lost both are pronounced [y]„
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varying periods of time in other American provinces, or else were born 
in the New World. In fact, during the period between the Conquest and 
as late as 1850, a substantial number (54%) of those Spanish-speakers 
who came to Costa Rica were first genaration American (Sanabria Me 
1977;195-4)o In addition, there is evidence from the early colonial 
period of Costa Ricans having lived for varying periods of time in 
other Spanish-speaking parts of America, only to return afterward to 
Costa Rica, thereby producing dialect contact with other varieties of 
Spanish. The following discussion tries to demonstrate the grounds 
for these assertions.

That it was common for the Spanish conquerors of Costa Rica to 
have lived in other American dominions of the Spanish Crown is evi
denced by the biographical sketches of them available to the investi
gator. In particular, Progenitores de los costarricenses, (Juan R.
Viquez Segreda 1940) and "Origenes de los costarricenses" (Gonzalez 
Viquez 1977) provide such data. One finds, for example, that Licenciado 
don Juan de Cavallon, one of the principal conquistadores of Costa Rica, 
in 1560 organized in Guatemala the expedition of colonists who were to 
conquer and colonize Costa Rica, and spent time in Nicaragua rein
forcing his company (Trejos 1940b:10). Padre Juan de Estrada Ravago, 
another primary conquistador of Costa Rica, came to America in 1550, 
but entered Costa Rica only in 1561, eleven years having had elapsed 
between his arrival to the New World and his first appearance in Costa 
Rica (Peralta 1940:27)° Juan Vazquez de Coronado, another of the most 
important conquerors of Costa Rica, left Spain at the age of 17, in 
1540, spent his first few years in the New World in Mexico, then moved



to Guatemala, where he married (Trejos 19̂ Qa;3l)s Thus, he lived in 
the Americas for a period of 20 years before arriving in Costa Rica= 

There are similar facts in the settlement histories of less 
outstanding Costa Rican conquerors and colonists0 For instance, 
Captain don Diego de Trejo is believed to have been born in Guatemala, 
left for Nicaragua at the age of 21, and shortly thereafter joined 
Vazquez de Coronado in the letter's attempts at the conquest of Costa 
Rica's indigenous peoples (Viquez Segreda 1940:79)* Similarly, there 
is the case of Fray Pedro de Betanzos, a franciscan priest born and 
ordained in Spain, who spent over twenty years in Mexico and Guatemala, 
converting Indians, before settling in Costa Rica in 1563 (Prado 1940: 
99-103)= Alferez Cristobal de Chaves, one of those who accompanied 
Cavalldn and Vazquez de Coronado in their conquering expeditions, was 
born.somewhere in Central America, in 1555, nearly 10 years before his 
first appearance in Costa Rica (Viquez Segreda 1940:107)° Francisco 
Marmolejo and Captain Antonio de Paralta both had participated in a 
rebellion in Peru, in 1541; after receiving their sentence of the loss 
of all their worldly goods, they moved to either Guatemala or Nicara
gua, where they appear in the company of Vazquez de Coronado (Viquez 
Segreda 1940:111)* Pedro Ordohez de Villaquiran came to the New World 
in either 1549 or 1550, serving as a soldier, and participated in 
Costa Rica's conquest 11 years later (Viquez Segreda 1940:113)°
Miguel Sanchez de Guido, another one of Cavallon's companions, was 
born in La Espanola, moved to Panama, later to Leon, Nicaragua, where 
he married and lived temporarily up until his activity in the conquest 
of Costa Rica (Viquez Segreda 1940:117)° Captain Juan de Obregon#
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born in Granada, Nicaragua, in 1600, lived in Nicaragua until the age 
of 64, when he was appointed to the governorship of Costa Rica (Viquez 
Segreda 1940:12?)= Captain Ignacio de Cota was born in Santiago, 
Guatemala, to parents who had been living there for over twenty years: 
he was a second lieutenant in Cavallon*s troops (Viquez Segreda 1940: 
l47)o Jer6nimo de Villegas, one of the earliest conquerors and 
settlers of Costa Rica, was probably born in Mexico: at least it is
thought that he started out from Mexico, and ended up in Guatemala, 
before he was named Captain to the armada which played a role in the 
conquest of Costa Rica (Viquez Segreda 1940:155)° Captain don Juan 
Davila was the son of Benito Davila, a conquistador of Nicaragua, and 
dona. Catalina Martin de Baro Betacor, one of the first Spanish women 
to have arrived in the New World; Juan was alferez (second lieutenant) 
of Granada, Nicaragua before participating in the conquest of Costa 
Rica in either 1541 or 1542 (Viquez Segreda 1940:171)° Juan Calderon, 
the grandson of Francisco Calderon, one of the first conquistadores to 
arrive in the New World, with Hernan Cortes, married in Guatemala, his 
wife also being a descendent of conquistadores: they ended up living
in Cartago, the capital of the province of Costa Rica (Viquez Segreda 
1940:177)= Juan Garcia Cordero, born in Nueva Granada, Nicaragua, 
served as a sailor before coming to Costa Rica to help settle it 
(Viquez Segreda 1940:l8l)<= Finally, one of Costa Rica's most illus
trious early settlers, the governor and captain general of the province 
between 1566 and 1573, Pero Afan de Ribera, better known as Perafan de 
Ribera, was born in Castilla, Spain in 1492, and established himself



in the province of Honduras in 1527? thus living there for nearly 40 
years before coming to Costa Rica<,

Apparently, then, for the early conquerors and settlers, the 
possibility of arrival to Costa Rica directly from Spain is inadmis
sible o This conclusion is obvious if one considers that the military 
organizational operations headed by Costa Rica* s main conquistadores 
were based in Nicaragua,, It is there that the military forces were 
coalesced,, But more dramatically for the argument that New World 
Spanish, at least Costa Rican Spanish, was a leveled off variety, and 
not a replica of any one peninsular Spanish dialect,^ is the prepon
derance of American born Spanish-speakers in the conquering and 
settling activities that were going on. Among the collection of his
torical personages presented above, it is the exceptional person who 
was born in Spain, The overwhelming majority are native to the 
Americas,

If one examines the records of immigration to Costa Rica during 
the period which entails the conquest up through 1850, one finds that, 
although settlement directly from Spain becomes possible, once the 
conquest is completed, immigration from other Spanish speaking American 
territories continues to be substantial. The study by. SanabriaM, (1977) 
proves this to be the case. Examining Table 6 again, it can be' traced 
to Spain and the New World (i,e,, Spanish-speaking areas), 147 or 34%, 
are not from Spain, but rather, emanate from America, predominantly 
from the 'Central America plus Mexico' category. Specifically, there 
are 116 names corresponding to Central America, Panama and Mexico

^This i s  the p o s it io n  taken by Agiiero (1962; 114-5),
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(the breakdown being the following; Mexico, 4; Guatemala, 17; Salvador, 
9; Honduras, 6; Nicaragua, 37; Panama, 43 /Sanabria Mo 1977;194/X And 
31 of the 147 names correspond to South America, the Antillies in
cluded (Cuba, 6; Chile, 2; Ecuador, 3; Jamaica, 1; Nueva Granada, or 
Colombia, 10; Peru, 9 /Sanabria Mo 1977;1947)°

What is especially interesting about the Colonial period, in 
terms of language contact in the New World and the thesis that Costa 
Rican Spanish was not an Andalucian based dialect, is the fact of geo
graphic mobility bn the part of Costa Rican settlers subsequent to 
their colonization of the provinceo The archival data collected by 
Gonzdlez Viquez (1977) regarding the origins of Costa Rican families 
is extremely useful in providing evidence of such post-colonization 
inter-territorial mobility* The data, in addition, add supporting 
evidence to the case that those who populated Costa Rica not only were 
not direct emigres from Spain, but were in many cases first, or even 
second and third generation Americano

Consider first the case of Alferez Gil de Alvarado (Gonzalez 
Viquez 1977;76-83), once mayor of Cartage* He was born in Santiago, 
Guatemala, sometime after 1604, and came to Costa Rica probably in 
1628 (the earliest records that mention him are dated 1629, at which 
time he was about 24 years old)* Prior to settling in Costa Rica, he 
lived at times in Nicaragua, at times in Honduras, his father being 
governor of the province of Honduras. Gil's wife, dona Juana de Vera 
y Sotomayor, a Costa Rican, had maternal grandparents who were from 
Granada, Nicaragua* What is significant about this family, in the 
context of geographic mobility, is that Gil and Juana.'s grandson,
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Antonio de Vargas Machuca, was ordained a priest, in particular, 
subdiaconoc. The significance" of this (Gonzalez Viquez 1977s 83) is that 
Antonio, along with any other young man who wished to become a priest, 
had to be sent out of the country, either to Guatemala or to Leon, 
Nicaragua, to attend secondary school or a seminary, since there were 
none in Costa Rica at the time® This meant years of absence0

Another case in point is that of the family of Francisco de 
Ocampo Golfin, elected mayor of Cartago in l660o Originally from 
Merida, Spain (Gonzalez Vfquez 1977:108), he came to the New World in 
search of fortune„ After spending an indeterminate amount of time in 
other parts of Central America, probably either Guatemala or Nicaragua 
(Viquez Segreda 1940:199), he settled in Costa Rica* One of his three 
sons, Licenciado Francisco de Ocampo Golfin, was ordained as deacon in 
Panama, in 1718, and years later as presbyter in Leon (Gonzalez Viquez 
1977:117)»

Interestingly, apparently because of the poverty of Costa Rica 
relative to the other colonies of the New World, and because of the 
consequent lack of preparatory educational institutions for young 
colonists who wished to pursue a professional career, many Costa Rican 
young men left Costa Rica permanentlyo For example, the son of Don 
Juan Francisco Saenz Vazquez left Costa Rica (1678) in order to ad
minister the property in Chiapas, Guatemala, which he inherited upon 
his father's death (Gonzalez Viquez 1977:123)<> He is listed in the 
archives, therefore, not as a resident of Cartago, Costa Rica, but as 
an estante of that city, which means that his residency there was not 
considered permanent (Gonzalez Viquez 1977:123)° Don Jose Saenz de
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las Cuevillas, perhaps a relative of Don Juan Francisco Saenz Vazquez, 
and Lieutenant Governor of Costa Rica at one time, left for Guatemala 
(supposedly in 1685), and never returned (Gonzalez Viquez 19772126) <= 
Similarly, Mariano de Montealegre, who in 1790 held a post in the 
Factoria de Tabacos (the government monopoly on the sale of tobacco), 
did not stay for long in Costa Rica* It is believed that he returned 
to Nicaragua, his place of origin (Gonzalez Viquez 1977:129)° His
torical examples such as these serve to indicate that not only was the 
Spanish that was spoken in Costa Rica influenced by other varieties 
found in neighboring Central American colonies, but that to a limited 
extent Costa Rican Spanish was having its own influence upon the 
Spanish spoken in those other areas* The overall picture, therefore, 
is one of a period of protracted inter-dialectal contact in Central 
America, where geographic mobility was relatively high, and cononists* 
stay in any one colonial province relatively impermanent, at least 
insofar as intergenerational familial patterns are concerned*

In short, it may be concluded from the discussion presented 
above that the Spanish brought to Costa Rica in its formative years 
can by no means be interpreted as representing the dialect of any given 
geographic area of Spain* There was too much inter-dialectal contact 
among newly-arrived Spaniards on the one hand, and between the newly- 
arrived and the American born, of varying generations, on the other 
hand, for the emergent dialects to represent any one peninsular 
Spanish dialect*

The next question to be asked is, "What social variety of 
Spanish did those people who settled Costa Rica bring with them?" or
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rather, "What was the social standing of Costa Rica' s early colonists?" 
If one looks first at the broader picture of Latin America in its en
tirety, one is led to conclude that the Spaniards who first came to 
the New World to conquer and then to colonize it were far from being 
the dregs of the earth= At a very minimum, if one is to believe 
Alonso (1953), they were as a whole no different in social origin than 
the peninsular population from which they were drawn« Thus,

o o o el "pueblo" que se desgajo de Espana para poblar 
America y construir en ella tal cultura estaba compuesto de 
rusticos, villanos, artesanos, clerigos, hidalgos, caballeros 
y nobles, aproximadamente en la misma propercion que el 
"pueblo" que quedo en Espana0 Quiza menos en los extremes; 
de cierto en los nobles titulados, y muy probablemente en 
los rusticos labradores y pastores, mas dificlles de arrancar 
de su terruHo« Pero fuera de eso, la composicion demb- 
grafica no debio diferir sensiblemente en el elemento espahol 
de la Colonia y en la peninsular (Alonso 1953=1?)=

Consequently, whatever differences there are between peninsular and 
New World Spanish, they cannot be attributed to the latter1s having 
been more plebeian than the former in the l6th century, argues Alonso 
(1953:20): "No se podra sostener, ni menos probar, que las discre
pancies observables entre el espanol de aqui y el de alia se deben 
a que en el siglo XVI el de America era mas plebeyo y vulgar que el 
de la Peninsula^"

In a well-documented, extremely convincing paper Rosenblat 
(1964) argues a case that is similar to Alonso’s, although the social 
background he attributes to those who populated the new Spanish terri
tories is generally higher than that postulated by Alonso, Citing, 
for example, the Armada of 1493, he (Rosenblat 1964:175) shows that 
the participants were "gente de importancia, de las familias mas



linajudas de Sevilla, altos funcionarios, criados de la casa real, 
hidalgos, caballeros, comendadores, cl^rigoso" V/hat Rosenblat demon
strates is that in the early period of conquest and settlement (ioe0, 
until 1570) there was a high proportion of noblemen among the Spaniards 
living in the New World, higher than the proportion of noblemen to 
commoners existing at the time in Spain,, And, just as Alonso does, 
Rosenblat (1964:184), too, points out the noticeable lack of farmers 
among those who left Spain for the New World0 Rather, he states, there 
was a high percentage of soldiers; but the Spanish soldier of the l6th 
century was a literate man (Rosenblat 1964:199), a man who neither 
socially nor culturally was of a lower class (Rosenblat 1964:193), and 
who highly valued speaking elegantly (Rosenblat 1964:202) <, Besides the 
class of professional soldiers, there was, rather than working class 
people, a very high percentage of royal officials, clergymen, lawyers, 
and men with secondary school degrees (Rosenblat 1964:190)0

Rosenblat's conclusion regarding the nature of the Spanish 
spoken in the Americas is in consonance with Alonso1s= It was not the 
Spanish of the lower socioeconomic classes of Spain ("hay que descarter 
totalmente que el espahol americano sea una prolongacion del habla 
rustica o campesina del siglo XVI" ^Rosenblat 1964:18t7)o On the 
contrary, "la base del espanol americano es el que hablaban los 
sectores medios y superiores de la Peninsula0" And given Rosenblat's 
(1964:215) assertions that: (1) in Spain there had never been a radi
cal distinction between the upper class and the vulgate, nor between 
the Spanish of educated Spaniards and that of the uneducated; and (2) 
the conquerors, feeling like noblemen in the New World, adopted
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aristocratic manners of speaking in their new roles as captains, mayors, 
councilman, and so on —  one is led to the conclusion that the Spanish 
which took root in the New World must have been a non-lower class 
peninsular type of Spanisho

Rosehblat's case, which is based on writings of the early 
colonial period, perhaps may be exaggerated, although it seems very 
convincing,. The hard-data based investigation of Boyd-Bowman (1968) 
does little to contradict it. Boyd-Bowman admits (1968;XVIII) that 
his source of data, the Catalogo de pasa.jeros a Indias, Says very 
little about the social standing of the 13,262 immigrants. Thus, he is 
able to break down the total population of immigrants into a very in
complete set of occupational/social categories, namely, women, seamen, 
merchants, miners, clergymen, captains, encomenderos, and noblemen.
His breakdown and the corresponding assigning of immigrants to the 
various categories, accounts, however, for only 19 =,2/ of the total num
ber of immigrants, which leads one to wonder what other categories may 
have existed, and which ones the remaining 80.8$ of the immigrant pop
ulation fell intoB

In the second period of immigration, 1520-1539, according to 
Boyd-Bowman's (1968sTable VI) figures, the percentage of immigrants 
that fell into the categories listed above was as follows: women, 6.4;
seamen, 1.9i merchants, 1.3; miners, 0.6; clergymen, 2.1; captains,
1.9; encomenderos, 2.8; and noblemen, 2.2. The hidalgos, or noblemen, 
apparently were in relatively the same proportion as the other social/ 
occupational groups (higher, in fact, than several). And, in
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consonance with Rosenblat, Boyd-Bowman (1968:XVTII) suspects that there 
were actually more noblemen than was supposed;

Nuestra sospecha de que habxa entre ellos mas hidalgos de 
lo que se suponia, se ve confirmada por las fuentes colon- 
iales, que con frecuencia revelan como hidalgos o Caballeros 
a pobladores que en los registros de pasajeros no aparecen 
como taleso

He cautions (Boyd-Bowman 1968;XVIII) therefore, that the fig
ures that refer to the nobility be considered only an approximation, 
since they are extremely incompleteo Boyd-Bowman thinks that the 
number of noblemen may have been many times greater0 His reason for 
supposing this is that although his archival sources do not always 
specify whether a given conquistador was a nobleman or not, if the 
latter carried out important military or civil duties, such as maestre 
de campo (grandmaster of a military order), captain, mayor, or regidor 
(alderman), it is probable that he was a nobleman, since such duties 
would not have been assigned to him otherwise (Boyd-Bowman 1968;XVIII)„ 
Boyd-Bowman excludes such persons from the category 'nobleman,* and 
excludes as well sons of noble parents, even though it may be assumed 
that they were noble by virtue of noble descent0 Similarly, he ex
cludes from the hidalgo category any women who may have had the title 
Dona affixed to their name, but who were not specifically demarcated 
as noblewomen, since the title 'Dofia' was often applied to women as a 
form of courtesy, whereas the title 'Don* before a man's name gener
ally did coincide with his status of nobleman as opposed to commoner0 
This discussion of the relative proportion of nobility in the Spanish- 
speaking New World is relevant for the present study since it will be 
examining the social background of the conquistadores who came to
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Costa Rica, and who left such an indelible imprint on the colony and 
on the future nation*

If one takes Boyd-Bowman at his word, then one can put the 
category 1 captain' in with an upper class (or non-low class) stratum, 
as, too, one can without qualification do with the category 1elergy- 
mano' The clergy, essentially comprising friars and missionaries, 
played a transcendentally important role in the diffusion of 16th cen
tury Spanish, says Boyd-Bowman (1968;XX)s

Elios mas cue nadie se interesaban por la ensehanza del 
indio, el cual los tomaba logicamente por modelo linguistico 
en el aprendizaje del espahol* Dirigian ademas casi todas 
las escuelas para noviclos y para los hijos tanto de los 
blancos come de los mestizos, En la naciente sociedad col
onial, la erudicion de los religiosos, su afah, su habilidad 
para manejar la palabra y, para concluir, su autoridad en 
la vida espiritual de sus compatriotas les daba en materias 
linguxsticas un prestigio dificil de exagerar (emphasis 
added), .

The encomenderos and merchants, too, were considered to belong 
to the upper strata of society. The latter were persons to whom the 
Crown had granted encomiendas, or trusts of Indians who were then re
quired to provide the encomendero with labor, Mercaderes (merchants) 
are mentioned by Boyd-Bowman (1964;XXXII) as belonging to the same 
category which subsumes under it, "las families nobles y ricas, los 
medicos, abogados a * , palaciegos y altos funcionarios del reino 
» , , And militares are divided (Boyd-Bowman 1964;XVI) into two 
strata: a high one (comprising pilotos /sailing masters^, maestres
and capitanes), and a low one (comprising marineros /sailors?, grumetes 
/cabin boys/, and calafates /calkers/). Interestingly, in the 
Antillean period of conquest and colonization there were more upper 
class seamen (56,5$) than there were lower class ones (45*5$)°



In sum, the categories enumerated by Boyd-Bowman for the second 
period of colonization seem to constitute a non-low class of Spaniards, 
apparently the only reportable ones (criados, or house servants, are 
not listed for the second phase)„ Yet, as was pointed out earlier, 
they total only 19=2/̂  of the population of immigrants who arrived then0 
The rest, supposes Boby-Bowman (1964;XXXII) were masses of gente 
humilde, gente plebeya coming particularly from Andalucia (Boyd-Bowman 
1964:XXII).

The category ’women’ Boyd-Bowman apparently also regards as 
non-low, for he attributes to women immigrants a linguistically "con
servative" influence, and a socially high ranking, at least once in 
the New World, since their numbers were so low in comparison with 
Spanish men (Boyd-Bowman 1964;XIX)= They consequently were of incom
parably high prestige relative to the indigenous and mestizo women whom 
Spaniards were taking as either their wives or concubines, even though 
among the White women there were some single girls, who officially were 
inscribed as criadas in the ledgers of Spanish ships, but who, suspects 
Boyd-Bowman (1964;XVIII), may have been masking a different occupation« 
Whatever may have been the ultimate social standing of White women in 
the early colonial period of the New World we must assume some social 
differentiation to have existed among them in Spain., Yet even so, one 
can perhaps assume a skewing toward the.upper end of the stratification 
scale, since poorer Spaniards may not have had the financial resources 
with which to finance the trips of their wives and children= Perhaps 
the bulk of lower class women were those counted as criados (gente 
humilde)„ In any case, it is difficult to tell from Boyd-Bowman*s



figures to what extent persons were classified into more than one cate
gory, since the categories intersect (ioe0, 'mujeres* is a gender cate
gory, •hidalgos* a social prestige category, *marineros,* •mercaderes,' 
•religiosos,* occupational categories)0 For example, some higher 
ranking naval officers were probably hidalgos, as were some women0 It 
is difficult to sort out to what extent the persons listed in Boyd- 
Bowman*s study overlap in this way0

How does Costa Rica match up with the non-low class view of 
New World emigres? What kind of social composition characterized the 
early settlers? All the evidence presented by Costa Rican scholars 
points in the direction of a socio-historical interpretation weighted 
toward the higher strata end of the social continuums Castro y Tosi 
(1945:558) refers to the historical documents which demonstrate that 
there was "una inmigracidn fuerte (y hasta desproporcional) de elemento 
noble,’1 to the extent that the residents of Cartago refused to allow 
the soldiers whom they had requested to protect the province to live 
in their homes, on the grounds that soldiers could only be lodged in 
the homes of commoners and that clergymen, nobles, corporals, and 
officials of the Republic (i0e0, they, themselves) were exempt from 
that duty* Similarly, Stone (1975) traces the genealogies of Costa 
Rica’s 20th century power elite to "la hidalguia espaifola colonial, 
una clase social cuyos miembros habian tenidb entre si estrechos 
vinculos de parentesco y que a la vez habia constituido una elite 
politica desde la Conquista hasta la Independencia" (Stone 1975s51)°
It is precisely their nobility, Stone argues, which allowed them to 
monopolize the government for four centuries* However, if Costa Rican
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economist Arias Sanchez (1971?59) is correct, we must qualify the posi
tion taken by Castro y Tosi and Stone with the caveat that the noblemen 
who came to Costa Rica were not of the highest orders of Spanish no
bility® Rather, they were Spaniards of either second ranking nobility, 
or sons of noblemen, or else knights who had acquired titiers of 
nobility by virtue of their status as conqueror®

A look at the backgrounds of Costa Rica's conquerors and early 
colonists will confirm the view that the bulk of those who first came 
to Costa Rica belonged either, to the nobility or to some other upper 
class social group® If one bears in mind Boyd-Bowman's footnote, to 
the effect that persons who filled official positions of the Crown in 
America were usually members of the nobility, one can readily suppose 
that most of the men to be cited below were indeed of noble stock, even 
in cases where their genealogies cannot unequivocally be traced® 
Sanabria (1977:196) concurs® He explains that.certain posts could not 
have been.held without constancies de hidalguxas (documentary proof of 
nobility), and that, consequently, in many cases it is sufficient to 
know that a given person held a given position, to be able to infer 
with certainty that his origin was noble® Thus, the fact that the 
persons listed below held important military or civil posts adds to 
the evidence in favor of their being considered of noble background® - 
Their titles of 'Don' also strengthen our belief in their noble back
ground® As Sanabria (1977:196) explains, it is undeniably true that 
the majority of those called 'Don' at the time of the early conquest 
and settlement were in fact authentic noblemen, because,

® o ® en esto de alterar familias hidalgas con las que no lo
fueron, los espanoles solxan ser muy exigentes, y bastaba
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cualquier sospecha mas o menos fundada acerca de la legiti- 
midad de la hidalguxa para poner en entredicho, en el trato 
social, a los presuntos hidalgos, am£n de que los falsif- 
icadores se exponfan, como en efeeto se expuso uno, a que 
algdn vecino de su lugar liegara a Costa Rica y diera al 
traste con los mitos0

In other words, Spaniards were very strict in regard to prohibiting 
commoners from fraudulantly taking on titles of nobility* Conse
quently, commoners were afraid to perpetrate such frauds in the New 
World, fearing that someone from their home town in Spain would arrive 
in the colony and subsequently expose them* In those cases where 
wives, too, are of noble category, the upper class background of speci
fied offspring can even more strongly be claimed*

The listing will begin with Don Juan de Cavallon, titled also 
Licenciado (ioe*, attorney)e He was named Alcalde Mayor (Major Mayor) 
of Costa Rica in 1561 by the viceroyalty of Guatemala (Trejos 1940b:31). 
Padre Estrada Ravago was the first General Vicar and priest of 
Cartago; he also served as Alcalde Mayor (Peralta 1940:27)° Juan 
Vazquez de Coronado, "Nacio en Salamanca de nobles padres,” and married 
dona Isabel Arias Davila, a relative of the "primer Conde de 
Punonrostro y de Pe dr arias" (Trejos 1940a;3l) ° Don Diego de Trejo, a 
lieutenant of Coronado, held the title of ’capitan*' Although it is 
not known who his parents were, he is spoken of as a "'persona de 
ciencia y de experiencia y distincion,' bueno de caridad * * * como 
que era de reputacion de hijo-dalgo, y buen criterio" (Viquez Segreda 
1940:81)o ■ Juan Solano, born in Castilla, Spain, belonged to a dis
tinguished family, concludes Jimenez (1940:87), on the basis of a 
statement made about Solano by a contemporary, Domingo Jimenez,
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"’Le tengo por hombre muy principal, caballero, hidalgo, de solar 
conocido, pues conozco en Espana a muchos deudos suyos que por tales 
son tenidoso'” Captain Solano was a man of high distinction in the 
beginnings of the Costa Rican colony= In its capital, Cartago, he was 
the first mayor of the Santa Hermandad, he was treasurer of the Royal 
Hacienda (hacienda here meaning the Interior), and several times was 
appointed Regidor (alderman, or councilman) of the city* In short, 
"desempefio durante largo tiempo los mas altos y mas honrosos cargos 
publicos de la provincia" (Jimenez 1940:8?) => Fray Pedro de Betanzos 
was ordained a priest in Coruifa, Spain. If not of noble parentage 
(which we have no certain knowledge of either way), then at least he 
was a man of high social standing insofar as he was a priest. Cristo
bal de Chaves (Viquez Segreda 1940:107) bore the title ’Alferez.e The 
son of Don Juan de Chaves, he married Dona Maria de Alfaro, daughter 
of Alferez Cristobal de Alfaro. Companion to both Cavaildn and Vazquez 
de Coronado, Cristobal de Chaves served Costa Rica for 40 years in 
various official capacities: several times Alcalde Ordinario of Nuevo
Cartago, Procurador (Procurer) of the Real Audiencia, and Diputado 
(deputy, or congressman). Francisco Marmolejo, previously mentioned 
as having been divested of his worldly goods for his participation in 
a rebellion, is said to have been of "buena cepa andaluz’1 (Viquez 
Segreda 1940:112). Pedro Ordoffez de Villaquiran, "caballero hidalgo," 
son of dpfia Isabel de Valesco of Castilla, served in the military for 
eleven years, without pay, apparently having come from Spain with his 
own funds (Viquez Segreda 1940:113)° In the end he was left destitute. 
Don Juan de Obregon (Viquez Segreda 1940:127) bore both the military
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titles of 'Capitan' and 1Alferez1 at different points in time* His 
wife. Dona Isabel de Espinosa, was the daughter of Juan de Espinosa, 
the Alguacil Mayor (constable) of Granada, Nicaraguac, Juan de Obregon's 
mother, Doha Ana de Obando, alternatively called Dona Ana de Benavides, 
was the daughter of Capitan don Bernardino de Obando, once Governor of 
Nicaragua, and Dona Juana Gomez, both "personas de viso y distincion0" 
Don Juan de Obregon was Alferez and Alcalde Mayor twice, Fiel Ejecutor 
(Executor) of Granada, later Alcalde Mayor of Nicoya, Nicaragua, and 
ultimately Governor of Costa Ricao

To continue with the evidence of upper class social standing 
among the earliest Costa Ricans, one finds Capitan Ignacio de Cota 
(Viquez Segreda 1940:14?), son of Doctor Bias de Cota, a lawyer in the 
Real Audiencia of Guatemala, and Doha Beatriz de Abren or Abrego, both 
of whom were "vecinos nobles" of Santiago, Guatemala» Cota himself 
was a "persona de calidad y distincion:M he was named Alferez of his 
company by Cavallon, and occupied the post of Factor (commissioner) y 
Veedor (overseer) de la Real Hacienda, a position which he filled so 
brilliantly, that he was awarded the honor of the Royal Standard,, 
Perafah de Ribera (Fernandez Peralta 1974:7)» governor and captain 
general of Costa Rica, belonged to the lineage of the Duque de Alcala 
Marques de Tarifa, Adelantado Mayor (provincial governor) of Andalucia, 
Spaino Capitan Francisco de Ocampo Golfin (Viquez Segreda 1940:159- 

66), Corregidor (magistrate) of many towns, Alcalde Ordinario de 
Cabildo of Cartago, Teniente General of Vazquez de Coronado, he, per
haps best of all, can be shown to have come from a noble backgrounds,
He was the son of Don Alfonso Sandoval de Ocampo, a captain in the
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infantry, and Dona Juana Carrillo de Figueroa, both natives of Castilla. 
Francisco de Ocampo Golfin is described (Vxquez Segreda 1940:159) as 
having been a most illustrious person:

Fueron, pues, bus padres personajes nobles y distinguidos 
de dieha Ciudad, y por cohsiguiente, hijo y tiieto de hombres 
principales, siendo (Fo0 Ocampo) de igual distincidh y nobleza 
en sus modales, a juzgar por el trato y respeto que le dieron 
y guardaron sus contempordheos, y por los puestos importantes 
y delicados cargos que le toco en suerte desempefiar en la 
provineiae

In addition, he married a woman of equally distinguished parentage, the 
daughter of Capitan Juan Solano (previously mentioned), "el hombre rod's 
respetado de la provincia," and Dona Mayor de Benavides, "tronco de las 
familias rods encbpetadas entre los primeros conquistadores y pobladores" 
(Vfquez Segreda 1940:160).

A similarly distinguished personage, one who did not partici
pate is the conquest of Costa Rica, but who came to settle there, was 
Francisco Ramiro Corajo (Viquez Segreda 1940:167-8), who was, above 
all, "un hombre civil, de ciencia y experiencia, acomodado y dist- 
inguido." One of his brothers was Doctor Pedro Ramiro, canon of 
Badajoz, Spain, and another, Miguel Ramiro Corajo, a gentlemen from 
the habito of Santiago. His wife. Dona Francesca de Zuniga, was the 
sister of a military officer, Capitan Diego de Zuniga, and of a friar, 
Fray Pedro de Zufiiga, who was guardian of a convent in Cartage. Their 
marriage was considered to be the conjoining of "familias prestigiadas 
por ambas partes," for it united consanguine and non-blood relations 
of the Vazquez de Coronado family with other initial conquerors, the 
product of that union being now considered the true trunk of Costa 
Rica's family tree ("el solar costarricense").
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From the scholarship of Gonzilez Vizuez (1977^76) one finds out 
that Gil de Alvarado was titled Alf^rez, served as Corregidor, and 
several times as Alcalde Ordinario of Cartago, He was the son of 
Gapitan don Jorge de Alvarado, Governor of the province of Honduras, 
and Dofia Juana de Benavides, daughter of the treasurer and governor, 
Alonso de Estrada (Gonzalez Viquez 1977s 76)= Significantly, Gil1s 
grandson, Antonio de Vargas Machuca, referred to previously, was or
dained subdiacono0 The significance of this fact lies in its impli
cations regarding the social standing of the family which produced the 
priest, and the social implications for the priest himself0 Apparently 
in the first century of Costa Rica*s colonial period, to be a clergy
man meant that one's family was both financially very well off and 
socially influential? since studying for the priesthood necessitated 
leaving Costa Rica and living in some other colonial province for a 
number of years, thereby incurring what were then enormous expenses, 
and meant also that, once ordained, one would become incomparably in
fluential in one's own colony since the total number of priests at any 
one point in time never exceeded a handful= GonzSlez Viquez' (1977:
83) explanation in regard to the social significance of the priesthood 
in the early colonial period is extremely illuminating, and worthy of 
quotation here0

B o 0 el sacerdocio en nuestra primitive sociedad era privil- 
egio de las clases acomodadas, y solo hijos de las families 
mas influyentes y pudientes podian aspirar a las ordenes 
sagradaso
For ser los habitantes de Costa Rica muy pocos y por ser 
insignificante el numero de quienes pudiesen llenar el 
requisite de dotar al ordenando con medios de subsistencia 
independiente, el clero criollo se conto siempre con los
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dedos de las memos; y por lo mismo los clerigos que tenia
CartaKQ, nacidos en su seno« gozaban de una influencia
incontrastable (emphasis added)»

It is worth noting that Gonzalez Viquez' last words cited above are
almost identical to what Boyd-Bowman has said (cited previously here)
about the social position of the clergy in the early colonial phase of
the New World as a whole„ Thus, to be the relative of a clergyman in
those days must in itself have been a source of prestige for oneself
and one's familyo It adds to the case made above regarding Francisco
de Ocampo Golfin's belonging to the uppermost stratum of early colonial
society, that one of his sons, Licenciado Francisco de Ocampo Golfin,
was ordained deacon in Panama and, years later, in Nicaragua, presbyter.

Finally, two other family originators investigated by Gonzalez
Viquez. may be examined. One, Capitan don Juan de Sanabria Maldonado
(Gonzalez Viquez 1977* 99-100), was a wealthy businessman. In addition
to his personal capital, he owned his wife's dowry, which totaled
4,000 pesos, quite a large sum at the time, Sanabria Maldonado filled
several official posts in Costa Rica, among others administrator of
the papel sellado (official stamped paper), and, starting in 1638,
alferez mayor and regidor of Cartago, He was classified as an encomen-
dero. Finally, one can examine the background of Don Juan Francisco
Saenz Vazquez (Gonzalez Viquez 1977*121-6), named governor of Costa
Rica in 1674® Born in Madrid, he was the son of Don Francisco Saenz
Vazquez, a scribe in the Royal Treasury, It was he to whom one third
of Chiapas, Mexico, was granted, and whose son left Costa Rica upon
his father's death, to administer that property.



Judging by the narrowly focused genealogies presented above, 
and from the conclusions of such Costa Rican scholars as Castro y Tosi 
and Stone, it may be concluded here that the Spaniards who first 
settled Costa Rica included a disproportionately large mid to upper 
class group —  and it should be kept in.mind that the names presented 
above do not represent a tiny fraction of early colonial Costa Rican 
society, but rather, largely constitute it, for the total Spanish popu
lation of Costa Rica in 1569 was merely 113, and in l6ll, at the time 
of the next population census, it was only 330 (Thiel 1902:8) (see . 
Table 7)o The next question then becomes, what of the relationship 
between the upper and lower classes, and how has that relationship 
changed over time? The following discussion tries to answer these 
questions®

The Evolution of Costa Rican Social Structure

The Early Colonial Period through 
the 18th Century

The evolution of Costa Rica's social structure is tied inti
mately to its economic history, and although no one has been interested 
in tracing that country's social history as such, many have investi
gated its political/economic history, and in that context have com
mented on social conditions (e®go, Garro 1971; Monge Alfaro 1974; 
Seligson n®d0; Stotie 1975)° Stone's (1975) work in particular, in its 
completeness and thoroughness, particularly in its coverage of colonial 
Costa Rica, stands out among the works of this nature® The following 
discussion will derive, therefore, essentially from it®



Table 7° Evolution of the population in Costa Rica according to the censuses of 1522 
through l801e*

Spaniards % Indians % Negroes % Mestizos % Mulatos % Total
1522 0 .0 27,200 100.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 27,200

1569 113 .6 17,166 98=2 30 0=2 - 0 .0 170 1 .0 17,479
1611 330 2 .1 14,908 95=9 25 0=2 25 0 .2 250 1 .6 15,538
1700 2,146 1 1 .1 15,489 80 .3 154 0 .8 213 1 .1 1,291 6 .7 19,293
1720 3,059 ' 15.7 13,269 68=3 168 0.9 748 3=8 2,193 11.3 19,437
1741 4,687 19=4 12,716 52.7 - 200 0 ,8 3,458 14.3 3,065 12,7 24,126
1751 7,807 32=5 10,109 42.1 62 0 .3 3,057 12.7 2,987 12.4 24,022
1778 6,046 17=7 8,104 23=7 94 0=3 13,915 40=7 6,053 17 .7 34,212
1801 4,942 9=4 8,281 15=7 30 0 .1 30,413 57=8 8,925 17=0 52,591
*The data are from Thiel (1902)«



The Costa Rican nobility, many of whose emmbers have been re
ferred to in preceding sections of this chapter, in addition to enjoy
ing the political power that was granted to them by the Spanish Crown, 
maintained an economic superiority, as well, relative to the rest of 
the Spaniards living in the colony in the beginning years of its exis
tence (ioBo, the second half of the 16th century)= This economic 
advantage arose from the fact that they had come to the New World as 
a monied class, a "grupo de hidalgos adinerados" (Stone 1975s69), who, 
at the beginning could afford to devote themselves to the most lucra
tive economic activity available at the time, cacao growing» However, 
because of the discontinuation of cacao production, caused primarily 
by the economic policies of the Grown, of the authorities in Guatemala, 
and of the Church (Stone 1975s37)» and because of the loss of personal 
monies spent on unsuccessful attempts at conquering the Indians and 
taking possession of the gold rumored to exist in the Talamanca moun
tains (Garro 1971s119)9 this class of hidalgos, long before established 
as an aristocracy, lost its wealth=

Everything written about l8th century Costa Rica confirms the 
fact that the upper class not only lost its wealth, but was reduced 
economically to the same level as the peasant class (the only scholar 
to take exception to this position being Arias Sanchez 1971)o Thus, 
once the colony as a whole reached the economic point of utter stagna
tion, "El nivel de vida liego a ser tan bajo que hasta la propia 
hidalguia tuvo que labrar la tierra y vivir en el mismo estado de 
miseria que el resto de la poblacion" (Stone 1975s37)o The fact of 
the aristocracy's having to resort to manual farm labor on its own
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properties is beyond the question of a doubt. Costa Rican historian 
Mohge Alfaro (1974;135) explains that,

Los descendientes de los heroicos soldados de Juan de 
Cavallon, de Diego de Artieda Chirinos, y de tantos goberna- 
dores y militares que actuaron en una epoca de grandes luchas 
por pacificar los indios y conquistar, poseer y cultivar la 
tierra, se convirtieron a lo largo de dos centurias— XVII y 
XVIII— en labradores, casi sin excepcion. Tanto el funcion- 
ario publico— incluso el Gobernador— como los grandes 
propietarios y los pobres y modestos colonos debian cultivar 
la tierra para mantenerse (emphasis added)„

That the governor of the colony had to till his own soil is a fact 
cited by Costa Ricans with humor, for it provides such a clear proof 
of the state of poverty in which the colony found itself. Other origi
nators of the "first families" of the colony, persons who have been 
described above, such as Alferez Cristobal de Chaves (Viquez Segreda 
1940;107) and Francisco Ramiro Corajo (Viquez Segreda 1940;167)» were 
known to have tilled their lands themselves. Thus, because even the 
elites of the colony had to do the same kind of heavy farm work as the 
lower classes, explains Stone (1975;68), manual labor was not as de
meaned in Costa Rica as it was in the other colonies of Central America.

Not only was there a relative homogeneity in occupational type 
in the first two and a half centuries of the colony, but there came to 
be, by the beginning of the l8th century, an educational leveling as 
well. As Costa Rican historian Fernandez Guardia (1967;73) notes, 
during the l8th century, even among persons in the highest positions, 
"crass ignorance" was the norm, for it was a rare person who knew how 
to read or write. Gonzalez Viquez (1977;82), referring to the turn of 
the l8th century, confirms that there was nearly universal illiteracy 
among the colonists. He says that there were no primary or secondary



schools at the time, and that every so often one would find an "impro- 
visado maestro" who himself could read and write only imperfectly,.
Thus, surprisingly, even though many of the original colonists had in 
fact come to Costa Rica with varying degrees of schooling, their de
scendants, on the whole, formed part of the ranks of the large mass of 
illiterates who not only were deprived of any education, but who also 
lacked the means with which to obtain it (Gonzalez Viquez 1977s82)„
And again, in the work of Jesus Jimenez (1946:28), one finds reference, 
as late as the beginning of the 19th century, to a colony which was 
"pobre e ignorante „ „ „ sumida en la ignorancia„" To prove his point, 
the author quotes a report of Don TomSs de Acosta, governor of Costa 
Rica from 1797-1810, in which the latter explains why it would not be 
suitable to appoint mayorfrom within the colony itself, for, in one 
of the major cities dt the time, Villa Vieja de Heredia, there were not 
even six people who had the talent and schooling,necessary for the post, 
because of those who might possibly be considered to have some quali
fications, "la mayor parte de aquellos „ „ „ apenas saben firmar"
(Jesus Jimenez 1946:29)„ The governor's report continues that in the 
entire territory of Alajuela (today one of the provinces of Costa Rica's 
central plateau region) there were only six subjects of the Crown who 
knew how to read and write, and only three of those were qualified to 
fill the position of Lieutenant Governor0

The general leveling of occupational and educational levels 
among the colonists over those first 250 years of Costa Rica's history 
has led many Costa Rican observers to conclude that there resulted as 
a consequence a classless society= Monge Alfaro (1974), one of the



staunchest defenders of the "classless society" interpretation of 
colonial Costa Eica, and one who links that interpretation to a view 
of Costa Eica as a "rural democracy9" maintains (Monge Alfaro 1974:206) 
quite explicitly that, "en la colonia y primeras decadas de la 
Eepublica casi no hubo diferencias sociales, no surgieron clases 
aristocraticaso" His assertion (Monge Alfaro 1974:147) is that because 
the highest ranked public officials in the colony had to devote them
selves to manual farm work in order to keep their families from going 
hungry, familias nobjliarias did not emerge;. what resulted, instead, 
affirms Monge Alfaro, was the spirit of the peasant, a spirit which 
was propagated throughout the entire population, and which, consequently, 
produced an egalitarian society^ Stone (1975:72), too, although not 
going so far as to call it a classless society, depicts colonial Costa 
Eica as an egalitarian one0 Contrasting it with Guatemala and the rest 
of the provinces north of it, which were all characterized by highly 
hierarchical feudal societies, Stone finds Costa Eica to have been of 
a markedly different social structure= Stone (1975:72) agrees that it 
was the poverty of the colony which accounted for its egalitarian 
appearance: "la pobreza de la epoca colonial redujo la distancia entre
las categories sociales y la socledad presentaba un aspecto notable- 
mente igualitarioo" Saenz (1969:17), concurs that there was a "down
ward leveling of social relations" caused by - the colony's general 
povertyo He, taking a position closer to Monge Alfaro (1974), believes 
that there was an eventual disappearance of whatever social and eco
nomic differences.that might have existed in the first years of the



colony, so that the resulting differences between social classes were 
very slight or nonexistent (Saenz 1969:17)=

There seems to be, however, more evidence in the direction of 
a socially stratified colonial period: namely, a two-tiered social
structure, with, the elite on top, and the rest of the population be
neath it. This two-fold social typology seems to be generally agreed 
to by those who deny the classless view of the colonial period (e.g., 
Arias Sdhchez 19715 Garro 1971; Fernandez Guardia 1967; Stone 1975)® 
Fernandez Guardia (1967:73), for example, sees the erasing of class 
distinctions between White noblemen and commoners, since by around the 
middle of the 17th century all the Whites took on the title 'Don1 and 
were considered to be nobles, while the mestizos (a racial mixture of 
Whites with Indians), mulatos (a racial mixture of Whites and Blacks), 
Indians and Blacks, together constituted the lower class, albeit they, 
too, formed their own hierarchy in the order just stated. Similarly, 
Garro (1971:116) believes that although at the very beginning of the 
colonial period the conquistadores may not have had put much emphasis 
on a rigid social stratification, at least not among the White settlers, 
because of spirit de corps of comraderie and solidarity that is said 
to have existed between military captains and their troops, as the 
conquest came to a completion and new towns began to be founded, there 
emerged estates based on race, lineage, rank and the importance of the 
position one was holding. Thus, Garro (1971:118) concluded, there did 
indeed exist a kind of aristocracy in the agrarian colony, but because 
of the poverty common to everyone, that elite class did not manage to 
create the kind of closed, exclusive, arrogant aristocracy that could



be found at the time in the vice-royalties of La Plata and Peruo 
Furthermore, the nobility that comprised the Costa Rican elite concen
trated itself in the capital city, so that outside of Cartago there 
was no nobility at all (Garro 1971:119), and consequently, with the 
exception of Cartago, "en vispera de la Independencia, Costa Rica era
una sociedad igualitaria” (Garro 1971:125)=

Stone (1975:247), seeing in the mysogyny of the 17th century
the roots of Costa Rica’s social stratification, describes this strati
fication as being apparent in the housing patterns of the population 
(Stone 1975:250), namely, the elite residing in the center of Cartago, 
around the church and the plaza, while the Indians and Blacks, who were 
their servants, lived in barrios situated on the outskirts of the city= 
Thus, concludes Stone, in general the periphery of the city was popu
lated by mestizos, mulatos, Blacks and Indians= In addition, while 
the elite established Cartago as its chief place of residence, the ma
jority of the rest of the population began moving westward on the 
Meseta Central (Stone 1975:250) =

For Arias Sanchez (1971), there was not only a social distinc
tion between the two classes, but an economic one as well, albeit 
nothing so great as that found in the other New World provinces*
Arias Sanchez finds that those Spaniards who had acquired titles of 
nobility after their arrival in the New World actually did live more 
comfortably than did the rest of the population, and it was these 
people who made Cartago their headquarters= Thus, citing the descrip
tion of a visitor to Cartago in the 17th century, Arias Sanchez (1971: 
60-1) points to a number of wealthy persons who were trading directly
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with Spain and who were the owners of a few slaves« Nevertheless, 
economic conditions of the l8th century do not show similar evidence 
of any significant economic differentiation between the two major 
social classes* And whatever that economic differentiation was, it 
seems to have been overblown by Arias Sanchez* Stone considers the 
colony as a whole to have been reduced to subsistence level during the 
17th century*

The conclusion come to here must conform to that of Stone 
(1975;250), namely, that although there definitely were two distinct 
social classes, the elite and the masses, the distance between the two, 
by the l8th century, had been drastically reduced, so that, "en el 
siglo XVIlI, se observa un acercamiento entre las clases, y esto se 
acentua progresiyamente hasta el final del perxodo colonial*" For 
the purposes of hypotheses regarding language and social structure, the 
fact of narrow social differentiation is a significant one, for it may 
indicate to us something about linguistic differentiation*

This narrowing of the social gap was going on concurrently with 
the economically induced geographic movement of the general, non-elite, 
population away from Cartago* The net result of this, in turn, was the 
emergence from this class of the Costa Rican campesino* This peasant 
was in the l?th and l8th centuries a small farmer who lived on an iso
lated plot of land, and who, in his isolation, resisted staunchly 
pressures from the outside (e*g*, the Church) to establish population 
centers* Thus, writes Monge Alfaro (1974;120),

Se nota en los pobladores la tendencia a vivir aislados, 
sin relaciones entre sx, metidos en los valles, sin posibili- 
dades de crear comunidades aunque fueran peque&as* Tal



situation preocupd’ a las autoridades civiles y eclesiasticas 
porque la miseria y el aislamiento les impedian cumplir con 
las obligaciones de buenos cristianbs0

And elsewhere, Monge Alfaro (1974:135) refers to the colonists as being 
accustomed to living "aislados, sin estrechos y permanentes relaciones 
socialeso" This lack of close, permanent social relations among the 
peasantry, perhaps more than the spatial isolation so characteristic of 
it in the 17th and l8th centuries, in conjunction with the general 
illiteracy, would lead one to hypothesize a linguistic situation of ex
tremely slow change, for the peasantry had no access to either spoken 
or written external varieties of Spanish different from their own. And 
the generally agreed on narrowness of the gap between the two identi
fiable social classes points toward a linguistic situation of relatively 
little differentiation,. This may be claimed particularly in the light 
of the elite’s lack of contact with upper varieties of Spanish (i0e0, 
their lack of contact with the written language, their lack of foreign 
travel, and consequent isolation from the outside w o r l d ) I t  might be 
claimed that speech was precisely the social attribute which the upper 
class chose in an effort to differentiate itself from the lower class, 
given the former’s inability to do so on economic, occupational, or 
educational groundso But it is difficult to imagine what sources it 
might have drawn upon for any such differentiating linguistic markers® 

If one looks at the. society existing in Costa Rica at the turn 
of the 19th century, and compares it with the social structure of most

^An illustration of the colony’s isolation from the outside world 
during the l8th and early 19th centuries is the often repeated fact 
Costa Rica was so much in the dark about Central America's movement for 
independence from Spain, that it did not know about Guatemala's decla
ration of independence until weeks after the fact®



of the rest of the Spanish speaking New World, one is struck by the 
relatively high degree of social homogeneity* Absent are wide differ
ences in wealth, education, occupation* Manual labor by the aristoc
racy was unheard of in other parts of the New World, where debt peonage 
or Indian slave labor were the norm* It is precisely because Costa 
Rica was sorely lacking an Indian labor force that the nobility had 
resorted to tilling its own land* The consequence for it, otherwise, 
would have been starvation* Thus, in l800, there was little that dis
tinguished the upper class from the lower class, the major two differ
entiators being place of residence (i=e», residence within Cartago ver
sus residence in the city's outskirts, or in outlying rural areas), and, 
most importantly, the occupying of official governmental posts*

At this point it is proper to turn to the second major stage of 
Costa Rican social history, the middle of the 19th century through the 
20th, which encompasses the disappearance of egalitarianism, and the 
emergence of a sharply stratified coffee-growing era in Costa Rican 
economic history*

The 19th through 20th Centuries
The socioeconomic history of mid-19th to 20th century Costa 

Rica has been"shown (Seligson n*d*) to be that of the demise of a yeo
man, or small farmer, class as a consequence of the rise of agrarian 
capitalism* In particular, it is the history of the advent of a coffee 
plantation economy, and subsequence emergence of a rural proletariat*
The latter rural class has been the result both of the consolidation 
of small subsistence plots into large coffee haciendas on the Meseta



Central and the concomitant creation of American-owned banana planta
tions on the country's two coasts,.

Both Seligson (n0d0) and Stone (1975) show how the introduction 
of coffee into the Costa Bican economy changed what had been prior to 
that time a relatively underdifferentiated social system, an overall 
poor economic system, and an elite-run, genealogically based political 
system, into a clearly differentiated social system where a whole class 
of people, namely the elites —  the descendants of the early conquista
dor es —  found an economic basis with which to support their social su
periority = In Seligson's (1974:100) words, 19th century Costa Rica 
presents a picture of "a society in which political, social and eco
nomic power were coterminus0" Thus, the elite residents of Cartago 
succeeded in buying up the small holdings of the isolated yeoman far
mers who held properties in the Meseta area, forcing those farmers 
either to become workers on the newly created plantations, or, in cases 
where the yeomen refused to become proletarians, to move farther out 
into the uninhabited areas of the country, in their effort to maintain 
their economic independence„

It was during this period that an enormously wealthy aristoc
racy arose, consisting essentially of owners of coffee bean processing 
plants, or beneficios, and coffee exporters= Their material standard 
of living improved tremendously: the quality of housing, clothing, and
artifacts became markedly superior once imports from abroad began pour
ing into the hands of this class (Gonzalez Flores 1972:20-4)„ And with 
the material differentiation of this class came an educational differ
entiation as well, for books began to be imported, and aside from this,
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there came the immigration of educated Spaniards: doctors, lawyers,
engineers, and educators (Gonzalez Flores 1972:20-4)„ So that, by the 
last quarter of the 19th century, education took on increased impor
tance (Stone 1975:116, 120)„ Stone (1975:38) explains that whereas in 
the early 19th century the aristocracy took on all the characteristics 
of a nouveaux riches class, with its small businessman mentality, the 
second half of the century, in contrast, brought the elite into contact 
with European civilization, which resulted in a refining of its style 
of life0

As the upper class distanced itself from the lower class, taking 
on more and more of the acoutrements of a true aristocracy, the lower 
class began to become differentiated along its own occupational lines, 
but all fitting under the rubric of peasant, or rural cultivatore• Thus, 
according to the findings of Seligson (1974:170), three major categories 
of peasants may be found in Costa Rica today: a landed type (subsuming
under it landowner with title, landowner without title, and squatter), 
a tenant type (both renter and sharecropper), and a landless peasant 
(steady non-plantation laborer, steady plantation laborer, day laborer, 
and migrant laborer)= The various subtypes differentiate themselves

i
along two major dimensions related to the land tenure situation of the 
holder: the security with which they hold land, and the legality with
which they hold ito Nevertheless, the types may be lumped together 
into a single class from the larger perspective of Costa Rican social 
structure0

What happens in the 20th century, according to Stone (1975) 
and, following him, Seligson (nod0) is the decline in the absolute
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power of the coffee aristocracy, on account of the emergence of an 
economically and politically influential middle-class, which has at 
its base urban power and industry,. The loss of absolute power on the 
part of the elite is reflected in the increasing diminution of its 
political influence, as evidenced by the steady loss of its govern
mental positions to the newer middle class*

A Historical View of Phonological Variation 
Before broaching a discussion of the variants actually dis

covered amid Costa Rican documents, it would be best to demonstrate
that none are peculiar to Costa Rica, for they can be shown to be found

7in Spain and other parts of Latin America* Nearly all the non
prestige variants which have existed in 20th century Costa Rican 
Spanish can be categorized under what Lapesa (1968:298) calls "el habla 
vulgar y^rustica*" Under it fall the specific types^ of accent shift, 
vowel alternation and consonantal alternation which are the focus of 
attention in this study*

Accent shifts (e*go, pais, oido, aora, traido) were acceptable 
in both Spain and in Latin America until midway into the l8th century* 
In fact, when in 1720 the Liman poet Pedro de Peralta Barnuevo used 
this type of accentuation in his verses, the displacement probably did 
not strike the educated people of Lima as odd, states Lapesa, since
7For a cataloguing of these and other phonetic variants, as they are 
distributed throughout Spanish America, see Resnick (1975)°
8To refresh for the reader in a summary manner the particular types, 
accent shift involves all the vowels of Spanish a, e , i , o , u ;  vowel 
alternants comprise [o.̂ u, e^l, i^e]; and consonantal alternants involve 
[d.vl'-r; n, m, g-~n, n; p^k; b, b^g, g; d, drug, g; t̂ d; gvk; £vh; h/vf; 0^ 0]*
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they themselves used such forms (Lapesa 1968:362)0 But there occurred 
afterward, in Spain, a negative reaction to this type of stress place
ment, and pronunciations such as bdul, cdi, mdestro, and reido were 
halted or rejected; however, New World Spanish continued to use them, 
to the extent that its imperfect verb endings were affected (e0g0, 
creia, huia, caja) (Lapesa 1968:363)0 Nowadays, although even edu
cated Peninsular Spanish allows the accent to shift in the adverbs aun, 
ahi, and ahora, when they are used as proclitics or enclitics (Menendez 
Pidal 1966:39)» this stress pattern has been relegated, "a los sectores 
menos influyentes en los destines del idioma'* (Alonso 1953:329), Alonso 
probably referring to the lowest socioeconomic groupso^ In Spain, this 
stress pattern is extensive throughout Rioja, Navarra, Vascongadas, 
Aragon, and Castilla (Lapesa 1968:356)0

With regard to vowel alternation, it is unaccented vowels which 
do the varying, and the forces at work (assimilation and dissimilation) 
produce in Spain such forms as sigun, tiniepte, ceviles, sepoltura, 
josticia, menumento (Lapesa 1968:299)» Canfield 1962:9^), isolating 
a word-final environment for the closure of _o and e_, finds them common 
to Spanish America and attributes these variants to the influence of 
western Spain0 Furthermore, vowels in hiatus change, to create a 
diphthong (e0go, acordeon^acordion, real"rial, cae^cai, toalla~tualla), 
this process being particularly active in the northern and central 
regions of Spain, especially Aragon, Navarra, Vascongadas, and Castilla
(Lapesa 1968:299), and not frequent in Andalucia or Extremadura 
—

It should be noted that Alonso's commentaries, such as the one just 
given, reflect philological, prescriptivist linguistic writing, rather 
than descriptivist scholarship of the 20th century American variety,.
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(Spaulding 19^3*236)0 Where it leaves an impact on morphology is on 
verbs ending in the suffix -ear (e0go, pasear, guerrear, pelear), which 
becomes -iar0 This type of alternation, in turn, becomes the source of 
hypercorrections C-iar~--ear), such as desprecear, malicear (Lapesa 
1968;362)0 Unlike many of our other variables, the phenomenon of_e~i, 
o-u belongs to recent history, or, what Spaulding (1943:236) has 
labeled, "The Modern Period" in the history of the Spanish language 
(1808-present)o

Of the three sorts of stigmatized alternation, probably the 
most pervasive in Costa Rica, and apparently in Spain and in other 
parts of Latin America, is consonantal alternation, most instances of 
which seem to originate in the importation of Latin neologisms into 
Spanish (between 1400 and l4?4)= In applying existing Spanish phono
logical patterns to the newly acquired Latinate forms, the Spanish in
troduced pronunciations such as the following: inorar, cirimonia,
asoluto, noturno, perfecion (Lapesa 1963:183)0 It is during the Golden 
Age that the earlier borrowings, all of which had been pronounced with 
the cluster simplified, and even written that way, began to be written 
and sometimes pronounced according to the learned form of the word 
(Lapesa 1965:249)» But Spain remained ambivalent about such forms, so 
that even in writing, efecto, secta, coneepto, aceptar, perfeccion, 
solemnidad, columns., significar, digno, prompto, and exempto, competed 
with their corresponding simplified versions (ioe®, efeto, conceto, 
aceta, perfecion, solenidad, etc.)* And not even by the end of the 
l8th century was there a fixed standard in Spain® As Lapesa (1965:249) 
says, "el gusto del hablante y la mayor o menor frecuencia del uso eran
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los fadtores decisivoso" The dilemma for Spanish writers was resolved 
in the l8th century when the Real Academia de la Lengua decided in 
favor of the original Latin consonant clusters, rejecting the cluster 
simplificatidnso

However, the r e s u lt  has been a combination o f  " a fec ta c io n , 

u ltra co rrecc io n  y pronunciacion equivocada , „ „ se ex tien d e  e l  gusto  

por to  da in d o le  de cu ltism os afectados" (C anfield  1962:95) <> Thus, k i s  

o ften  su b stitu te d  for jd in  a c lu s te r  (e<>go, LsektimaJ for sdptim a, 

LkonseksyonJ for concepcion, Laksurdoj for apsurdo); _! and r̂  for d. 

(e»go,  L albertirJ  for  a d v e r tir , [arm inistradorJ for adm inistrador) ; 

q  for  £ ,  m, or n when any o f  the la t t e r  precedes a n asa l ( e 0g 0,

[i^norarJ for ignorar, [ipmediatoj for inmediato, etc0) (Canfield 1962: 
95).

Another source of consonantal alternation is _fy_h, x0 Sometimes 
called "aspirated f" or !lvelarized f", it represents, a bilabial voice
less fricative [§] accompanied by velar articulationo This alterna
tion is common in contemporary Spanish, both of the Peninsula 
(Spaulding 1943:88) and American (e0go, Chile, Argentina, Colombia, 
Guatemala, Mexico, New Mexico) (Doman 1969:439; Spaulding 1943:89).
The alternation, particularly common before u or w (fusil, fulano, 
fuego, fuente, fuera, fuerte, fuerza), reflects.an assimilatory pro
cess of a consonant becoming bilabial, or, actually, rounded, when it 
is followed by a sound that is round or produced with the lips. Thus, 
one finds [xusil, xulano, xwego, xwentel and so on. According to 
Spaulding (1943:88), such forms "have been frequent in the speech of
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the unlettered from the period of Juan del Encina (1468?)" to the pres
ent, It should be noted that the alternation is by no means restricted 
to the environment preceding a rounded or labial sound (e,g09 ofrecer 
[oxreserj , Felipe [xelipej)Q Furthermore, one needs to be aware, as 
has been pointed out recently (Doman 1969), that the alternation 
_£vh, x discussed above should not be confused with, or lumped together 
with, another very frequent alternation in Spain and Spanish America, 
namely, 0vho The confusion is one based on both the mixing of syn
chronic with diachronic facts, and the confusing of phonetic descrip
tion with orthographic description. By referring to the phenomenon as 
the "aspiration of h," as do Canfield (1962), Navarro T, (1948 in Can
field 1962), and Spaulding (1943), and the alternation S^h» such writers 
confuse a historic fact, that Latin_f (e0go, facere) became Modern 
Spanish 0 (hacer, or Caserj), with a dialectal fact, that there has 
been since the beginning of the 16th century a variation in Spain and 
America, between standard 0 (ioe,, hablar [ablar J, hasta LastaJ, hallar 
La^arj , and non-standard [hablar], [hasta], [halarj „ The confusion 
comes in the term * aspirated b. , 1 which is an orthographically based 
nomer. The phenomenon is usually talked about together with phonetic 
fvh alternation, orthographically, ’f* 9 j*, Thus, to talk of fyh is a 
mixing of a historic element, _f, with a synchronic dialectal phonetic 
variant, h, of standard phonetic 0, and orthographic 'h*= Such vari
ation is often treated together with synchronic phonetic JMi, x alter
nation, even though, as Doman will explain the two are separate cases. 

The controversial confusion is not as active in Costa Rica 
as it is in other parts of Latin America (e0go, Chile, Argentina,



Mexico, Antilles, Cuba, Sto„ Domingo, Puerto Rico, Panama, Venezuela, 
Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru) and Spain (Aragon, Navarra, Rioja, Anda- 
lucia, Extremadura, Sierra de Gata) (Alonso 1953:368-324)„ The 
''igualizacion'' of JL and _r described by Navarro (in Canfield 1962:13) 
as a mixed, undefined articulation somewhere between 2. and _r, seems to 
be an important socially discriminating variable in modern Spanisho 
According to Canfield (1962:72), rvl confusion is a phenomenon of more 
recent development in Spanish America, originating not with the period 
of Spanish conquest, but with the period of later colonization, during 
which time the coasts of South America were settled, the settlers 
coming primarily from Andaluciau Thus, this alternation is not heard 
uen los lugares inaccesibles de la antigua colonia” (Canfield 1962:72)o 
Where r_ is confused with 1_, finds Canfield (1962:84), is predominantly 
in preconsonantal and syllable final position,.

The confusion of r_ with 3. apparently has a long historic tra
dition in Spaino During the period which Spaulding (1943:166) refers 
to as "the period of Spanish Ascendance" (1500-1700), that period re
flective of the growing interest in Spanish as a national language, the 
final £ of verb infinitives assimilated to the 1̂ of an attached per
sonal pronoun object, and became palatalized,. Thus, such forms were 
written hablalle, comello, decillas, for hablarle, comerlo, decirlas0 
In the contemporary dialect of Andalucian Spanish, 1_ and £ are confused 
bidirectionally, so that _!>•£ frequently at the end of a syllable 
(e0g0, er tronco, argo, cien mir duros, er agua que cae der sielo), and 
£> 1̂, or an 1-like sound, precisely in the same environment (e„go, 
tolpe, entendel) (Spaulding 1943:232) => In addition, when infinitival



r_ is followed by an object pronoun beginning with JL, the _r may be 
omitted entirely (hablale, vendelo, contaselo), as it is throughout 
Spain, or else assimilated to the following _1 (hablal-le, vendel-lo) 
(Spaulding 1943:232)* It is precisely the latter environment which 
most commonly seems to produce ivl confusion in Costa Rica, and with 
the same two alternatives, ioe*, £_>!_ or 0* However, the alternation 
is not restricted to this grammatical environment (eog*, armuerzo)*
The alternation 3/vr is much less frequent in Costa Rica, but does occur 
repeatedly, as in almariOo

The Linguistic Data
The historical linguistic data is presented in chronological 

order in Appendix D» The principal source of that data is the Revista 
de los archivos nacionales (hereafter R*A0 N0), a journal of the 
Archives Nacionales de Costa Rica* That archive contains government 
documents emanating from every level of government, down to the munici
pal, and publishes selected ones, in their original orthographic form, 
dating back to the earliest days of the Conquest (Appendix E)* The 
existence of this journal has made possible the covering here of four 
centuries l6th through 19th) of linguistic history*

The data presented includes tokens which reflect both stigma
tized and prestige variants, using modern Spanish as the norm* This 
is done precisely for the purpose of revealing alternation which may 
exist in documents written at closely spaced time intervals, and, 
above all, for demonstrating the existence of alternation within one 
and the same document* Although the listing of the same token for



each time of its mention in a given document may at first glance seem 
needlessly repetitious, in fact it serves to show what the dominant 
norm was at the time (e=go, in the document presented for 1544, 
quatimala is written identically on three separate occasions; since 
there are no examples of Guatemala, we may presume that _i was the norm 
then, rather than an innovating, competing form)»

The words are presented in the orthographic version in which 
they were found. No attempt has been made to transcribe them phoneti
cally. The underlining beneath certain letters represents a non
prestige variant of a variable of interest to this study. Any word 
that has no underlining is considered to conform to present-day pres
tige usage. Although the precise phonetic value of a given letter can
not be ascertained, one can only assume that it reflects some sound 
that resembles what the letter stands for in modern Spanish orthography. 
Thus, although it is not known for certain what the first !_ in servillo 
(Carta del Lie. Alonso Maldonado 1938) stood for, possibly a palatal
ized lateral, if Spaulding is correct, the assumption will have to be 
made that it was some type of !_ phone, and not an _r-type of phone, 
which is what it should have been then and ought to be now, according 
to the prestige norms of the two periods.

Equally as difficult to prove without a doubt, is whether in 
the speech of a given writer there existed variation on any given 
variable, despite the absence of variation in his spelling of that 
variable. In other words, just because a writer used septima consis
tently throughout a given document, it does not preclude the possi
bility of his alternating [septima] with [setimaj in his speech. One
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should certainly be aware of the possibility of such unprovable dis
crepancies between written language and spoken language. But that is 
one difficulty inherent in coming to phonetic conclusions from ortho
graphic evidence. However, since there are in existence no taped- 
recordings from past centuries, such inconclusive evidence will have 
to be relied on.

An additional problem with working with written documents from 

past centuries is the inevitable inability to obtain data on lower 

class speakers, since such persons were virtually always illiterate. 

Thus, the data to be presented unfortunately is restricted to upper 

(i,e, non-low) class types of persons.

Findings
To begin, it must be pointed out that there was no.way of dis

tinguishing where the primary stress lay on those words which today 

undergo accent shift, this for the reason that accent marks were not 

used to indicate this type of stress in the l6th century. In fact,

"Tip to the middle of the l8th century the use of a written mark is in
consistent (when used at all)" (Spaulding 1943:207)0 And, according 
to Spaulding (1943:20?), it was not until after l8?6 that the Royal 
Academy of the Spanish language, Spain’s major prescriptive linguistic 
force, used this written accent mark in the imperfect indicative of 
-er and -ir verbal conjugations, except in the first person plural, in 
the conditional, and in diphthongs in such verbal forms as infinitives 
(e,g,, ’oir,’ ’reir’) and participles (e,g,, ’oido,’ ’reido'). In 
Costa Rica it is only in the 19th century that accent marks begin to



be used regularly and in accordance with modern orthographic rules; in 
the second half of the 19th century they were incorporated into the 
curriculum of the public elementary schools,. Even so, today, in rural 
areas accent marks are not consistently usedê  Thus, although data 
were gathered on words which are subject to accent shift, the placement 
of stress could not be discovered from the written tokens (e0g0, spel
lings such as the following leave one confused: maiz, traya, proveydo,
veynteno, frayle, Reyno, mayz, leido, haviendole oydo, Reina)0 Just 
as phonetic realizations can vary for the same speaker, so, too, will 
orthography vary within the document of a single writer (e0g0, a leydo, 
and aviendole sido leida occur in one and the same document (Criminal 
contra los compradores de esclavos a los enemigos piratas 1?02)„ Mean
ingful data collection, then, had to be restricted to vowel alternation 
and consonantal alternation*

The data is highly revealing in that it shows time and time 
again the coexistence of variant pronunciations of a given variable» 
Thus, there was hardly a document found where at least one word was 
not written in two different ways, and if the word or one of its cog
nates appeared several times in the same document, there was usually a
switching back and forth between alternate spellings (which represented

11alternate pronunciations rather than mere orthographic variations)„
10The preceding discussion on the use of accent marks in Costa Rica was 
communicated to me personally by Luz Alba Chactih de TJmana, head of the 
Seccion Historica del Archivo Nacional and professor of paleography at 
the University of Costa Rica*
11An example of a non-phonologically related spelling alternation would 
be 1ynbiado* * inviado,* both of which would be considered to contrast 
phonetically with * enbiado* *
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The data is revealing, too, in that it shows which present-day stigma

tized variants first occurred when, historically, and when they dis

appeared from formal styles of speech among educated persons0

Looking first at vocalic alternation, one finds that the most 

common one was that between e and i; thus, ewd and i--ve0 In the case of 

the former, we find in the earliest documents (l6th century) now stig

matized forms such as ’isperiencia,* 'Guatimala,6 1tiniente,’

* cerimonia,1 '^nviara,1 and turn of the 17th century forms, 'recebire,'

'prensipal,* 'Piru,' 1escreyir,1 and 'ceyil0! However, for any one 
point in time, vacillation is found on some of these very forms, so 
that 'Guatemala,1 *teniente,* 1 civil,' compete with their stigmatized 
counterparts. In the 17th century one encounters still, 'resebio,1 
•receyi,1 and '^nbiado,* as well as the forms 'acesti,' 'intregue,' 
'piligroso,1 ' ansimesmo,' 'mesma,' 'sigunda,' 'nenguna,' 1fortefi- 
cacion,' and 'seguiendo;1 however, for the verb 'recibir,' by 1694, 
there seems to be a pattern to the vowel alternation: namely, that
the vowel is i_ only in the third person singular preterite (i.eo, only 
when the following vowel is preceded by a [+high] consonant), otherwise 
it remains e. It is in the l8th century that one finds the switching 
back and forth between e_ and jl in the environment of a hiatuso Thus, 
the surname 'Oreamuno1 alternates constantly between -ea and -ia0 A 
look at some of the actual archives of the Archives Nacionales reveals 
a fascinating counterplay of variation on that surname, which happens 
to belong to a family of illustrious political leaders. Beginning in 
1776 (Expediente 3733) there is a reference to Don Jose" Antonio de 
Oriamuno. In another document dated 1776 (Expediente 3733, Seccion
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Histdrica Complementaria Colonial), the aforementioned Don Jose is re
ferred to by the secretary as Jose Antonio de Oriamuno, and signs his 
name Joseph Antonio de Oriamuno„ One year later, however, 1777 
(Expediente 773, Secciph Histories. Municipal, Cartago), a municipal 
letter, was drawn up in which the secretary refers to Joachin de 
Oreamuno, but the person in question signs his name Joaquin de 
Oriamunoe Then, skipping to 1791 (Expediente 888, Archivo Colonial de 
Cartago), one finds four letters, all of which are signed Joaquin, or 
Joaq0n, de Oreamuno, but in the text of which the man is referred to 
by the secretary as Oriamuno= In the written documentation analyzed 
here, it appears that the fluctuation resolved itself in favor of -ea 
as late as one-third of the way into the 19th century; however, this 
name (today a place name) is still usually pronounced -ia in casual 
speecho

The other major vowel alternation, ou, also is present in the 

earliest records<> One finds ’hobiera,* 1 duzientos, ’ ' Joan;' with the 

beginning of the l8th century, ’pulicia,* ’ oyieren’/^uvieren;8 past 

mid-century, * puas, dispusicion; * and by the end of the century,

'duzientos*-v t docientos,’ 'Goathemala^ * Guatemala» 1 The vowel u also 

alternates with a., so that whereas the standard form of the preterite 

of traer was truxo and truxeron, the a-stem form appearing first in a 

document dated 1666, by 1702 the two forms (modern standard a.-stem and 

u-stem) were openly competing with each otherc

With respect to vowels, one can say that, judging by the data 
collected, by 1835 educated writers were settled on what are today the 
prestige and stigmatized vocalic variants, for the documents of that
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date and thereafter reveal a generally prestige -pattern,. Thus, it 

would seem that only lower class Costa Ricans were making consistent 

use of stigmatized vowel variants by the middle of the 19th centuryo

The alternation of consonants is perhaps the more interesting, 

or significant, of the two kinds of sound variation, for it is preva

lent today among all strata of Costa Rican society, and was present 

from the very foundation of the colony« Thus, the most commonly found 

phonological variation in Costa Rica today, as well as in the l8th 

century and during all the intervening centuries, is that of consonant 

cluster reduction in Latinate borrowings that were introduced into 

Spanish during the Renaissance= There is virtually no document un

covered that does not contain at least one example of such cluster 

simplification* Perhaps the most telling evidence of the productivity 

of this process is the change in two indigenous Costa Rican names: 

'orocci' and Acceri,’ presumably pronounced with the cluster ks0 To

day the place names 'Orosi* and ’Aserri’ have no phonetic k Q

We can best see what has been occurring to the Latinate' clus

ters by grouping words together according to the phonetic similarity 

of the clusters* Thus, 1esposicion,’ ’espucieron,’ ’esperimentaron,’ 

•espuesto,* ’esposicion,6 ’espreeiones,’ ’espresado,’ ’espediente,’

’espulcion,’ and ’espone,’ have in common the deletion of k in a clus- 
jwl

ter of ksp(rj, if they are considered to be pronounced in the currently 

prestige manner* A similar process occurs for the cluster kst(r), as 

in ’sesto,’ ’pretesto,’ ’estienda,’ ’estensidn,’ ’estrano,’ and ksk, 

as in ’escusa*’ However, we see from the data that in clusters of ks
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(’esaminar,1 ’esivicion*) or ksy (’elecion,* 'jurisdicion'), or kt 
( 1 efejfco, • ’ otava,' ’ do_tor ’ ) , or at (* setima, ’ ’ setiembre ’), the dele
tion of the first consonant in the cluster is not as probable as it is 
in the clusters of three consonants, none of which is a glide0 This 
can be seen by the high degree of switching back and forth between
forms such as 1 esaminar,zv* examinar, ’ 8 ele_cion!̂ ! eleccion, * 1 efejtcv̂

121 efecto,1 * setiembreseptiembre,1 but the relative regularity and
dominance of forms such as ’espuesto, V^’espresado,1 etc® What seems 
to be most responsible for the deletion in such consonant clusters is 
the presence of k, either when it directly precedes or is two con
sonants away from an anterior stop (ioBo, j) or t)«, Possibly its being 
so far back in the mouth relative to the forward articulated stops 
which follow it, causes it to go to 0 (for, notice that the cluster jyt 
is not so apt to reduce to ti ’septiembre * and ’setiembre* competed 
with each other strongly, and for several centuries, until 1setiembre’ 
finally won out in Costa Rica, as did * setimof) <,

Whereas this pattern of consonant cluster simplification has 
remained rather uniform throughout the centuries, one phenomenon re
lated to consonant clusters seems to be a recent one0 One begins to 
find in the l8th and 19th centuries hypercorrection, that is, either 
the insertion of a stop, usually k, where there is no consonant at all 
(e<,g0, 8 Accesor, ’ .1 succesos,' * sugeccion, ’ 1 adiccion, ’ 1 asumpto8) or 
else the replacement of one stop by another (e0go, 8concecto,8 
8 inscriccion8)0

■^These three examples of alternation are among the many which indicate 
that k-deletion has not been categorical, but variable=
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Regarding the other consonantal alternations, the change r > _! 

is found to have been present from the very beginning, but active only 
up until the middle of the 17th century» Thus, there are forms such as 
'servillo,1 'hazelles,' 1 dalles,’ 1rebocalla,* efaborezelle,*
'pagallo,' and ’podello** However, given that such forms still abound 

among Costa Rican peasants, one must conclude that only the upper class 

stopped converting _r to _1 historicallyo Similarly, although the sub

stitution of n, or 0, for _g, ni, or _n before a following nasal is only 

attested a few times in this corpus (e0g0, 1incongitas,8 1indenizacion,1 

8solennemente1), it is a very active process in the speech of lower 

class Costa Ricans today, which may mean that educated speakers, such 

as the ones who wrote the documents under analysis in this study, at 

a relatively early date began to adhere to the original Latinate, or 

prestige, forms in their more formal linguistic styles,.

Another constraint favoring consonant deletion in clusters, in 
addition to cluster length, is lack of primary stress on the vowel pre
ceding the clustero Thus, looking again at the data evident from dotor 
Melian8s letter, one sees that k is not deleted in the cluster kt when 
the preceding vowel bears primary word stress ('districto,8 8efecto8), 
but is deleted otherwise (8dotor,8 8doctrineros8)= However, length of 
cluster seems to be a stronger constraint than stress, since ’pretesto* 
has primary Stress falling immediately preceding the cluster, yet has 
had the k deleted in the cluster -ksto Also stronger than stress, 
judging by one idiolect, namely, dotor Melian8s, is the greater fea- . 
ture differentiation between 1c and _t, than there is between jd and _t, 
for, as was noted above, jo is less apt to delete in a cluster with jt
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than is k, so that while the non-deletion of £ in *escripta’ is ex
pected, given the primary stress on i_ preceding it, the presence of £ 
following the secondarily stressed a of ’baptismo* is surprising* One 
has to attribute the failure of jd to delete in the latter instance to 
one of two alternative hypotheses* The first is the fact that £ and jfc 
are more similar in feature specifications than are k and _t, as the 
feature matrix (Chomsky and Halle 1968) presented below will show*

P t k 
high — — +
back - - +
anterior + + -
coronal - + -
labial + - -

Thus, £ and _t differ only in the specifications for coronality and 
labiality, while k and Jb differ in highness, backness, anteriority and 
coronality* Costa Rican Spanish has an obvious preference for more 
similar consonants in cluster, and an intolerance or very dissimilar 
contiguous consonants* Alternatively, from a purely articulatory point 
of view, £ may be less apt to delete preceding_t than k because of the 
lack of involvement of the tongue during its articulation, whereas in 
the production of 1c in the same environment, closure with the tongue 
is involved for both sounds, but involves a quick shifting of the point 
of articulation* Perhaps even a perceptual factor is at work in 
accounting for the reduced tendency of £ to delete: the articulation
at the lips is highly visible to speaker/hearers, whereas articulation 
in the velar area is quite difficult to perceive visually* Thus, a 
speaker/hearer* s ability to see £ being articulated, in contrast to k, 
may make its deletion somewhat less likely*
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It is important to mention that one of the variables9 JMi, x, 

along with the less frequent h, x~f, shows no variation at all in the 
historical course of Costa Rican written Spanish» In the isolated in
stance of one writer, writing in 1563» two lexical items, both nouns, 
are written with ’h’ rather than what should have been then, and still 
is today, ’f,1 namely, 'hanega’ for * fanega,' and ‘hebreroe for
* febrero«• At no point is this fluctuation manifested in orthographic 
variation. What is evident from the data, however, is the variation 
of "aspirated h.," a variable rarely heard in contemporary Costa Rica0 
Its history is worth commenting on, despite its not being one of the 
variables that will be of concern in the analysis of modern-day phono
logical variation. The commentary is worth making because the histori
cal pattern of variation of aspirated h strikingly demonstrates how 
sound change progresses by grammatical form class. The documents 
examined show that Latin _f, which becomes Spanish phonetic 0, was 
clearly an invariant in l6th century Costa Rica, Thus, one finds that 
all grammatical forms of the verb 'hacer1 preserved Latin _f; preterite
* flee,* perfect * fecho,1 adjectival 'fechos1 and * fechas,’ and the 
like. By l6ll, forms such as ’esta fecha,' 'aver fecho,' 'an fecho,’ 
occur regularly; however grammatical differentiation is apparent in 
conditioning the initial sound of the root, for the infinitives,
'hazer' and preterite 'hizo,' now appear with modern-day h orthography, 
as does the future form, 'ara* in 1666, Apparently the participle, in 
its use in the perfect tense and as an adjectival, remained stable 
with its Latin jf, while at the same time non-perfect forms of the verb 
Were in variation over several centuries (e,g,, 'hizo' occurs as early
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as 1565» while 'fice* can be found as late as 1736; 'hacella* appears 
in 1576)o That _f~0 (or perhaps h, since it is not known to what extent 
orthographic h. was pronounced 0 or h) was not an isolated phenomenon 
restricted to the root 'hacer’ is evidenced by such items as the adverb 
’fasta1 and the noun ’foxas«1 Yet again, a manifestation of sound 
change occurring lexeme by lexeme is made apparent, for while _f was 
being retained in various forms of hacer, it had definitely lost out 
to 0 or h in the various forms of haber (we find 5hobo,* 'hobiesen,1 
*hobieron,’ as early as 1562, with the alternate spelling ’uviese’ 
0156^7, 8ovieramos' /l5777, reflecting the jjk'h alternation; ’ha1 in 
1565; and the clear differentiation between * habere and 1hacer’ in the 
pluperfect 1 habian fecho* °

Another manifestation of sound.change occurring by grammatical 
form is the case of 1truxo’ (today 1trajo®) and 1truxeron8 (modern 
1trajeron*), third person singular and plural forms respectively of 
the verb 'truer,' and their related imperfect subjunctive form,
1truxeseno' While archaic 'truxo* and * truxeron* are clearly invariant 
at the time of the Conquest and early colonization, by 1666 there are 
two instances of *traxeron* competing with 'truxeron* in the same year0 
By 1702, although the u-stem is still predominant, and hardly subject 
to variation, in the plural forms (both preterite indicative and im
perfect subjunctive), the a-stem is in full competition with the u-stem 
in singular forms (thus, both 'trujo* and *traxo' appear in the same 
document)0

The value of a historical variational analysis becomes clear 
when one recognizes its power to discover what the prevailing norm was
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for a given period in the history of a language, in a concrete geo
graphical space» Thus, from the data presented above, it can be seen 
quite clearly that certain Latinate clusters in particular lexical 
items were the norm, judging by their strong predominance, whereas in 
peninsular and American Spanish today the clusters have been simpli- 
fieds Specifically, throughout the 17th century one finds bt in all 
grammatical forms of the stem 'subjet-' ('subjeto(s)': noun singular
and masculine participle; 'subjeto;' verb)0 Similarly, bs is seen in 
all forms of the verb stem 'subced-* (*subzedidot' participle;
1subcediendo:1 gerund; 1subceder:' infinitive; 'subcode;' present 
subjunctive)= There is, as well, the cluster bd ('cebdula,' 'cobdicia,' 
'dubda,' 'cibdad'); kt ''fructo,1 'delicto,' 'sancto,' 'Sanctiago*); 
pt (in the stem 'script-,' as in 'sobrescripta:' participle;
'scriptura;' noun; 'escripto;' adjective; and in other stems, as in 
•baptismo')=

In the light of the contrast between such forms as 'distrioto,' 
'escripto,' and 'baptismo,' on the one hand (all three instances of 
items which in the modern standard have simplified their consonant 
clusters), all of which are present in a letter signed by a medical 
doctor in 1640, and such forms as 'dotor' (on three occasions) and 
'dotrineros' (twice), in the same letter, one is led to conclude that 
where variation began to occur, it occurred lexical item by lexical 
item, or, at a minimum, stem by stem, so that k, in the cluster kt, 
had disappeared entirely for dotor don Po0 Melian in the stem 'doct-,' 
but was present in the items 'districto' and 'efecto0' However, in 
that doctor's idiolect, apparently the deletion of k in clusters of
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three obstruents had gone to completion (note, 'espirlencia,'
1esplicado,1 'prete^to*)o

What can be said of Costa Rican Spanish phonological variation 
upon leaving linguistic history and embarking upon the contemporary 
era? A look at the 19th century data will bring one fairly close to 
the linguistic present. It reveals an overwhelming preponderance of 
variation within consonant clusters, the most highly varying type of 
variable of the ones that have been selected for study. The lengthy 
document (1823) originating in the official legislative records of the 
newly independent nation, shows the extent to which the most highly 
educated members of Costa Rican society at the time deleted consonants 
in clusters. The segment k in the cluster ks(C) occurring in the fre
quently used Latinate prefix ’ex-,' over and over again is deleted.
And the constraint placed on it by two succeeding consonants is quite 

obviously manifested: orthographic x is preserved without variation

whenever it is followed by a vowel ('auxilio,1 'examine,1 1exonere,1 

1examinar,1 'exonerado,1 1exausto,’ 1anexos,’ * examine,1 9 exonere, ’

9 examinado,9 9 exepcion,9 9 exonerarse9), whereas it is misspelled_s 
regularly whenever a consonant follows (for examples see Appendix D; 
the examples would form too lengthy a list to reiterate here),

Other consonants in cluster also vary. Nasals which follow 
consonants often cause them to assimilate or delete. Thus, one can 
see in that legislative, act of 1823 the now prestige ’asignar9 and 
9 dignasen9 alongside contemporary non-prestige 9indegnisacion,9 
9 indenisacion,9 9 imediatamente,9 9 imediato,9 and 9Solennemente,9
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Perhaps it was-the same secretary who spelled solemn!dad ’solennidad’ 
in the nation's Acta de Independencia (1821) „ The 2f'£.9 variations 
apparently were not common among upper educated people by the 19th 
century, for none appear in that lengthy 1823 piece of legislation,. 
However, in the writing of less educated persons of the same era (the 
documents which originate in mayoralities and municipalities outside 
of the capital city are generally written by less-well educated per
sons) , such variation seems to be quite alive (1alvertido,1 in compe
tition with prestige 1advierto,' and a similar form, * adjunto;8 
'escurtadores' in variance with 'Escultador')„

What is noticeably absent from the writings of 19th and even 
l8th century literate Costa Ricans, for that matter, is the intrusive 

(usually orthographic h), which normally occurs preceding [wj (ortho
graphic ue, ua)o It is highly significant that no instances of this 
stigmatized variable appear in the 19th or 18th centuries, because by 
the turn of the 20th century it had become stereotypical of peasant 
speech as portrayed by the Costa Rican literati, and was used by them 
to ridicule the peasantry0 Thus, one finds only as late as 1702 a form 
such as * guerta,' repeated twice, and less than a handful of such items 
in prior years: 8guerfanos' (1640), 8seriguelas8 (1663),
'cacaguatales8 (1694)„

Vowel alternation is quite minimal compared to consonantal 
variation. One finds in the aforementioned 1823 document a few iso
lated instances: 8 dibiendo,8 8 sostituyan,8 One would need to look at
the rest of the documents that were examined, in order to find even 
one more instance of vowel alternation ('yndebiduos,8 in 1849)„
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This journey into Costa Rican social and linguistic history 

has gone as far as the brink of modern times= By the turn of the 20th 
century there is suddenly a newly educated elite, the coffee aristoc
racy, and a still illiterate, but now socially declined, peasantry. In
Costa Rica of 1900, it may be said that the latter comprised the

v
"masseseu Whereas social class differences had existed between the two 
major strata of society up until the 19th century, those differences 
had been quite small. The poverty of the elite had served to produce 
a general sense of socioeconomic homogeneity, or, as Costa Ricans 
.steadfastly maintain, "equality,” within the population. This sense of 
social equality has been pointed to as being the major factor in 
accounting for the nation's long history of democratic political rule, 
in sharp contrast to the bulk of its Latin American neighbors.

With the advent of the export coffee economy, in the middle of 
the 19th century, social class differences began to become accentuated, 
until, by the turn of the new century, Costa Rica finds itself with a 
typical Latin American elite class of persons who, now endowed with 
the accoutrements of a true upper class, that is, high level of edu
cation, disproportionately large income evidenced by material displays 
of wealth, and occupational differentiation, finally are able to demar
cate themselves sharply from the rest of society* It must be assumed 
that through education and the concomitant contact with external lin
guistic standards (e*go, foreign trips to Spain and Latin American 
metropoli for the purpose of schooling, business, and leisure), there



arose a source of heightened linguistic differentiation, if any appre
ciable differentiation had existed at all before theno Such differen
tiation may be safely assumed because there exists indirect evidence 
ot it; the fictional works of Costa Rican writers who have chosen to 
depict as their main personage the campesinoo It is through the 
literary works that portray the peasantry that one can easily discern 
the upper class' view of peasant speech, a speech heavily marked by 
phonologically stigmatized variantso The next chapter intends to 
analyze in depth one such literary work, tying language to society, 
but this time, through a theoretical framework not known to have been 
conjoined to variational analysis..



CHAPTER 4

THE COSTA RICAN PEASANT WEDDING RECEPTION:
AN ETHNOLINGUISTIC ACCOUNT

The preceding chapter ended facing a turn of the century Costa 
Rica that was still peasant .in complexion, but, for the first time, 
cleft by marked socioeconomic status divisions* It was essentially a 
bifurcated society, comprising a numerically dominant, uneducated, poor 
peasantry, and a small but socially, economically, and politically un
challengeable elite, the coffee aristocracy* It was the latter which, 
for the first time since the Conquest, could afford to send its sons 
abroad for education, and import educators into the nation in order to 
make higher schooling available to them locally* The present chapter 
intends to present the view held by that elite of the peasantry at the 
time where the preceding historical analysis left off, namely, the turn 
of the 20th century*

The significance of speech, and pronunciation in particular, 
as a differentiator of those two classes is made apparent by a survey 
of 20th century Costa Rican literature * Those works which deal with 
the peasant sector of society mark that sector with stigmatized pro
nunciation, and even though the upper class must have been using some 
of the very same non-prestige phonological variants in its speech, it 
uses such variants to characterize the peasantry* Thus, such a lin
guistic characterization of peasants may be found in the following

112
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works: Dobles (1966), Echeverria (1953b), Fallas (1963, 1966, 1967a,
1967b, 1967c), and Lyra (1966)0 In fact, these literary works have 
served as the primary sources of linguistic data for one Costa Rican 
philologist (Arroyo 1971), who has compiled those features which he 
considers to characterize his country* s habla popular»

Unfortunately, literature of this nature fails to reflect any 
existing linguistic variation. All the peasants in a given novel 
speak alike® Often only a priest, or a high public official, or per
haps a schoolteacher, is distinguished linguistically from the other 
characterso In effect, such works as the ones cited above attempt to 
portray an invariant, cultural picture of the countryside and the 
peasants who inhabit it. It is usually a vision of the "folk" and its 
customso Such typifications, while presenting a not totally accurate 
societal view, since the society which they depict is made to look uni
formly homogeneous and lacking in variation, nevertheless do serve a 
useful function. They provide one with ethnolinguistic information 
which is normally sorely lacking in typical variation studies. For 
this reason, it would be useful now to broach upon a fresh theoretical 
framework and a non-variationist methodology, in order to validate that 
the phonological variation that is being analyzed in these chapters has 
a basis perceived by the beginning of the present century, to be rooted 
in one segment of Costa Rican society: the peasantry. And it is
worthwhile, emphasizing once again that the perception is an elite one, 
one which implies that the use of phonologically stigmatized variants 
is restricted to rural folk alone. This study thus moves into the 
direction of symbolic anthropology, ethnomethodological sociology,
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philosophy, and psychology» In particular it leads to the work of 
Schutz (1970), Geertz (1973a, 1976), Basso and Selby (1976), Taylor 
(1971), Ricoeur (1971), Searle (1969), Bateson (1972), and Goffman 
(1974).

Theoretical Framework
At the very core of symbolic anthropological writings is the 

notion of meaning as fundamental to the concept of culture, "the 
premise that the semiotic dimension of human affairs — - the full array 
of signs and concepts men use to communicate with each other and to 
interpret themselves and the world around them =- should be the central 
object of description and analysis" (Basso and Selby 1976:2)0 In 
Geertz's (1973a) terms, human behavior is seen as symbolic action, 
"action which signifies." This is necessarily so because man creates 
symbols in order to understand the order of things and events (Schutz 
1970)o Furthermore, culture is public, because meaning, is public 
(i.e., you cannot wink unless you know what counts as winking; simi
larly, you cannot promise unless you know what counts as a promise).

Linked to this semiotic view of culture is an interpretive 
approach to the study of it. The task of the ethnographer is to in
terpret the behavior which he observes, not merely to record it. In 
fact, what he records, or "inscribes" (Geertz 1973a:19) is not raw 
data, that is, "brute facts" (Taylor 1971), at all, but his interpre
tation of the brute facts. In other words, "the interpretation of the 
other's meaning of the meaning of his acts and the results of these 
acts presuppose a self-interpretation of the observer or partner"
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(Schutz 1970:56)o And the actor himself, in the act of behaving, per
forms a self-interpretation. Thus, it can be seen that just as the 
actor, under the observation of the ethnographer, is performing self- 
interpretations, so, too, should the ethnographer„ At the root of this 
notion is the conception of man as a nself-interpreting animal" (Taylor 
1971:16)o As Taylor (1971:16) explains,

He is necessarily so because there is no such thing as the 
structure of meanings for him independently of his interpre
tation of them; for one is woven into the other0 But then 
the text of our interpretation is not that heterogeneous from 
what is interpreted; for what is interpreted is itself an 
interpretation; a self-interpretation which is embedded in a 
stream of action* It is an interpretation of experiential 
meaning which contributes to the constitution of this meaning*
Or to put it another way: that of which we are trying to
find the coherence is itself partly constituted by self- 
interpretation*

This is to say, then, that social reality is "pre-interpreted" (Schutz 
1970:273), and that behavior is reflexive; it communicates about itself* 
If behavior can be likened to acted document (i*e*, if behavior is 
analogous to a text /Ricoeur 1S7±/), then it follows that, "Every cul
tural text is a metamessage" (Taylor 1971)=

To say that an approach to ethnography ought to be an inter
pretive one, and that an actor's actions are self-interpreted, is to 
say that the ethnographer's goal is to discover the subjective meaning 
of those actions for that actor* Thus, "all scientific explanations 
of the social world can and for certain purposes must refer to the sub
jective meaning of human beings from which the social reality origi
nates" (Schutz 1970:275), and not merely the subjective meaning, but 
the "intersubjective meaning" (Taylor 1971) of those actions*
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Ideally, therefore, the ethnographer should strive to describe 

a culture from the native’s point of view0 However, although cogni
tive anthropologists may say that this is possible (Frake 1962), sym
bolic anthropologists insist that it is not (Geertz 1976)= Thus, even 
though an ethnographer may ’’strive to define objects according to the 
conceptual system of the people he is studying” (Frake 1962), he cannot 
attain such a goal for the simple reason that his account can ultimately 
be only an interpretation of the native’s interpretation<» There can 
never be an isomorphism between that which gets inscribed, and the sub
jective meaning of an action for a native actor, for, as Schutz (1970: 
275) puts it, "the concepts formed by the social scientist are con
structs of the constructs formed in common-sense thinking by the actors 
on the social scene,” which is equivalent to saying that, ’’the ethnog
rapher’s fact is really our own constructions of other people’s con
structions of what they and their compatriots are up to (Geertz 1975a: 
9)o

The next question to be faced by the ethnographer is one of 
methods How, in practice, should he go about construing subjective 
meanings? In what way can he arrive at a correct interpretation of a 
given social reality? The answer is hermeneutics0 Hermeneutics places 
into a circular relationship guessing and validation (which, alterna
tively, may be thought of as verstehen, ’understanding,’ and erklMren,
'explanation,’ or alternatively, as subjective versus objective 
approaches to a text ̂ /Ricoeur 197l/)» Although Schutz (1970:275) con
siders verstehen to be primarily not a method for use by the social 
scientist, but rather, "the particular experiential form in which
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common-sense thinking takes cognizance of the social cultural world," 
Ricoeur and Taylor place the art of guessing within the sphere of 
social science methodology, for use by the analyst (i.e.,, ethnographer).

An Ricoeur conceptualizes the hermeneutic circle, a dialectic
is at work in two ways: it proceeds from comprehension to explanation,
and from explanation to comprehension, and there is an exchange and a
reciprocity between both* The circle may also be thought of in terms
of part-whole relationso If behavior can be analogized to a text,
then it may be said that',

. «, o we are trying to establish a reading for the whole text, 
and for this we appeal to readings of its partial expressions; 
and yet because we are dealing with meaning, with making sense, 
where expressions only make sense or not in relation to 
others, the readings of partial expressions depend on those of 
others, and ultimately of the whole (Taylor 1971:6)»

One must ask then, what technique can we employ to reach verstehen, and 
to complete the hermeneutic circle? The answer lies first and foremost 
in "decoupling" (Ricoeur 1971) or "bracketing" (Schutz 1970), two ver
sions of the same basic notion, which differ from each other essen
tially in one important respect: in decoupling, as Ricoeur (1971) con
ceives it, behavior is dissociated from the mental intention of the 
actor, whereas in "bracketing," as conceived by Schutz (1970) and 
Searle (1969), the intention of the actor must be known for the mean
ing of a given behavior to be correctly interpreted,, What the two 
notions have in common, however, is the idea that the ethnographer 
must treat the world as problematical, riot take it for granted, not 
naively accept the surface form of behavior, suspend belief, "refrain 
from making any judgment about spatiotemporal existence" (Schutz
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1970:52)t put one’s wants and beliefs (i0e0, one’s action) at a dis
tance (Ricoeur 1971)=

What results from the process of hermeneutic reasoning is a 
reading of a text, which is a construct of a construct, a Weberian 
’’ideal type" or, in Schutz’s terminology, a "typification" (whether it 
is a "broad-scale. conspicuous event, such as a joke, a greeting, and a 
farewell, or a smaller story that a person tells about himself" /Basso
197(7).

Such "typifications," or "ideal types" consist of rules which 
comprise the essential conditions that define them® In other words, 
they are ideal types insofar as the "constitutive rules" (Searle 1969) 
which underlie them give them their very existence; such rules, beyond 
merely regulating the behavior in question, define it., in that without 
them, the behavior could not be said to exist0 Thus, to know what 
counts as a promise is to know the constitutive rules of promising; to 
know what counts as a cockfight in Bali is to know the constitutive 
rules underlying the cockfight.

One often recurring notion that seems to be crucial to doing 
ethnography is that of behavior as a bounded strip of human activity. 
The notion of a boundary is most fully developed by Bateson and Goffman 
in their elaboration of frame analysis. Whether a frame is defined as 
"a class or set of. messages (or meaningful actions)" (Bateson 1972:
186) or as, "the principles of organization which govern events —  at 
least social ones —  and our subjective involvement in them" (Goffman 
1974:10), Bateson and Goffman agree that cultures embody frames, and 
that the individual’s framing of activity establishes its
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meaningfulness for him. -For Goffman, the framing of activity is not 
something purely psychological, that is, it is accomplished not solely 
in the minds of the social actor's involved, but also in the very 
organization of the activity. Furthermore, a frame is metacommunica- 
tive, for "Any message which either explicitly or implicitly defines 
a frame ipso facto gives the receiver instructions or aids in his 
attempts to understand the messages within the frame" (Bateson 1972; 
l88)o This is so because the messages that are enclosed within the 
frame, "are defined as members of a class by virtue of their sharing 
common premises or mutual relevance. The frame itself becomes a part 
of the premise system" (Bateson 1972:188). Frames, in effect, then, 
are another term for constitutive rules. They can also be seen to be 
identifiable through the use of hermeneutic reasoning, and their rela
tionship to the messages which they define, it may be concluded, 
clearly classifiable as a reflexive one.

One last concept which understanding is important for doing 
ethnography in the symbolic tradition is that of reality as a con
structed thing —  something which people make for themselves, not some
thing which they are given. Furthermore, there are "multiple realities" 
(Schutz 1970), for "primary frameworks" are vulnerable to keyings and 
fabrications, and these, in turn, are even more susceptible to keying, 
so that any given reality may consist of several laminations (Goff man 
1974). For this reason, an ethnographer has to pick his way through 
"piled-up structures of inferences and implication" (Geertz 1973a:7) 
which means being able to distinguish a wink from a parody of a wink, 
from a rehearsal of a wink. And, according to Goffman, the reality
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upon which a keying or a fabrication is modeled is no more prior to or 
real than a keying or a fabrication of it0 For Goffman, "the folk 
notion that everyday life is to be placed on one side and the fanciful 
realms on the other," is just that, a folk notion® Probably Ricoeur 
(1971;5^6-7) comes closest to an explanation of this stance in his 
claim that, "there is no transfer of facts to the sphere of signs® It 
is within the same sphere of signs that the process of objectification 
takes place and gives rise to explanatory procedures®"

What follows is an attempt to make use of the theoretical con
structs mentioned in the preceding discussion, and apply them to the 
interpretation Of one significant Costa Rican cultural text: the
wedding reception® By carefully analyzing one native's interpretation 
of that event, and by focusing largely on language usage as a vehicle 
of his interpretation, it is hoped that several goals will be attained, 
gaining some insight into an important Costa Rican cultural event, 
finding out about male-female roles as they relate to the marital re
lationship among Costa Rican peasants, and exploring the role of 
speaking as it bears on gender differentiation and social class dif
ferentiation® Particular attention will be paid to linguistic cues, 
especially phonological ones, as they are used in the process of com-

3_municating and metacommunicating®

■*"The following analysis owes much of its inspiration to Mary Sanches' 
(1975a) sociolinguistic study of the Japanese rakugo performance®



Boda Campestre
Con dos ’'cuetones” anuncian 
la salida de la iglesiao 
Delante va el padre cura, 
sigue el alcalde Ledesma, 
nor Vindas el curandero 
y luego el "mestro" de escuela 
Tras de estos grandes senores 
marcha la gentil pareja=
Es justo que en describirla 
puntualmente me detenga, 
y natural que principle 
por la nina, por "Miquela",
" Tomara tener veinte affos’1, 
seguh dice fia Sotera, 
la madre; sus veinticuatro 
al contar de malas lenguas, 
que sostienen ser nacida 
"pal tiempo de las virgiielas, 
mucho antes que el Presidente 
despachara para ajuera 
al se'nor obispo Thiel, 
que Dios en su gloria tenga"= 
Ya sean veinte o veinticuatro, 
o veinticinco o cincuenta, 
es lo cierto que la nina 
debio llamarse Perfecta, 
por su cara, por su cuerpo, 
por su sandunga y etcetera0 
Lleva un vestido de gasa, 
con peto de lentejuelas, 
y unas florecillas blancas 
enredadas en las trenzaso 
Es blanca tambien la faja 
que le asota las caderas, 
y blancos los chapincitos 
y blancas sus carnes frescas, 
y mas blanca todavia 
el alma de la doncella, 
que tiene los dientes finos 
y brillantes como perlas, 
y dos ojos que en el cielo 
de su rostro son estrellas, 
estrellas donde se mira 
el mozo de la Verbena, 
que la saco de su casa 
por la puerta de la iglesia,
Un mozo que tiene milpa 
y a mas de milpa carreta,



amen de un potro "melao", 
hijo de una yegua overa 
que don Francisco Peralta 
trajo de Lima o de "Suepsia” 
como dijo en el Congreso 
un diputado de Heredia; 
que tiene su "pita” fino, 
una hermosa yunta nueva, 
arado tie California 
y la trojecita llena; 
dos manzanas de cafe', 
una casa y una huerta, 
y un ”jusil de julminante”, 
una vaca "cajuelera” 
y su montura de pico 
su punal, y su "cruceta”=
Un mozo de mano dura, 
pero con el alma tierna, 
a quien por amor o miedo 
en todas partes respetan; 
que si suenan sus limosnas, 
sus pezcosones resuenan*
”Nadie le pone la pata” 
en asuntos de pelea, 
y si "arrebata” el machete 
no queda en el prado yerba; 
y lo mismo "despalota” 
que tiende ailambre en la cerca, 
o amansa un par de novillos, 
o monta. una mula nueva, 
o saca suertes a un toro 
sin cobija ni vaqueta0 
Que Cristian, el de fia Rita, 
es un hombre de ”de veras”* 
Vienen detras de los novios 
invitados, parentela, 
y despues la "chamusquina” 
enredada con la orquesta 
en que van un acordeon, 
tres guitarras, dos vihuelas, 
un clarinete sin Have 
y un violin con una cuerda, 
todps bajo la batuta 
de nor Aniceto Cerdas, 
el musico mas ”templao” 
entre la gente costeSa=
A1 liegar junto a la casa, 
asoman por la tranquera 
los suegros de la muchacha 
que muy compuestos esperan.



Alii tiran diez ”cue tones*1, 
tres descargas, dos bombetas 
y en unos vasos azules 
vierten cuatro o seis botellas 
de sus vientres virginales 
el fuerte y sabroso nectar, 
infierno que sabe a gloria 
y que apenas baja, trepa=
Despues de pasar el trago 
los hombres dan a las hembras, 
en unas copas labradas, 
ya rompope, ya mistela*
— Acuerdense — dice el cura—  
que hoy nos toea la novena 
y la visita de altares; 
conque, vamos a la mesa0 
Yo me levante aclarando 
y estoy viendo las estrellas0
En una sala espaciosa 
cinco "burras" patituertas 
sostienen algunas tablas 
tapadas con "manta" nueva*
En taburetes de cuero 
se sienta la gente serias 
para el populo hay escanos 
adornados con tachuelaSo 
En un camarin de lata, 
que escoltan dos azucenas, 
un perro de porcelana 
y ocho cabos de candela 
sus amantes brazos abre 
sobre una cruz de maderp., 
Gristo, el hijo de Maria, 
el Salvador de la tierra; 
y penden de las paredes 
tres cromos que representan 
a la Virgen del Socorro,
San Ramon y Santa Berta0 
Ademas hay unas jaulas 
en que cantan la tristeza 
de su libertad perdida, 
cuatro "monjitas" cerreras» 
Sudando llega la madre 
con una enorme bandeja 
en que el caldo de mondongo 
en tazas grandes humea, 
tazas que en letras doradas 
exhiben estas leyendas:
"Vos sos mi Men", "Vida mia", 
"Domitila", "Clara", "Chepa",



"No me Divides"«, " iHasta cuando"?
"Ildefonso", "I’iladelfa",
"En ti pienso", "Caralampio",
"Tuyo soy", "A Balvanera", 
y otros muchos que no pongo 
por no hacer la lista sterna® 
Acabado el mondonguito 
van circulando en la mesa 
el Oporto de seis reales, 
el Malaga de sesenta, 
algunas cervezas Traubes 
y el endemoniado "Angelica", 
que baja como una bala 
y sube como una flecha®
— Que hable el cura®

— Yo no puedo®
— Diga algo el mestro de escuela® 
— Yo tampoco, estoy de luto®
— Pos que se bote Ledesma®
— Bueno, pero dame vino®
—  ISilencio!

— Cristian, Miquela:
e l  matrimonio e s  e l  %Eudo 
que se  forma con la  cuerda 
d el amor de lo s  c r is t ia n o s  
que habitan  bajo la  tierra®
Ve un muchacho una muchacha, 
o se miran vesiversa, 
y se hablan cuatro palabras 
y se entienden y a I’iglesia®
Y aqui brindo por Cristian 
y aqui brindo por Miquela; 
pa que les cante el amor, 
ya por dentro, ya por juera . . ®
—  iBueno! i Que viva el alcalde!
— o ® o y haiga siempre primavera 
que les regale sus flores
y enfertilise sus tierras; 
por que no falte el carino, 
ni se formen peloteras, . 
y por que llegen a viejos 
y que confesados mueran, 
dejando a los hijos machos 
en los brazos de las nueras, 
y en los brazos de los yernos 
dejando a sus hijas hembras; 
y que encuentren por remate, 
cuando la pelona venga 
del sielo de par en par 
espernancadas las puertas®



— i Bien!
— IMuy bien!

— iVivan los novios!
— IViva el Alcalde Ledesma!
--IViva Tiodora Camacho!
—-TQue viva!

— IOue viva mi agtiela! 
i Amarrenlo!

— Fiiii
— iLa tuya!

—  jMusica, mtisica, Serdas!
— iListos!

--&A cu£L le sampamos?
— Arrimale a "La Cajeta"o (Tocan)o 
— Una tonada, Puydn—  
le grita Casta Marchena0 
— iQue cante! — reclaman todos0 
— Bueno, pos pa complasela 
voy a cantale. o « « Nor Serdas, 
&uste sabe el "A ya yay"?
— Aunque nunca lo supierae 
Me basta que me digas 
tan solo como comiensa0 
La, do, re, mi, fa, sol, la.
Sampale, que no hay tranquera. 
(Canta). — A ya yay, linda negrita, 
a ya yay, que yo quisiera 
saber si son suavesitas 
tus almundas y tu estera. . . 
— Puydn — interrumpe el cura— . 
eso es una desverguensa.
— Ese es el patas safao.
— Cantate "La Panamerfa".
De nuevo interviene el cura:
— En no siendo deshonesta 
que cante la que le guste.. . .
Puydn tose, "carraspea", 
y despues de tres registros 
una su cantado suelta, 
en que salen a lucir 
los diamantes y las perlas, 
el "perjumen" de la dicha, 
y las amarguras tiernas.
Terminada la cancidn, 
el cura que esta de vena, 
levanta la copa en alto 
y brinda por la pareja.
A las cuatro de la tarde 
el matrimonio se marcha. 
caminito de la gloria.
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caminito de su casa*
En taiito junto al fogon 
la madre de la muchacha, 
al humo que brota denso 
arrima la enjuta cara, 
a las gotas de su llanto 
se evaporan en las brasas*

Country Wedding
With two big firecrackers they announce the 

departure from the church»
In front goes the priest? 
then follows mayor Ledesma? 
nor2 Vindas the healer? 
and then the schoolteacher *
Behind these great gentlemen 
walks the elegant couple=
It is proper that in describing them 
exactly? I pause? 
and it is natural that I begin 
with the girl, with "Michaela."
’’She's going on twenty,"
according to 'Ba3 Sotera?
the mother; going on twenty-four? •
according to the counting of gossips,
who claim to have been born
"around the time of the smallpox epidemics,
way before the President
threw out .
Bishop Thiel?
may God in his glory keep him (may he rest in 
peace)0"

Whether she be twenty or twenty-four?
Or twenty-five or fifty, 
it is certain that the girl 
should have been called "Perfect," 
because of her face, her body? 
her charm? etc*
She is wearing a chiffon dress, /
with a sequin dickey

^Abbreviated form of senor, used in the countryside in place of the 
honorific? don*
^Feminine counterpart of 'fror, short for seffora,
^Bishop Thiel was a Jesuit priest who devoted much of his energy to 
studying the languages of Costa Rica's indigenous groups« Along with 
all the other Jesuits, he was expulled from the country but was allowed 
to return in 18860 In 1921 he was declared Benemerito de la Patria»
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and some white flowers 
woven into her braidso 
White, too, is the girdle 
which flagellates her hips, 
and white the sandals, 
and white her fresh flesh,
.and whiter, still, 
the soul of the maiden, 
who has teeth that are as fine 
and shiny as pearls, 
and two eyes which in the heaven 
of her face are stars, 
into which looks at himself 
the young man from La Verbena, 
who took her out of her house 
by way of the church door0 
A young man who has a corn field, 
and besides a cornfield, an oxcart,
Aside from a honey-colored untamed horse,
son of a blossom-colored mare,
which don Francisco Peralta
brought from Lima or from Swepden,
as one congressman from Heredia
said in Congress;
who has his fine straw hat,
handsome new pair of oxen,
California plough
and his granary full;
two manzanas^ of coffee,
a house and a vegetable garden
and an explosive musket/penis,
a cow that produces a lot of milk,
and his sharp pointed saddle,
his daggar, and his cross-handled long knife0
A young man with a hard hand,
but with a tender heart,
who, out of either love or fear
is respected everywhere;
and if his alms ring,
his slaps on the neck ring even more, loudly0 
Nobody butts in on him 
in matters having to do with fighting, 
and if he grabs his machete 
ho weeds are left in the. pasture; 
and just as he trims the banana stems off 
the trees,

so, too, does he stretch barbed wire on the fence,

5Unit smaller than a hectare«



or tames a couple of young bulls, 
or rides a young mule,
or takes his chances with a bull g
without a blanket or a piece of leather=
For Christian, the one who is na Rita’s (son), 
is a ’’real" man0 
Behind the betrothed come 
guests, relations, 
and then the bunch of little kids 
mixed in with the band, 
in which go an accordian, _ 
three guitars, two guitars, 
a clarinet without a key, 
and a violin with one cord, 
all of them under the baton of Mr0 Aniceto 
Cordas,

the most well-tempered musician 
of all the coast people 0 
Upon reaching the house, 
the in-laws of the girl
who are waiting in a very composed fashion, •
peer through the gate0
There they throw ten firecrackers,
three volleys, two smaller firecrackers
and into some blue glasses
they pour four or six bottlefuls,
from their virginal wombs,
of the strong, delicious nectar,
hell that tastes like heaven
and which, as soon as it goes down, climbs up0
After passing around the drinks
the men give the females, in some carved goblets,
either eggnog or sweet wine0
"Remember," says the priest,
that today is the Novena
and the visit to the altars;
so, let's go to the table0
I got up when it was just turning light
and I am seeing the stars.
In a spacious parlor
five crooked makeshift legs
support some boards
covered with new cotton shirting.
On leather armless chairs
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sit the important people, 
for the common people there are benches 
with a back 

adorned with small nails=
On a tin-lined space behind the altar, 
which is guarded by two white lillies, 
a porcelain dog 
and eight candle stubs,
Christ, the son of Mary,
the Savior of the earth,
opens his loving arms
upon a wooden cross;
and on the walls hang
three chromolithographs which represent
the Virgin of Succour,
Saint Raymond and Saint Berthao 
In addition there are cages 
in which four wild little birds 
sing the sadness 
of their lost liberty®
The mother arrives sweating, 
with an enormous tray 
on which the tripe soup 
gives off steam in big mugs, 
mugs which, in gold letters, 
exhibit these mottos,
’’You are my object of love," "My life," 
"Domitilia," "Clara," "Chepa,"
"Don’t forget me," "Until when?" 
"Ildefonsa," "Filadelfa,"
"It’s you I think about," "Caralampio,"
"Yours, am I," "To Balvanera,"
and others which I’m not putting down
in order not to make the list infinite®
The tripe having been finished,
there go circulating around the table
the 750-port wine,
the 600-Malaga,
some Traube beers,
and the bedeviled "Angelica,"
which goes down like a bullet
and goes up like an arrow®
"Let the priest speak®"

"I can’to"
"Let the schoolteacher speak®"
"I can’t either, I'm in mourning®"

Oporto and Malaga were imported wines which, though not considered to 
have been of very good quality, were evidence of the family’s comfor
table socioeconomic position (Agtiero de Fallas, personal communication 
1978)=
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"Well, then, let Ledesma start offo"
"All right, but give me wine.".
"Silence!"

"Christian, Michaela; 
marriage is the knot 
which is formed by the cord 
of love of the Christians 
who live below the ground.
A boy sees a girl,
or they look at each other vice-versa, 
and they speak a few words to each other 
and they understand each other and 
straight to church.

And here I toast Christian,
And here I toast Michaela;
so that love may sing to them,
both on the inside and on the outside. . . ."
"All right! Long live the mayor."
". = . and may thereV always be Springtime
to present you with its flowers
and to fertilize your soil;
may affection not be lacking,
nor quarrels be created,
and may you reach old age
and may you die having confessed yourselves,
leaving your male children
in the arms of your daughters-in-law,
and in the arms of your sons-in-law
leaving your female children;
and may you find finally
when the need to comes, _
the doors of heaven wide onen
"All right!"

"Very good!"
"Long live the bride and groom!"

"Long live Mayor Ledesma!"
"Long live Theodora Camacho!"
"May she live long!"
"Long live my grandmother!"
"Tie him up!"

"Feee"J-°
"Yours!"

"Music, music, Cerdas!"
"Ready!"

"Which one should we throw ourselves into?" 
"Start up 'Fudge.'"H

^Literally, legs stretched wide apart.
^ A  sound.
"^Actually, a non-chocolate fudgelike dessert.



"A song, Puydn.,"
Casta Marchena shouts to him0 
’’Let him sing," they all demand0 
"All right; well, then, to please her 
I’m going to sing you0 » » = Mr0 Cerdas,
Do you know ’A ya yay?’"
"Even though I’ve never heard of it 
It’s enough for me just to know 
how it begins*’’
"La, do, re, mi, fa, sol, la*"
"Let it all out, for there’s no gate on 
the corral*"

(He sings) "A ya yay, pretty little black girl 
a ya yay. I’d like to know
if your pillows and your matting are white, = 
"Puydn," interrupts the priest,
"That’s a disgraceo"
"That’s an impudent thing!"
"Sing, ’The Panamanian Girl,”'
Again the priest intervenes*
"So as not to be dishonest,
let him sing what he wants to, , , ,’’
Puydn coughs, "clears his throat,"
and after three registers,
one of them being his loose cantata,
in which there emerge, to shine
diamonds and pearls,
the perfume of the aforementioned,
and bittersweet things.
The song now over
the priest, who is in a good mood,
lifts his cup high and toasts the couple.
At four in the afternoon, 
the couple goes off 
on the road to glory, 
on the road to their house.
In the meantime, next to the hearth,
the girl’s mother,
brings her lean face near
to the smoke which billows out thickly,
and the tears of her weeping
evaporate on the coals.
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The Text

The wedding reception is treated here as a cultural text, set 
within the lamination of a more literal kind of text, a poem, which is 
the outer frame for two additional layers subsumed under it: a humor
ous narrative, in which the author as a character addresses the reader 
in the first person, and one layer deeper in, a play. As a frame, the; 
narrative serves the function of giving stage directions to the charac
ters, to the director, and to the set designer as wello The primary 
framework, or core of the laminations, is the event itself, the wedding 
reception,, That event, in turn, while important in its own right be
cause of the importance in Costa Rica of marriage and the rites associ
ated with marital union, is culturally important because it forms part 
of a basic pattern of publicly marking significant junctures in the 
Costa Rican peasant’s life cycle= Although different in some ways from 
other important celebrational rituals, such as the reception after a 
baptism, or a ’'sweet-fifteen11 girl’s coming out party, or the wake 
after a death, it shares with them certain fundamental similarities =, 
Specifically, a meal is served by the female head of the household in 
which the event is being celebrated, alcoholic beverages are served, 
and persons deemed worthy of highest respect in the community (the 
priest, the mayor, the schoolteachers, healer, and patron) are expected 
to attend, as are compadres of the household heads and friends of the 
familyo The meal for these various occasions are usually the same, 
for they,

„ o ® obedecen a una tradicion: sopa de mondongo, picadillo
de fiesta— puede ser de papa con frijoles blancos, de papaya 
verde con carne, torta de arroz„ „ . „ Si la familia
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campesina es rica, hacen tambien lom'o relleno o Y rranca falta 
el postre de toronja conservada en miel de tapa (Aguero de 
Fallas, personal communication 1978)0

Furthermore, guitar playing, singing, and other sources of music are
common,.

The interpretation to be arrived at here will be derived pri
marily from the text of Aguileo J0 Echevarria's poem, ”Boda Campestre," 
so that the poet himself will serve as the foremost "native informant" 
while personal communication with two live informants (Aguero de Fallas, 
personal communication 1978; Cordero de Castillo, personal communica
tion 1978) and my two years of participant observation in a Costa Rican 
village will serve as additional sources of information0

It is worthwhile pointing out that this poem is one of a set of 
similar such poems by the same author, all of which are subsumed under 
the classification of concherlas, defined by Nicaraguan poet Ruben 
Dario (Echeverria 1953a:XVIII) as "actions" or "self-expressions of a 
peasanto" The word 8 concho' is a Costa Rican term for campesino or 
aldeano ('peasant,' 'villager'), and is used both as a noun and an 
adjectiveo As used today, it has the clear connotation of 'country 
bumpkinness' and, in a newly derived sense, of simply 'awkward,'
* gawkye * The poems that are included within the set of coricherias, 
which were published originally in 1909 9 are today a popular source 
of reading in literature courses which deal with national Costa Rican 
writerso

Since the interpretation to be presented here will be essen
tially an interpretation of Echeverria's interpretation of the peasant 
wedding, it would be negligent to fail to mention something about
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Echeverria's personal background and the way in which his poetry has 
been received in Costa Rica* In the prologue to Concherias (Echeverria 
1953b) 9 Costa Rican philologist Aguero portrays Echeverria as a man of 
distinctions one time attache in the Costa Rican embassy to the U<,So9 

journalist and literary critic, he had spent time in several other 
Central American countries writing for their local newspapers= Ulti
mately, because of an acute illness, he spent his last few years of 
life in Paris and Barcelona, seeking medical attention. In short, 
Echeverria, or Aguileo, as he is generally referred to, was "un hijo 
de la ciudad" (Echeverria 1953a;XII)= Nevertheless, he is considered 
to have captured in his humorous poems the essence of the Costa Rican 
peasant, and his description of their behavior and way of life is said 
to be highly accurate. Agiiero, writing in 1953 (Echeverria 1953b113) 
says that the psychological and linguistic portrait of the peasant de
picted by Aguileo in 1909 remains true of the peasant of his own time. 
As for the genre of the poetry, which is that of humor, it has been 
often attacked by other Costa Rican writers and literary critics on 
the grounds of its lascivious nature, the humor of Aguileo’s character 
representations often relying heavily upon the use of ’’expresiones 
vulgareso1’ In defense of Aguileo's use of such expressions, which are 
prevalent throughout Concherias, Aguero (Echeverria 1953b;X) launches 
a scathing attack on the national elite, and in the process, confirms 
that the peasantry does in fact use such linguistic expressions;

o o o cuando se trata de hacer literature popular casi es impo- 
sible sacrificar ciertas expresiones, groseras no para el 
pueblo, sino para el grupo social de los llamados aristo- 
cratas, desviadoS, en este tipo de apreciacidn, por los consa- 
bidos prejuicios y remilgos de clase "culta."
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Agiiero goes on to say that some of these popular expressions may in 
fact be vulgar O'groseras’1), but they cannot be substituted for by the 
kinds of euphemisms which the elite uses0 To avoid the use of such ex
pressions in literature of the "costumbrista" variety is to sacrifice 
reality and to betray it (Echeverria 1953a; X) =

In effect, then, one is left with a view of the peasant which 
differentiates him from the upper class person sharply along the lines 
of one "way of speaking," namely, the use of vulgar words and expres
sions , or, conversely, the lack of use of euphemisms to convey the 
same semantic contento Aguileo apparently hit the nail squarely on 
the head in allowing his characters to talk in this fashion, which is 
what caused the furor of criticism against him0 Nevertheless, one is 
given a chance to observe the way in which peasants spoke and acted at 
that time, the first decade of the 20th century0 With the above kept 
in mind, it is possible to analyze the text itself, for both cultural 
theme and linguistic evidence0

The Peasant Man and Woman in Marriage
What "Boda Gampestre" presents is the Costa Rican peasant con

ception of such basic facets of identity as manliness, womanliness, 
and status, and institutions such as marriageo It presents the peasant 
view of a man as being, first and foremost, a financially viable indi
vidual, specifically, a well grounded small farmer0 With his corn-

13field, oxcart, untamed horse, imported mare, fine straw hat, a 

« — :-----~All over Costa Rica farmers wear hats in the fields, be they wide- 
brimmed and made of straw, in the sugar cane growing areas, or white 
cotton caps in coffee growing areas=



handsome pair of oxen to pull his oxcart (the two, together, comprise 
the means by which his coffee crop is transported from the field to a 
roadside receiving station), an imported plough, a full granary, and 
about two hectares planted with coffee trees; a cow that produces milk 
in large quantities, a good saddle, and an assortment of knives and 
machetes of various lengths, all for farm use0 Besides these he should 
have a house and a vegetable garden, an explosive musket (for killing 
animals of prey and for hunting for the purpose of acquiring food)0 
Secondly, he is a sexually potent being; his penis is explosive= 
Thirdly, he is a man who inspires in others both a fear of him and a 
love for him, for he is at the same time both tough and tender =
Through these two qualities he attains the respect of the rest of his 
communityo No one tries to pick a fight with him because everyone is 
aware of his physical prowess in battleo He is adept at the agricul
tural tasks which require great skill and/or physical stamina (e0go, 
cutting down grass and weeds with a machete, trimming banana trees, 
putting up barbed wire fences), and is courageous when it comes to 
taking a young bull or mule, or riding a bull bareback0 An additional 
component of his manhood is his sense of religious charity, as is evi
denced by the loud sound his coins make when he drops them into the 
church’s almsboxo Finally, his identity as a man lies in his being 
his mother’s son0 All of the above-mentioned facets contribute to his 
identity as a "real" man0

The concept of womanliness, as reflected in fitness for mar
riage , is that of a young girl (here stated as no older than 20, but 
in practice, 15 years and older have been considered proper
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marriageable ages in the Costa Rican countryside), essentially a physi
cal, pleasing-to-the-eye object who, the author mentions almost as an 
aside, does have a soul, namely, that of a virgin,. Most important is 
her face: bright eyes, fine pearl-like teethe Her hair is braidedo
Then comes her body —  not as important as her face, for it is men
tioned second —  but it does imply wide hips0 What'is indeed important 
is the whiteness of her skin, for Costa Ricans pride themselves on 
being racially a White people in relation to the rest of Central Amer
ica, and lightness of skin, within Costa Rica, is considered to be an 
element of good looks, for both men and women* In a word, her 
sandunga y etcetera (‘Charm and etc**) are what make her desirable as 
a marriage mate, and her charm seems to consist entirely of her physi
cal appearance *

The ideal type of a marriage can be construed to a great extent 
from the mayor's toast to the couple and from other points in the poem 
as well* It is a concept characterized by two fundamental qualities: 
marriage is religious, and it is procreative* It is in the church 
that the knot of love (a love between Christians) is tied; it is with 
the departure of the wedding party from the church that the poem begins, 
the marriage officially begins* Courtship ends with the young man 
pulling the girl out of her house and whisking her off to church* And 
just as they start off their married life with religious ritual, in 
like manner do they end their lives: by the religious act of confes
sion, and their subsequent entrance through the gates of heaven* The 
very fact of the priest's attending the wedding reception introduces a 
religious element into the couple’s married life* The goal of the
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marriage, however, is to procreate; * Springtime‘ and its 1 flowers,*
* soil * being 'fertilized,* these are allusions to the couple's antici
pated fertility* Ideally, upon dying, you leave behind you your 
children, already grown and married themselves ("your male children 
in the arms of your daughters-in-law, your female children * . * in the 
arms of your sons-in-law"), they, in turn, ready to begin the cycle* 

Beyond the crucial elements of religiosity and procreativity,
the ideal marriage is characterized by affection and an absence of
quarreling; in other words, it is a happy marriage * Unstated, however, 
but clearly evident, is the subservient position of the wife to the 
husband* This can be seen in the fact that the men have a round of 
drinks (hard liquor) first, and only then pass around to the women the 
alcoholic beverages appropriate for them (eggnog and sweet wine)* Un
stated, too, is the role of the mother with respect to her children*
It is she who, sweating, brings in the mugs of steaming soup* Her son 
is given part of his masculine identity through her; "Christian, the 
-one who is na Rita's (son) is a 'real' man*" Similarly, the girl's 
father is a non-entity, whereas twice we catch a glimpse of her mother; 
she lies about her daughter's age, to make her more marriageable, and 
she is left weeping into the fire when the party is over*

Finally, one can see quite accurately just from this one text 
what the basic social status hierarchy in a small Costa Rican village
is like* From the order in which the members of the wedding party 
leave the church, from the seating of the guests on good quality 
(i*e*, leather) chairs as opposed to wooden benches that have nails 
sticking out of them, and from the guests' choice of speakers for



making the toast, it can be seen clearly that the social elite consists 

of, first and foremost, the priest (he can be placed highest, even in 

relation to other elite figures, for he is the only person present who 

does not use stigmatized phonological forms); then the mayor and 

schoolteacher, and last, the healer (the ranking among the latter three 

is variable, i»e 0, native informants are not unanimously in agreement 

as to the hierarchy, only the top-ranking status of the priest is 

agreed upon)„ They are referred to as the distinguished, or important 

peoplee Everyone else is placed into the category of populace, or com

mon peopleo

The Sources of Humor

Having looked at the culturally significant conceptions which

this text helps to clarify, it is possible to go on to analyze what it

is that makes the text so humorous for Costa Ricanso Essentially,

humor is to be found in: (1) phonologically stigmatized speech; (2)

spelling errors; (3) mistakes in the use of educated terminology; (4)
double entendre and metaphor, for sexual allusions; (5) sarcasm; and

(6) the appearance of the material surroundings0

Phonetically stigmatized speech as a widespread humor-producing

device can be seen in the items which form the following list (words in

parentheses represent the orthographic form of the prestige form):

cuetones 
mestro 
pal
virguelas 
ajuera 
melao 
Suepsia 
jusil

(cohetones)
(maestro)
(para el)
(viruelas)
(afuera)
(melado)
(Suecia)
(fusil)
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juiminante (fulminante)
templado (templado)
cuetones (cohetones)
mestro (maestro)
I’iglesia (la iglesia)
pa que (para que)
juera (fuera)
haiga (haya),
Tiodora (Teodora)
agiiela (abuela)
pa (para)
complasela (complacerla)
almuadas (almohadas)
safao (zafado)
perjumen (perfumen)

Essentially, they represent intrusive g, jMi, e^4, ô -u, r-"̂ 9 vowel 
cluster reduction (specifically, ae >e), and elisive processes such as 
-ado ao, para pao Rather rare is the intrusion of a fora of hyper- 
correction, Noticeably absent from the list is any instance of con
sonant cluster simplification, where one of the consonants is a stop. 
Noticeably frequent is £-h alternation, £ intrusion, and vowel alter
nation, Where this list diverges from the series of variables that is 
being treated throughout the rest of the present study, is in its in
clusion of vowel cluster reduction and the two forms of elision (e,g,, 
’safao* for 'zafado,* and ’pa* for ’para’), and its exclusion of accent 
shift and alternating or deleting stops and nasals (thus, for example, 
the deletion of k in clusters, perhaps the most widespread process un
covered by the historical linguistic analysis of Chapter 3, does not 
appear even once in the poem),

Whereas phonological errors can be communicated at any level of 
lamination, whether it is framed as a theatrical production or as a 
poem meant to be read silently to oneself, non-phonologically related 
spelling errors can be communicated only via the non-aural medium.
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Thus 9 here it is the author as narrator, the one who appears only twice 

in the poem, when he says at the beginning that it is only right that

he pause to describe the couple, and, again, after listing the. mottos

on the mugs, when he says that he will not add any more to the list in

order not to make it endless, it is he who in mocking the characters<>

These are the spelling errors by which he makes fun of the guests:

enfertilise (enfertilice ’fertilize•)
liegen (lleguen 'arrive')
sielo (cielo 'heaven,' 'sky')
Serdas (Cerdas a last name)
Suepsia (Suecia 'Sweden*)
A ya yay (Ay ay ay 8Oh, oh, oh')
comiensa (comienza 'begin')
vesiversa (vice versa 'vice-versa')
suavesitas (suavecitas 'soft')
desverguensa (desverguenza 8 disgrace')
safa (zafado 8 let loose')
complasela (complacerla 'to please her')
cuetones (cohetones 8 firecrackers’)
almuadas (almohadas 'pillows')

Spelling errors, which in technologically advanced, highly urbanized 

societies would not necessarily be considered humorous, in a predomi

nantly rural, not highly educated population like that characteristic 

of Costa Rica, is a constant source of humor, so much so that one Costa 

Rican journalist and specialist on the peasantry, Miguel Salguero, has 

regularly photographed misspelled signs that he has discovered in the 

countryside, and has used those photographs to accompany his featured 

column,. The importance of correct orthography for educated Costa 

Ricans can be evidenced by their pride in their ability to spell stan

dardly, and in their often heated debates over the proper spelling of 

place names, whenever two competing spellings are in question (e0go, 

arguments have been waged over the spelling of one county seat 'San
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recently the town of 'Barba' in Heredian province has been officially 

renamed 'Barva,' to the dismay of some spelling purists)c

The third source of humor, errors in the use of educated termi

nology (akin to malapropisras), is exemplified by terms such as the 

following ones: vesiversa, for Spanish vice-versa, the two vowels of

vice having been metathesized (this particular word emerges as espe

cially funny not only because of the phonological and spelling errors 

involved, but also because the kind of phonological process which pro

duced the error, the switching of sounds, is related to the meaning of 

the lexical itpm itself, which is humor caused by reflexivity; and to 

add another layer of humor to the expression, its use in the context 

where it is found is inappropriate, since neither in Spanish nor. in 

English is it grammatical to say, "They looked at each other vice- 

versa Similarly, to say that the horse was brought from "Lime or 

from Swepdon" is not merely to add an openthetical element (jo) to a 

foreign place name, but to demonstrate a total ignorance of what that 

place is in the world in relation to Latin America, for obviously if 

Lima was one point of origin of the horse, Sweden would not have been 

the other; most probably it was some other point in the Western hemis

phere s What makes this error even more humorous is that it is attrib

uted to a congressional representative during a speech made in the 

Congresso Another instance of this type of humor is the bandleader's 

starting off the musical scale with 'la' in "La, do, re, mi, fa, sol, 

la," which is particularly amusing in the context of his claim to being 

such a good musician that he is able to accompany even a song that he
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has never heard before0 Humorous, too, is the use of •etcetera1 as the 
final element in the listing of the bride’s physical charms, in that it 
presumably serves as a euphemism, to avoid mention of some sexually 
related aspect of her anatomyo

The use of allusions to sexuality via double meanings and meta
phor is pervasive throughout the textc Expressions such as the follow
ing ones can be easily interpreted as sexually referring ones, beyond 
their literal meanings in the context within which they are found: 
vientres virginales (•virginal wombs,• referring to the bottles of 
liquor); jusil julminante (in this case the word •fusil’ does have two 
distinct meanings, literally, one being ’rifle’ or ’musket’ and the 
other being ’penis,’ both of which can be modified by fulminante /»ex- 
plosive7); espernancadas (literally, ’legs wide open,’ but used to 
refer to the gates of heaven); and yo quisiera saber si son suavecitas 
tus almuadas y tu estera (’I would like to know if your pillows and 
your matting are nice and soft'), sung of a pretty Black girl, which 
can be taken literally, but is obviously not meant to be since the 
priest, indignant, interrupts the singer and berates him= In this case 
the sexual allusion can be interpreted to refer to breasts and pubic 
hair0

The use of sarcasm for humorous effect is not a major device 
in the text, but it does exist* For instance, immediately after re
ferring to the bride as la nina (the ’little girl' or ’young girl'), 
the narrator goes on to say that her mother claims that she is ’about 
twenty,’ yet the local gossips say that she is closer to twenty-four*
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That the wooden bench is * adorned’ with nails is also a sarcastic com
mentary* ■

Finally, there is humor in the appearance of the physical sur
roundings* Essentially, what is funny is the delapidation of objects, 
and the lack of refinement with which action is carried out* Thus, for 
example, the table at which the guests sit is nothing more than five 
crooked, makeshift legs supporting some boards* The musical instru
ments are defective in some way (the clarinet has no key, the violin 
has only one cord)* The hard liquor on the table is of the cheapest 
type* And the bridal party leaves the church not to the sound of 
churchbells ringing, but to the sound of firecrackers exploding* Simi
lar to the firecrackers going off, also on the plane of sound effects, 
is the humor created by the bawdyness of the drunken guests shouting 
epithets at each other* The combination of defective physical sur
roundings and defective public behavior produces a slap-stick kind of 
comedy*

Now that the bits and pieces of the test have been analyzed, 
it is important to discover the meaning of the whole* What is the sig
nificance of the wedding reception for Costa Rican peasants? To 
answer this question it would be best to recall the two dimensions 
which were found to be basic to the concept of marriage, namely, re
ligion and procreation* It is not by happenstance that the two are 
interrelated* For, in a variety of manifestations, the dual relation
ship is repeated (religion representing that which is spiritual, and 
procreation that which is sexual, or in some way corporal)* It comes 
down to the medieval Christian distinction between soul and body, good
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and evil, heaven and hell —  and it is found transplanted from 15th 
century Spanish thought to 20th century Costa Rican peasant society, 
alive and well, and thriving,,

Everywhere in this poem there are traces of the opposition be
tween spirituality and corporality0 Consider the following; the 
liquor being described as 'hell that tastes like heaven,” and again, 
referring to liquor, 'the bedeviled "Angelica"'; heaven's doors being 
'wide open' like legs spread wide apart; a reference to the bride's 
'fresh flesh' and in the very next line a reference to her soulo There 
is evidence, too, in the sheer number of sexual allusions (as described 
above, in reference to the humorous devices) along with the even great
er number of religious allusions* Some of the references to, or sym
bols of, religion have already been mentioned, but there is a host of 
others, including among them the following; Christian, the Novena, 
the presence in the home of an altar with eight votive candles, a 
crucifix, Maria, Savior, Virgin of Succour, Saint Raymond, Saint Bertha, 
the teacher's not being able to make a toast because he is in mourning, 
the 'heaven of her face *'

Given the cultural duality between soul and body, religion and 
sex —  what does the wedding celebration represent then? It would seem 
to be the counterpart to the religious ceremony which immediately pre
cedes it, in church* Just as the Church gives its official approval of 
the union of two Christian souls, the lay society gives its affirmation 
of the impending union of the two young people's bodies* By allowing 
them to enjoy, in a culturally prescribed manner, such physical de
lights as wine, certain culinary delicacies (e*g*, tripe soup) and



lascivious song, with its allusions to sexual activity, the community 
introduces the couple to their new physical life together0 In fact, 
even the priest, although he maintains a restraining hand on the ri
baldry, eventually gives in, despite his warning to the guests that 
they are in the Novena and therefore should not drink in excess, and 
even lets the singer sing whatever lyrics he may wish to, including 
ones with frankly sexual allusions<>

The fact that this poem has on at least one occasion been 
chosen for dramatic scripting by the sixth grade graduating class of 
a rural Costa Rican elementary school, seems to support the above in
terpretation, for, up until recently, the sixth grade meant the end of 
formal schooling for the typical peasant childo Upon graduating, he 
would become a full-fledged economic resource for his family, and a 
potential marriage partner for other persons his age0 The school’s 
dramatizing of this poem can be interpreted as a way of affirming the 
sexual maturity of the adolescent (whose age upon ending elementary 
school has generally been about 14)„ It is a way of saying: we know
that you are now entering adulthood, and by allowing you to enact this 
play, before your parents and the rest of the community, we hereby 
recognize your newly acquired status in this society0 In that sense, 
the dramatization of the peem by those schools which select it for the 
graduation performance is akin to a rite de passage in function,.

Conclusion
The preceding is my interpretation of one native’s, Bcheverria's 

interpretation of what his rural compatriots are up to when they par
ticipate in a wedding reception,, The elements of the setting (the
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persons and physical objects present), along with the behavior —  both 
verbal and non-verbal —  of those in attendance, together form a typi- 
fication, or ideal type, of the peasant wedding celebration,, Those 
elements, the pre-interpreted facts, have helped achieve an interpre
tation of the deeper significance of the event„ Furthermore, the 
wedding reception has been considered to be a "cultural text," of which 
a "reading" has been performed, that "text," the "primary frame," being 
framed within another text, a "keying" of it, namely a humorous poem, 
which includes within it another keying, a stageable play, in which the 
author is both a character (one of the guests at the party), and a 
stage director, as well as the ethnographer, who placing himself at a 
distance from the event, makes a metacommentary on itQ

In two ways.this venture into hermeneutic reasoning and sym
bolic anthropology provides one with information that is useful to a 
variationist type of analyste In arriving at a reading that is closer 
to the primary frame, we get a view of peasant society: male/female
role relationships, status hierarchies, social institutions^ Ethno- 
linguistic data of a phonological kind are useful in this regard, as 
too are observations regarding who speaks and who does not during the 
significant segments of the event0

At a greater distance from the primary frame, at the level of 
the text as poem, and the poet as meta-commentator, one is provided 
with an upper class urbanite's view of the bulk of his society: the
peasantryo The fact that "Boda Campestre," as well as the rest of the 
poems included in the collection known as Concherias, uses humor as 
the primary mechanism by which to depict the behavior of a whole class
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of people, says something about the view held by the elite of that 
class® It says that the peasant, in his way of conducting his social 
affairs and in his way of speaking, is socially defective, to the point 
of being laughable0

While Echeverria was accurate then, and would still be con
sidered so today, in conveying the upper class* sense of mockery vis 
a vis the peasantry, a cautionary note must be added to that interpre- 
tatioru For, while it is time that the upper class in this century has 
felt a heightened sense of distance from the peasantry, and has con
sidered the ways of the latter to be amusing, it certainly has also 
felt a positive feeling toward the peasantry, a sort of sentimental 
reverance for a class which in many ways resembles its own forebears 
and their yeoman way of life® The sense of identification with the 
peasantry is so strong among upper class Costa Ricans that recent pres
idents of Costa Rica, and other high government officials, have in the 
course of electioneering boasted of their campesino ancestry®

From this sojourn into early 20th century rural Costa Rica it 
is best to move on, now, to the contemporary sociolinguistic scene®
One thus finds a nation which is still predominantly agrarian in live
lihood, but whose rural areas are now dotted with very urban-like 
population centers® It is time, then, to go on to explore in present- 
day society the status of the phonological variables that have been 
analyzed thus far from only a historical perspective®



CHAPTER 5

CONTEMPORARY PHONOLOGICAL VARIATION

Turning now to the contemporary Costa Rican sociolinguistic 
scene, the relationship between current phonological variation, social 
structure and speech context may now be exploredo The methodological 
framework will be essentially that adhered to by those sociolinguists 
who have been empirically testing the hypothesis that „ the struc
ture of language is related at various levels of abstraction to social 
structure" (Hasan 1973s253), and that this relationship can be demon
strated by predictable correlations0 A number of quantitative studies 
dealing with phonological and grammatical variables (Fishman et al0 
1971; Labov 1972a; Levine and Crockett 1966; Sankoff and Cedergren 1971; 
Shuy, Wolfram and Riley 1967, 1968; Wolfram 1969) have attested to the 
existence of such a relationshipo In particular, a variety of lin
guistic variables have been shown to correlate both with social strati
fication as well as with context, the latter viewed from the perspec
tive of levels of formality, or attention paid to speecho

The study to be described below is set within the analytical 
framework of the ones mentioned above, although it diverges from them 
in its use of certain methodological innovations= Specifically, 
through the use of a large number of socioeconomic states (SoEoSo) 
variables beyond merely income, occupation and education, it was pos
sible to discriminate finely among the informants of this study along

149
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three separate dimensions of SoEoSo and then correlate these status 
dimensions with linguistic outputc What was found, among other things, 
is that material demonstrators of wealth (e=g0, household artifacts, 
house construction materials, and so on) constituted the best predictor 
of phonological production, better even than occupation or income0 
Such a finding was made possible only because S»E0S= was determined 
individually for each informant, and only after the interviews were 
completed, rather than in an _a priori manner through the use of neigh
borhood census data, as has been the practice in many previous studies 
of this natureo Interpretation of the SoEoSo data was greatly facili
tated through the use of the data reduction technique of factor analy
sis*

The following discussion proceeds with a presentation of the 
SoEoSo variables, the linguistic variables, the formality levels, the 
role of interviewer and field instruments, the data (including a de
scription of the sample), and the findings and conclusions of the studyQ

Procedures

SoEoSo Variables
As has been mentioned earlier, when it came to measuring socio

economic status, what was done here departs rather sharply from the 
approach used by other studies* Whereas most studies have limited 
their inclusion of socioeconomic variables to education, occupation, 
and income, the present study gathers data on a series of variables 
(beyond the standard three major ones found to be most significant in 
most social science research), variables which were found to be
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especially important in discriminating finely between persons of vary-

1ing socioeconomic status in Costa Rica. Thus, a description of the 
house was included, one which included such things as the materials 
the house was constructed of (e.g., the type of front door, windows, 
floor, walls and ceiling), facilities (e.g., piped-in water, elec
tricity, bathroom) and artifacts (e.g., furnitire, vehicle, electrical 
appliances). Labov (1972a:115) himself points out the utility of using 
a combined index of socioeconomic indicators in correlating linguistic 
variables with socioeconomic ones, explaining that when linguistic 
variables are "correlated with the individual social indicators of pro
ductive status —  occupation, education and income —  it appears that 
no single indicator is as closely correlated with linguistic behavior 
as the combined index." However, even a combined index of these three 
important variables is less adequate for accurately determining socio- 
economic status than is an index comprising a larger number of vari
ables (see Hasan 1975:257), despite the thesis of sociolinguists such 
as McCaulay, who find a single measure indicator (e.g., occupation) to 
be better than a combined type of index.

The question which arises, naturally, is what should the vari
ables be beyond the three traditionally used ones. As Grimshaw (1969: 
192) so aptly states it, "Sociologists are frustrated by the apparent 
necessity to choose between simple one-variable indicators (e.g., 
occupation) which explain much of the variance but leave unanswered 
questions of status inconsistency, and the more cumbersome, nongeneral- 
izable, atheoretical indices. . . ." But whether it is one variable

"4)ata of this nature has been found to be extremely useful in studies 
such as the one by Xavier Albo (1970), for example.
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or many that are used to measure socioeconomic status, if data are
gathered via census returns rather than by collection directly from the
very persons who are being interviewed, then the researcher runs the
risk of mistakenly attributing characteristics to individuals in his
sample which in reality are not true of them* This is what has been
referred to as "measurement by fiat" (Macaulay 1970:76?)= In a review
of Wolfram’s (1969) A Sociolinguistic Description of Detroit Negro
Speech, Macaulay (1970) criticizes Wolfram for using this method of

2measuring social status0 What Macaulay (1970:767) says explains in
effect the reasons for including into the index of socioeconomic data
the number and kinds of variables that were enumerated above<=

Social stratification indices of the kind that can be assembled
from census returns are no doubt useful for describing gross
differences of behavior in large populations, but that is not
what we're attempting in sociolinguistic worko Instead, we 
are interested in relatively small differences of behavior in 
groups the size of which we can hardly guess ate o 0 0

In calling for the collection of sufficiently accurate and detailed in
formation on the part of the fieldworker, Macaulay (1970:768) notes 
that,

c o o  any markedly deviant behavior on the part of even one in
formant may seriously distort the resultse „ » = In such cir
cumstances, it is important that social status (or any other 
variable) should not be assigned on the basis of arbitrary 
numerical indices alone, but that the actual social status of 
the informant should be estimated as carefully as possible by 
the interviewer in the course of his fieldwork. In this re
spect, it may be time for sociolinguists to update their soci
ology in the direction of those who are interested in the 
problem of SEEING THE SOCIETY FROM WITHIN (e.g., Garfinkel, 
Cicourel, Sudnow).

It should be noted that it is by no means implied in the present study 
that all variationists follow this practice. An inspection of some 
major studies (Labov 1966; Sankoff and Sarikoff 1973; Trudgill 1974) re
veals that many variationists do in fact collect individual S,E,S, data 
on their informants.
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It is felt that the S=E0So variables selected for measurement in this 
study have been chosen on the basis of "seeing the society from within," 
and that, for this reason, they are highly accurate measures of socio- 
economic status0

Linguistic Variables
The complete listing of the phonological variables may be found 

in Chapter 1„ It should be pointed out that the occurrence of these 
variables in the speech of the informants interviewed was not analyzed 
in the light of any conditioning factors, whether phonological, gramma
tical, or otherwiseo This certainly would be an object of study in 
future investigations of Costa Rican dialectal variationo Given the 
present large number of variables, however, sorting out the effect of 
linguistic environment upon them would have been an unfeasible task, 
since it would have entailed increasing by tenfold the number of items 
to be elicitedo

What can be said tentatively at this time regarding the role of 
a conditioning environment in determining the distribution of the vari
ables, and this must be stated as an impressionistic observation rather 
than as a conclusion derived from rigorous analysis, is that grammati
cal factors appear not to condition the occurrence of the non-prestige 
forms0 In particular, part of speech seems to play no role, as the 
following examples will indicate0

Ia Accent Shift
(verb) reirt [reir]
(noun) maiz [mais]
(adj0) increible: [inkreible]
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Especially revealing in illustrating this point for the case of 

accent shift is the couplet oido (noun) and oido (past participle) 
which both occur as either 6i#o or oydo 0

IIo Vowel Change
(noun) poeta: [puetaj 
(adjo) feos [feu]

III» Consonantal Change
Ac, 49 I9 r

(verb) admirar; [almirar^armirarj
(noun) admiracion: [almirasyon ̂ armirasyonj
(adjo) facil: [fasir]

Bo Nasals
(verb) ignorar: [innorarsignorar]
(noun) himno; [inno ̂ ipno]
(adj0) ignorante: [innorante -^ipnorantel

Co Stops and Fricatives
(verb) vomitar; [gomitar]
(noun) bueys [gwey]
(adjo) apsurdo: [absurdo -^aksurdo^awksurdo^asurdoll

The above examples are by no means meant to constitute a proof, 
for it might turn out, for example, that even though both verbs and 
nouns sometimes undergo accent shift, nouns may undergo it most of the 
time, while verbs may do so only rarely0

Phonological environment, on the other hand, seems to be the 
determinant in conditioning the occurrence of the non-prestige forms, 
some of the specific environments having been worked out by Wilson 
(1970), and some presented in Chapter 3 of the present study*, Although 
phonological environment was not taken into account in the process of 
selecting the lexical items for use in this study, it should be kept
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in mind that in the standardized portions of the interview (the ones 
which elicited variables for levels 3 , 4, and 5), phonological environ
ment was held constant, in that the conditioning elements surrounding 
the variables were identical, since it was a specific lexical item that 
was elicited for any given question in every case0 Such control of the 
environment was lost, of course, at levels 1 and 2, where variables 
were produced within a context of open-ended conversation»

The analysis of the linguistic data collected proceeds by 
creating summary indices of all 25 variables at each of the formality 
levels (discussed below)Q The summary approach, as opposed to an analy
sis of each of the 25 variables taken separately, was taken in order 
to help reveal the overall pattern of interrelationships between the 
SoEoSo variables and the linguistic variables,. In future studies the 
linguistic variables will be analyzed individually,.

Formality Levels
As far as the formality levels (or "contextual styles" /Fishman 

1971/) are concerned, they were defined and elicited in the manner of 
Fishman et ale (1971)= What must be made clear is that these formality 
levels are not meant to be viewed as existing styles, that is, replicas 
of real speech, situations, but rather, as analogs of them= Thus, the 
styles are actually elicitation procedures which merit the term "styles" 
only so long as "= . = the speech samples observed by these procedures 
do continuously and measurably (hence systematically) shift along a 
hypothetical style continuum" (Fishman et al„ 1971:368)o Thus there 
are five levels of formality, each of which, according to Labov’s con
ceptualization, is a reflection of the speaker’s attention paid to his
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speech. The five levels, going from least formal to most formal, are 
the following; (1 ) casual style? (2) interview style? (3) word naming 
and leading questions; (4) passage reading; and (5) word list reading. 
Following Labov (1966), it is hypothesised in the present study that 
as the contextual style becomes more formal, the frequency of pres
tigious linguistic variables increases, and the frequency of stigma
tised variables decreases,

With regard to the elicitation procedure used for each, the 
most formal level was elicited by having the informant read a list of 
words, each of which contained one of the phonological variables under 
study. The passage reading section of the questionnaire involved the 
reading of a short narrative in which were embedded the variables; how
ever, in order to divert the informant's attention from the words con
taining those variables, a technique designed by Levine and Crockett 
(1966) was employed. Namely, into the passage were inserted blanks 
which the informant was requested to fill, yet the words that were 
meant to fill in the blanks were not the ones that contained the vari
ables; rather, the variables were embedded in words that were part of 
the text. Thus, the informant's attention was focused not on the words 
containing the variables, but rather, on the "dummy" words which the 
informant himself was supposed to provide, For example, one sentence
read, "His mother gave him  ____  juice," where "juice" (jugo) was the
word being elicited for study. The third level of formality, the one 
midway between the most and least formal, consists of variables 
elicited by two means; (l) leading questions (e=g,, "Your mother's 
mother is your ____") and word naming (e,g,, "What do you call the
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ferocious animal that lives in the jungle and roars a lot?")«, The 
questions used in this study were basically those used by Wilson (1970), 
although many modifications had to be made on them once pretesting had 
determined that they did not easily elicit the variables« As for the 
fourth formality level, "interview style," this is composed of any 
variables occurring during the informant's replies to the socioeconomic 
questions, as well as any speech produced during the word-naming sec
tion other than the production of the particular variables being 
elicited for word-naming0 The most informal level, "casual," was 
elicited by asking the informant to recount an experience during which 
he had been in danger of losing his life, either through accident or 
illness; however, not all the speech produced during the narration was 
counted as "casual0" The criteria used for inclusion of the variables 
as "casual" were the presence of one or more "channel cues" specified 
by Labov (1964a:168), which were: (1) changes in tempo, pitch, or
volume; (2) laughter; and (3) changes in breathingo All other speech 
produced during this section of the interview which did not satisfy 
these criteria were categorized as Level IV (interview style) 0

Admittedly there is one major limitation to the methods of 
eliciting speech which are discussed above, and that -is the element of 
artificiality in the speech situationo Since the five levels of for
mality are merely analogs of real situations, the speech that is pro
duced in them is not truly natural speech* The observation of more 
natural situations should be striven for, although the advantage of the 
method presently employed is its efficiency and its ability to elicit 
the same variable in precisely the same phonetic environment (e*go,
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the same lexical item), for purposes of comparison across formality 
.levels o

Interviewer
Regarding the role of the interviewer in the data gathering 

process, there was only one interviewer, this writer, doing the field
work, which was an advantage when considered from the point of view 
of insuring interviewer consistency in coding (i»e<>, it eliminated one 
source of possible error) 0 However, the fact that the interviewer was 
a female was somewhat problematical in light of the all-male sample of 
informants and the fact that Costa Rican culture does not favor an 
unknown young woman* s entering a house and requesting to speak at 
length to a male. What Ma and Herasimchuk (1971;372-373) found to be 
true of the Puerto Rican community which they studied applies equally 
as well to the Costa Rican case0 Specifically, when a Costa Rican man 
is interviewed by a female whose educational and occupational achieve
ment seem to him to be higher than his own, he will feel threatened, 
and consequently will become defensive with the interviewero The 
higher his level of education and occupational status, the greater 
will be his ability to relax during the conversation^ Fortunately, 
the three standardized sections of the questionnaire were not affected 
by this factor as the data analyses will showo Its greatest impact was 
on the section designed to elicit the most casual speech« However, 
the fact that the interview took place in the informant’s home rather 
than on the interviewer’s private territory, may have helped to amel
iorate somewhat the negative influence of the status differential upon 
the eliciting of casual speecho



Field Instruments
As far as the field instruments are concerned, essentially, 

they consisted of a pre-coded, closed-ended (with the exception of the 
portions which elicited casual speech) questionnaire, and a tape re
corder, The closed-ended sections of the questionnaire were the ones 
that were precoded; however, even here room was left to fill in any 
variant which had not been previously anticipated* Thus, if a word 
containing a given variable was known beforehand to have three variants 
(one prestige and two non-prestige), then these three were listed on 
the mimeographed questionnaire, and whichever one the informant pro
nounced was the one circled at the moment of his uttering it* However, 
if he responded with an unanticipated variant, then that word was 
jotted down phonetically on the spot* The tapes were played immedi
ately after each interview, to check the coding*

Although the questionnaire was pretested in Costa Rica, cer
tain unexpected difficulties arose in the word naming/leading questions 
section* Essentially the problems in eliciting the desired lexical 
items derived from the following types of differences, differences un
known to me prior to the formulation of the questionnaire: (1) differ
ences in connotation between English and Spanish; (2) differences 
between English and Spanish arising from polysemy; (3) change in the 
usage of a lexical item over time; (4) differences in cognitive maps 
among informants; (5) differences in informants' ability to perform 
certain logical operations in a testing situation; and (6) differences
among informants regarding factual knowledge * Thus, an example of

ydifferences in connotation would be the word admiracion, which in Costa
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Rica does not mean precisely what the English word ’’admiration" does, 
but rather, encompasses affection and good will, as well as esteemo •
An instance of differences between English words and their Costa Rican 
Spanish glosses differing because of polysemy is toalla (towel), which, 
aside from meaning towel, refers to a sanitary napkin; furthermore, the 
most commonly used term for towel in Costa Rica is nano, whose primary 
meaning is a piece of cloth* Similarly, the word fusil refers pri
marily to a rifle, and secondarily to the penis, so that men are wont 
to refrain from using the word fusil in conversation with women because 
of the nature of its secondary meaning* An instance of a change in the 
usage of a lexical item over time is that of ritmo (rhythm) which, from 
what I gather, is not used by people of approximately 65 or older; 
instead, the term compas is utilized* As. for problems arising from 
differences in cognitive maps, that is, in frames of reference, an 
example would be the word calle (street) as a fill-in for the frame9 
"The main avenue of San Jose is called Central Avenue; and what's the 
name of the main street?" (the answer being 'Central Street')* Many 
people living even in places such as Sabanilla, the district sampled, 
which is a 15-minute bus ride from the heart of the capital, do not 
know that the city is divided up into streets and avenues along quad
rants of north, south, east and west, the dividing lines being Central 
Avenue and Central Street* Essentially, the problem is_ one of recog
nizing the concepts "street" and "avenue" as artificial organizational 
constructs in city planning* In places like Sabanilla, which until 
recently was still an entirely agricultural area, there were no 
"streets" and "avenues," and even today the latter are scarce, the few
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existing ones being unnamed, as is customary in rural villages* A 
further source of difficulty in eliciting specific lexical items bear
ing the variables in question, this one stemming from varying degrees 
of inability to perform under a test situation certain logical opera
tions such as providing a word which means the opposite of the stated 
word, is exemplified by frames such as, "One of the children fell
asleep, but the other one stayed Here the desired lexical
item was awake, but several informants responded asleep* Similarly, 
the frame "Joey isn't handsome„ On the contrary, he's " was some
times filled in by such items as friendly, beautiful, and nice instead 
of ugly* Lastly, there were inforeseen problems on the order of lack 
of basic knowledge, so that some informants could not produce the word 
Atlantic to complete the frame, "One of our ports is on the Pacifici
side of the country and the other port is on the ______ side*"

The Data
The sample of respondents interviewed, which totaled 48 adult 

males, was drawn from the district of Sabanilla in 1973o Only male 
heads of household were included, for a pragmatic rather than a theo
retical reason* At the same time that this study was being conducted, 
another one (Seligson 1974, 1975, 1977a, 1977b, in press a; Seligson and 
Booth in press) was being carried out, the latter investigating peasant 
political attitudes in relation to land tenure * Among the responses 
elicited from the 531 peasants sampled, 13 were linguistic variables 
and were among the ones employed in the present study (Seligson and 
Berk-Seligson n.d*)* Since the respondents in the larger study were
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all males, for the sake of potential comparison this study was re
stricted to males, as well, so that there would be a sufficient number 
of respondents in each cell to be able to make a statistically mean
ingful comment about the relation of one sample to the other0

Sabanilla belongs to the county of Montes de Oca, and lies on 
the very border of the nation's capital, San Josea It is today essen
tially a suburban area, although a few coffee farms still remain in 
production, reminders of what the area looked like less than a genera
tion ago® Thanks to the recently published 1973 national census 
(Direccion General de Estadistica y Censos 1974), fresh data on 
Sabanilla is available for analysis® Table 8 presents comparative 
SeEoSo information on Sabanilla and the sample of.this study® As can 
be seen, the informants are fairly, representative of Sabanilla as a 
whole, although their level of education is higher, particularly at 
the upper end of the scale, as is the income (compare 17$ of the sample 
earning more than 2 ,800 colones per month in contrast to 4# of the 
district earning that amount)® At the opposite extreme, too, the 
sample included many more (6$) persons earning less than 100,OCX) 
colones, whereas among the Sabanilla population only 1$ earns such a 
low incomeo Furthermore, occupationally, whereas 9$ of the district is 
professional, only 2$ of the sample is, the major difference between 
the two being in the manager/administrator and laborer/farm day worker 
groups, both of which include a large segment of the sample, while the 
population of Sabanilla has a more limited percentage of persons work
ing in such occupations® What is interesting is the much higher rate 
of illiteracy (19=1$) in the sample than in the overall population
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Table 80 SoEoS. characteristics of Sabanilla and the sample„

Sabanillaa The Sample
Population (men) 1,705 48
Education^ none % 2$

primary 68$ 52$
secondary 19$ 21$
university 5^ 25$

Illiteracy (10 years and older) 0 4.3$ 19.1$
Monthly Income less than 0100^ 1$ 6$
(economically 100- 399 27$ 21$
active popula 400- 699 36$ 21$
tion 12 years 700- 999 17$ 21$
and older) 1,000-1,299 8$ 6$

1,300-1,599 3$ 4$
1,600-2,199 3$ 4$

. 2,200-2,799 1$ 0$ •
over 2,800 4$ 17$

Occupation professionals 9$ 2$
(economically managers/administrators 2$ 15$
active popula office workers 11$ . 6$
tion 12 years businessmen and salesmen 10$ 6$
and older) farmers 6$ 10$ •

transportation workers 6$ 4$
craftsmen and machinists 25$ 15$
laborers and farm day workers 8$ 29$
other 23$ 13$

^Population data from 1973 national census (Pireccion General de 
Estadistica y Censos 197^)°
^The population education data include all individuals 6 years and 
older9 whereas the sample includes persons who are 18 and oldero
cNote that the population illiteracy figures are based on 10 years 
and older $ whereas the sample includes persons 18 and oldero
^Income figures are in colones (0)» At the time of the study, 806 
colones = 1 UoSo dollar« Note that the population income figures 
are based on 12 years and older, whereas the sample includes persons 
18 and oldero
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(4„3%)» despite the previously mentioned generally higher levels of 
education among the formero The fact that the sample includes more 
persons at the extremes than does the census is probably due to my 
making sure that I did not ignore such informants in the sample«, In 
other words, I made sure to go to shacks as well as to quite luxurious 
looking houses, for the former are sometimes overlooked by census 
takers because they do not even appear on census maps, and the latter, 
with their uninviting gates, do not make themselves accessible to 
visits from unknown persons»

As far as the age of the sample is concerned, while the mean 
was 43, the informants ranged from 18 to 89 years old, 18 being the 
minimum age accepted for participation in the study0 It should be 
pointed out that the minimum was set at 1 8, since, as Labov (1965) has 
found (at least with respect to American English) it is only at about 
the age of 14 or 15 that an adolescent’s sensitivity to the social con
sequences of speech begins to resemble that of an adult0 At this 
point (usually the first year of high school) the speaker ’’becomes 
sensitive to the social significance of his own form of speech, and 
other forms," whereas "complete familiarity with the norms of the com
munity seems to be attained at the age of 17 or 18" (labov 1964bs1 0 0 )0 

Thus, it is only at the age of 16 or 17 that the ability to use prestige 
forms is acquired (Labov 1964b:100)c Although age-grading in relation . 
to the acquisition of evaluative sociolinguistic norms may not be the 
same for Costa Rican adolescents, if there is a difference, it would 
be in the direction of an earlier rather than a later acquisitions! 
stage since most Costa Rican youths do not attend high school, enter
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the adult world.(in terms of financial and family responsibility) at 
an earlier age, in short, have a briefer period of adolescence than do 
Americans of an equivalent age group= Thus, cutting the minimum age at 
18 seems to be appropriate in the Costa Rican context when it comes to 
the goal of interviewing persons who have adult sensitivity to lan
guage =

Apparently, there is still a lack of adequate knowledge as to
what the most efficient size is for studying social dialects reliably»
However, along with Labov, some researchers (Wolfram 1969) conclude
that for the study of social dialects reliability can be obtained with
a smaller sample than is used in other kinds of surveys because of the
relatively more uniform nature of linguistic behavior in comparison to
other types of social behavior<, Labov (1972a; 204), pointing to his
own studies (1966, 1968) and to research carried out by others (KuEera
1961; Shuy, Wolfram and Riley 196?), finds samples as small as 25
speakers to be sufficient for revealing basic patterns of class strati-
ficationo Specifically, Labov (1972a;204) finds that,

p o o  regular arrays of stylistic and social stratification 
emerge even when our individual cell contains as few as 
five speakers and we have no more than five or ten instances 
of the given variable for each speakero

Thus, the sample of 48 interviewed in this study should be adequate
to deal with the subject it sets out toa

Findings

Formality Levels and Phonological 
Performance

With regard to the hypothesis that as the context becomes more 
informal the use of stigmatized forms will increase, it is borne out



in the Gosta Rican Case» This is demonstrated by Table 9? which pre
sents a mean score for the entire sample at each formality level= The 
numbers, which range from 0% to 100%, 100% being a theoretically per
fect score, that is, one in which there are no mentions of stigmatized 
forms, and 0% being the case where all the forms mentioned are stigma
tized, represent an average "correct’1 score (ioe0, prestige form), per 
formality level, of all the items in which variables are embedded:, The 
average prestige score was arrived at by first summing all the vari
able scores on each formality level for each informant, and then 
dividing that sum by the total number of variables on that levelo 
This procedure yielded each informant’s mean score on each formality 
levelo These means were then averaged for each level so that a mean 
score of prestige responses for the entire sample on each formality 
level was obtained,,

The actual method of arriving at a score for any given variable 
was the followingo Prestige responses were scored 1, and non-prestige 
variants were given 0o What happened in those cases where there was 
more than one stigmatized variant per variable (and this was the case 
for over 90% of the variables)? Attempts had been made to rank the 
variants in order of distance from the prestige norm0 Whereas it had 
first occurred to me to do the ranking myself, along the lines of 
linguistic criteria, I quickly dismissed the notion realizing that my 
rank order would probably not coincide with that of a native speaker® 
With this rationale in mind, I had several Costa Ricans, philologists 
and linguists by profession, rank order the variants, placing them 
along the continuum of "most correct" to "least correct®" Surprisingly
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Table 9° Mean scores of five formality levels„

Standard Mean Score
Formality Level Deviation . in Percent t Sigo

lo Casual <>268 47=0 1
1=34 N=So

2= Interview H0 54=2 ̂
4=46 <=001

3o Word-naming ->151 65=0 j
72=4 ̂

2=83 =007
40 Text-reading =091

1=91 o0

5o Word List Reading =082 75.9 1
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enough there was no consensus whatsoever on the orderings, so that the 
notion of weighting the responses had to be dismissed,. What replaced 
it was the dichotomous breakdown described above„ Any attempt on my 
part to give the variants weighted scores would have been totally arbi
trary from the point of view of native intuition, and, apparently, 
achieving a valid rank ordering would have involved a study in itself, 
with a sufficiently large sample to make the order an accurate one„

The coding system for formality levels 1 and 2 had to be dif
ferent from that for the three more formal ones since the former two 
were elicited via open-ended procedures^ The system decided on was 
one of tabulating from the recordings all the instances in which the 
variables under study occurred, using 100^ of the corpus produced on 
formality levels land 2 , a procedure which was feasible, given the 
fairly limited size of the corpus collected* On each informant’s ques
tionnaire, for the most casual contexts, the various phonological cate
gories were listed, and the total number of mentions of lexical items 
containing the variables was tabulated, along with the dichotomous 
coding of "prestige" versus "stigmatized*" Every person’s score on 
each of levels 1 and 2 was arrived at by dividing the number of stigma
tized mentions by the total number of variables mentioned*

Returning now to Table 9, what it clearly demonstrates is that 
the informants use increasingly fewer of the stigmatized variants (the 
percentages approach 0 rather than 100) as their speech becomes more 
formal* Thus, the mean scores become higher (approach 100) as one 
approaches the more formal contexts* It should be noted that the range 
of means illustrated in Table 2 is quite narrow, that is to say, the
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mean scores are not arrayed over the entire range of Ots to 100% but 
rather are concentrated in the range of 47o0% to 73o9%o While such a 
narrow range is not unexpected given the fact that these are averages 
across all the informants in the sample, the actual scores ranging 
from 0O8 to lo0 , we would still want to know if these small differences 
are statistically significant because if some of them are not, it might 
mean that we have been working with too many levels of formality and 
that two or more of the levels should have been collapsed* To deter
mine this, a difference of means test (t-test) was run on each level of

3formality, the mean score for each level being paired with the one 
beneath it (see Table 9)o

A look at Table 9 reveals that the differences in means between 
formality levels 2 and 3 and between 3 and 4 are clearly significant 
( < oOOl and =007, respectively, the generally accepted level of sig
nificance being o05), and that the difference in means between levels 
4 and 5 barely misses significance* But most striking is the fact that 
the t-test results for levels 1 and 2 show no significant difference in 
means, which implies that perhaps levels 1 and 2 should have been col
lapsed into one category as, too, might levels 4 and 5 have been* A 
possible explanation for the lack of a significant difference in means 
between levels 1 and 2 is that the testing situations which elicited 
variables on these two levels may not have been sufficiently different, 
so that even though the t score between levels 1 and 2 is higher, it is 
not high enough to be statistically significant*

'>k paired t-test should only be run on variables which are positively 
correlated* * The 5 levels of formality were in fact positively corre
lated, their Pearson rs ranging from a low of *48 to a high of *89*
The test, therefore, is an appropriate one in this case*



Formality Levels and SaEoSa
In this study the wide range of SoEoSo variables mentioned 

previously are individually correlated with the formality levels* This 
offers the researcher a number of very important advantages* First, it 
does away with the problem of nominal classification of social status 
(that is, making distinctions in status in terms of gross types, as 
Labov does, rather than in terms of degree, so that persons are classi
fied as ’'lower class," or "working class" or "lower middle class," and 
so forth)* The difficulty with nominal classification of social status 
is that one is forced to classify persons on the basis of a very few 
variables (e*g*, occupation, income) instead of the much wider range 
of variables which are known to comprise important elements of socio- 
economic status (see Seligson 1977b)* Furthermore, by using a nominal 
classification one is frequently confronted with the difficulty of 
categorizing persons who, for instance, have had little schooling but 
earn a high income* In this study, instead of S*E*S* variables being 
lumped together for each informant, they are individually associated 
with the informant's responses to the linguistic variables, which 
obviates the necessity of grouping persons artificially into homo
geneous appearing classes* An additional advantage of this approach is 
that it permits one to determine precisely which elements, or variables, 
comprising social status best predict linguistic behavior* And, 
finally, the use of multiple variables in determing social status per
mits one to employ a technique, namely factor analysis, for sorting out 
the variables into distinct categories, or dimensions of socioeconomic 
status*
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The SoEoSo variables gathered in this study thus were subjected 

to factor analysis. This technique is perhaps the most widely used 
data reduction procedure in use in the social sciences today. The pro
cedure examines a correlation matrix computed on the raw data (in this 
case, the SoE.So variables listed in Table 10) and searches for common 
patterns® In so doing the procedure, if it is successful, uncovers 
the underlying pattern of relationships (i.e®, dimensions) in the data 
such that a fairly large number of variables may be represented parsi
moniously. More extended non-technical explanation and illustration 
may be found in Pummel (196?) and Boni and Seligson (1973)= For the 
purposes of this study, the major advantage of factor analysis is that 
it enables one to employ a wide range of S.E.S. variables (23 in all) 
in classifying respondents into their appropriate status position and 
thus obviates the necessity for using the single variable, nominal 
scheme which has seen such frequent use.

The results of the factor analysis are presented in Table 10. 
The individual S.E.S. variables which were used to calculate the cor
relation matrix are listed in the rows. The numbers listed in the 
three columns are the "loadings." These numbers represent the relative 
weights of each variable in describing a given factor. The higher the 
loading the more closely related is a given variable to its underlying 
factor (a perfect relationship being 1.00). As a general rule, vari
ables which have a high (positive or negative) loading on one factor 
and low loadings on all other factors are considered as serving to 
define that factor. The researchers then examine the pattern of load
ings on each factor and give it a name. The factor analysis presented
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Table 10, Varimax rotated principal components of S*E*S, variables,*

Material
Demonstration Income/ Poverty
of Wealth Occupation . Markers 
(Factor I) (Factor II) (Factor III)

Care of grounds .,85 .37 .10
Windows (absence/presence

glass) .,85 a 06 .14
Walls (unpainted/painted) .79 .14 .14
Type of bed ,76 .22 =26
Type of front door .75 .37 ,00
Refrigerator ,74 .12 ,28
Record player o73 .10 .11
House building materials .73 .55 .16
Type of toilet facility .70 .18 .51
Type of wall decoration 069 =10 .16
Sewing machine ,68 —=09 -.07
Storage for clothing .65 .20 =43
Years of schooling completed =63 =37 =16
Ceiling (absent/present) .6 3 .17 .24
Number of bedrooms : ,62 -.27 .16
House security measures

(absent/present) ,65 .55 ,o4
FlooY material ,6i =45 .18
Car : .53- .35 =14
Total weekly family income o4r v8a .08
Father's occupation ,09 .80 .06
Respondent's occupation -.13 .76 - .1 2
Piped-in water .04 .08 ] .88
Electricity =25 —.09 .83-
Eigenvalue 11,67 2.48 1.46
% of Variance 48,6 10.3 6 .1

*Total N=48, but'varies due to1 non-response= Nearly every case oi
non-response was caused by the informan1s illiteracy, and consequent 
inability to perform the reading tasks- required for responses to the 
elicitation techniques used at levels 4 and 5° Out of the sample,of 
48, 9 informants (or 19°I/O were functionally illiterate.

The possibility of having illiterate informants complete the 
word-list reading and passage reading tasks by repeating the words 
after the interviewer was considered. This possibility was rejected, 
however, on the grounds that an element of mimicry would enter the 
performance of the informant, an element whose influence could vary 
from one informant to another, and from one response to another by 
any given informant. It was decided that rather than deal with the 
unknown degree of distortion which mimicry might introduce, it was . 
preferable to have missing cases.



in Table 3 has been given a "varimax rotation, ’1 a commonly used pro
cedure which helps the investigator more clearly visualize the pattern 
of loadings* ,An examination of the patterns on the three factors re
sulted in their being labeled as follows: (I) Material Demonstration
of Wealth; (II) Income/Occupation; and (III) Poverty MarkerscA What 
the factor analysis has accomplished, then, is to group the 23 ScEoSo 
variables into 3 clearly interpretable categories* The only anomaly in 
the solution presented in Table 10 is that education ("number of years 
of schooling completed") loads on the factor denominated "Material 
Demonstration of Wealth*" However, as is revealed below, the patterns 
of correlation between linguistic performance and the Material Demon
stration of Wealth variables, on the one hand, and between linguistic 
performance and education, on the other, are very similar, hence justi
fying the grouping together of variables which are substantively dis
tinct* The third factor has been called Poverty Markers because only 
the poorest individuals in the sample had ho piped-in water or elec
tricity*

Having organized the S*E*S* variables into three categories 
through factor analysis I then proceeded to examine the relationship 
between each of the formality levels and each of the S*E*S* variables

4While this solution is quite clear, in most factor analyses which in
clude a larger number of variables a problem of distributed loadings 
often appears, that is to say, one variable might load highly on two 
or more factors* This occurred with a few variables in the study, as 
an examination of Table 3 will show* In particular, several material 
demonstrators of wealth loaded highly on both Factors I and II, which 
is only to be expected since the presence of material demonstrators of 
wealth is largely a result of income* The variables in question were 
considered to be part of the factor on which they loaded most highly, 
a procedure which led to factors that were open to meaningful inter
pretation*
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as they are grouped into their individual factors* The resulting cor
relation matrix appears in Table 11= The importance of the data on 
Material Demonstration of Wealth (Factor I) in predicting linguistic 
performance becomes apparent upon examining these correlations* Nearly 
all the variables on Factor I, across all formality levels, are solidly 
related to linguistic performance= In marked contrast to these strong 
relationships are the much less impressive relationships found on 
Factor 11= Hence, Material Demonstration of Wealth is a better pre
dictor of linguistic performance than is Income/Occupation=

An examination of Table 11 makes it difficult to determine if 
any particular formality level or group of formality levels reveals 
stronger relationships between linguistic performance and measures of 
S=E=So than does any other= Although the linguistic variables are now 
summarized into 5 groups (by formality levels) and the S=E0S= variables 
grouped into 3 factors, one still is left with 115 correlations to 
examine* To further simplify the data and to make it easier to under
stand Table 11 can be reduced by computing ’’factor scores" on the 3 
S=E*S= factors* A factor score is a composite scale computed for each 
individual in the study on each factor* Those informants who, for 
example, have a high score on income and occupation, would have a high 
factor score on Factor 11= Since factor scores are weighted in propor
tion to the loading of each variable on a given factor, the individual 
variables that have higher loadings make a greater contribution to the 
factor score than do those which have lower loadings*^ For instance,

5Factor scores, which have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1, 
are calculated by multiplying the standardized value (i=e=, "Z-score") 
of each variable by the factor score coefficient, and summing the
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Table 11«. Statistically significant correlation of S0E0So variables 

with formality levels®* -

Word-
Inter- Word Passage List 

Casual view Naming Rdng Rdng 
Levels 1 2 5 r  5

Factor I; Material Demonstration 
______ of Wealth

Care of grounds 
Windows (absence/presence 

glass)
Walls (unpainted/painted)
Type of bed 
Type of front door 
Refrigerator 
Record player 
House building materials 
Type of toilet facility 
Type of wall decoration 
Sewing machine 
Storage for clothing 
Years of schooling completed 
Ceiling (absent/present)
Number of bedrooms 
House security measures 

(absence/presence)
Floor material (indoors)
Car

Factor II: Income/Occupation
Total weekly family income 
Father’s occupation 
Respondent’s occupation

Factor III: Poverty Markers
Piped-in water 
Electricity

=52 =37 =40 =49 =57
=29 =35 =33 =34 =24
=4l =37 =40 =46 =33
=48 =48 =41 =32 =39
=4?

=29 =35 =27 =27
=36 =36 =28
=4o =25 =27 =29
=29 =29 =45 =28
=36 =30
=4o =25
=33 =25 =37 =35 =40
=42 =41 =48 =42 =45
=38 =41 =36 =36 =34

=28 =43 =31
=32 =26 =34 =36

=27 =27

=31
=33 =29

=33 =43
=32

■’’Significant at the =03 level or better; all correlations are Pearson 
rs= Total N=48, but varies due to non-response=
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referring to Factor I, "care of grounds" has a loading of 085.9 whereas 
"car ownership" loads only at o5 3» indicating that car ownership makes 
a considerably smaller contribution to the factor score than does care 
of groundso

What is left is an easy to interpret table (see Table 12) which
presents the correlations of the factor scores with the formality
levelso Hence, in order to facilitate interpretation in the effort to
uncover the central patterns in the data, the massive correlation
matrix has been reduced to a small 3 x 5  tablet, One finds there, first
of all, a consistent pattern of significant correlations across the
five levels of formality on Factor 1= This confirms Labov's general 

cfinding that regardless of the formality level, the relation between 
SoEoSo and level of formality is apparent= Factor I is consistently 
strongly correlated with all of the formality levels, whereas no sig
nificant relationships appear between the latter and Factor II» The 
Poverty Marker factor is significantly correlated only with formality 
level 3o The combined effect of all performance is revealed at the 
bottom of Table 5, represented by the coefficient called the multiple 
R0 This coefficient ranges from -1 to +1, the larger the number, be 
it positive or negative, the greater the strength of associationo The 
square of the multiple R represents the percent of variance explained 
in the linguistic data by all of the predicting variables (ioe0, the

products for all the variables in the analysiso Thus, the complete 
estimation method is used hereo Missing data (which occurred with one 
case on 2 variables) were replaced by the conservative method of sub
stituting the mean of the variable0

^The term "general finding" is used because of Labov's finding of the 
hypercorrect (crossover) pattern of the lower middle classc
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Table 12= Statistically significant correlations of factor scores 

with formality levelso*

Formality Levels
1 2 3 4 5

Material Demonstration 
of Wealth (Factor I) o39 o43 .37 =42 .45

Income/Occupation (Factor II)
Poverty Markers (Factor III) 036

Multiple Rs M .44 =51 =52 =61

% Variance 2(y/o 1996 26% 27% 3796

^Significant at the =05 level or better; all correlations are 
Pearson rs®
Total N=48, but varies due to non-responseo



three factors) acting togethero The percent of variance figures are 
shown in Table directly below the multiple Rs0 Also evident is a 
clear pattern of an increasing strength of relationship as the level 
of formality progressively shifts from the least formal (levels 1 and 
2) to the most formal (level 5)° Hence, in the least formal context 
the three dimensions of S0EttS<, can explain only one-fifth of the vari
ance in Language Performance, but at the most formal level, over one- 
third of the variance is explained,. The significance of this finding 
is discussed below© 1

. Discussion
The findings presented above have a number of interesting im

plications.© First of all, it can now be seen that by using more sensi
tive measures of S©E©S© (i0e©, household artifacts, house construction 
materials, and other material demonstrators of wealth) it is possible 
to predict more of the linguistic variance© This would imply that 
future social research on S©E©S© should include data on material demon
stration of wealth, beyond the standardly used indicators (i©e©, 
income, education and occupation)©

Furthermore, all S.E©S© data that is gathered should be spe
cific to the informants themselves, rather than generally character
istic of an ecological census unit© Gathering S©E=S© data on an 
informant directly, during the course of the interview, permits the 
researcher to later relate that informant's individual S»E©S© attri
butes to the variation in his linguistic production© This kind of 
approach most probably will be more accurate in its findings than
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one which uses neighborhood census data as its sourse of SoEoSo infor= 
nation*

Corroboration presented here of the strong relationship be
tween SoEoS, and language bears a particularly important message to 
social scientists whose primary interest is not linguistic or socio
linguist ic * It tells them that sociolinguistic data are data about 
SoEeSo, and that as ‘such, rather than being the dependent variable 
which it is for sociolinguistics, it is an independent variable, con
stituting a predictor of social behavior*

That the relationship between S.EoS* and language is strong at 
all formality levels means that tapping linguistic data at any level 
would be fruitful* In other research (Seligson and Berk-Seligson 1978), 
for example, level 3 (word-naming) has been focused on̂  and language 
has been found to be the best socioeconomic predictor of three differ
ent modes of political participation (organizational participation, 
community improvement activism and interaction with local officials), 
better even than income, education, and occupation, which have typi
cally been used in research of this nature* Although some may protest 
that the state of sociolinguistics is not sufficiently advanced, itself, 
for other disciplines to be adapting its methodology for their own 
particular purposes, others are openly encouraging its use as a tool 
of the other social sciences (Hymes 1970; McCaulay 1976)*

While research using linguistic variation at any formality 
level would be fruitful, this study has singled out level 5 , the most 
formal level, as being most strongly related to standard measures of 
SoEoSo Thus, it was found that as the formality of the speech
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situation increases the correlation between SoEoSo and language in
creases? reaching its peak at the most formal level (level 5)o The 
explanation for this finding is that the more formal levels are prob
ably least influenced by non-random biases introduced by the interview 
situation itself. As was pointed out earlier in this chapter, the data 
for this study were collected under an artificial situation: the re
spondent was aware that his speech was being recorded. Since the lower 
SoEeSe respondents in the sample, being interviewed by a considerably 
higher SoEoS, person, felt considerably more intimidated by the inter
view than did the upper S.EoS, respondents, whose status was more on 
par with that of the interviewer, it is hypothesized that there was a 
tendency on the part of the former to be more conscious of their speech 
throughout the interyiewo 'The upper SoEoS, respondents, on the other 
hand, feeling less intimidated by the interview situation, on the whole 
were probably less careful with their speech. As a result, in the un
structured (i,e,, less formal) part of the interview, the lower S,E,S, 
respondents must have consistently tried to use more of the prestige 
forms than they would have in more natural situations, whereas the 
upper S,E,Se respondents probably did not strive as much to do so. 
Hence, the correlation between S,E,S, and linguistic performance at 
the more informal levels was deflated by this non-random bias (i,eo, 
poorer respondents performed better than expected, whereas richer re
spondents performed as expected). While at first glance this seems to 
contradict Latov’s '(1964a) finding regarding the hypercorrection of 
the lower middle class, in actuality it does not, if one considers that 
the Costa Rican suburban lower class is more similar in terms of
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upwEird mobility to the upwardly striving American urban lower middle
class, than it is to the typically socioeconomically stagnant lower
classes of American big cities*

This bias became progressively less noticeable as the formality
of the interview situation increased, for at the most formal levels
all the respondents must have recognized the situation as a test of
their language ability, and hence must have striven to do as well as
possible* Thus, at level 5» in. which respondents were asked to read
a list of words, individuals were at their most careful; they all must
have tried their best to produce prestige forms* Level 5, then, was
probably free of most of the non-random biases that were found at the

7more informal levels* If these findings can be generalized, then 
other investigators might seriously consider focusing on level 5 in 
their research* It may be concluded then, that level 5 makes the 
finest discriminations among respondents* Unfortunately, however, 
level 5 requires that informants read, a requirement which is untenable 
for illiterate persons*

Conclusions
Using a sample of Costa Rican men, this study has found, first 

of all, that as the level of formality increases the use of prestige 
phonological forms increases* Secondly, a wide range of socioeconomic

7The influence which the interviewer may have had upon the respondents 
in the course of the present investigation is similar to the impact 
which an experimental situation has upon any scientific study* The 
experimental situation always imparts a certain amount of "energy" to 
what is being observed and hence alters its state* This phenomenon 
has come to be known as the "Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle*"



variables beyond the common ones of education, income and occupation 
were found to be associated with linguistic performance9 Of these 
socioeconomic variables a particular subset, consisting of household 
artifacts, house construction materials and education, as grouped using 
factor analysis, were shown to be the strongest measures of linguistic 
performance., Finally, looking across formality levels using the sta
tistical technique of multiple regression, it was found that the level 
of formality which was most highly correlated with the SoEoSo factors 
was the most formal level (operationalized as word-list reading)=



CHAPTER 6

THE PATTERN OF VARIATION AMONG WOMEN

The preceding chapter has presented the pattern of phonological 
variation for a sample of suburban Costa Rican men0 That analysis 
suffers from the obvious defect of its having excluded from considera
tion representatives of the other 50^ of the population, namely, women,. 
To amend the situation, a comparable study was conducted, three years 
later (1976), of phonological variation among women (sample N=40), 
once again, in the same populations the district of Sabanilla, Montes 
de Oca county,. The present chapter discusses that study, particularly 
as it compares and contrasts with that whose respondents were all male0 
The aim here is to add confirmatory evidence to the growing body of 
research, some of which has been cited in Chapter 2, to the effect 
that women's speech is phonologically more prestigeful than is men*s0

Phonological Gender Differentiations 
A Review of the Literature

Perhaps the first to empirically demonstrate the relationship 
between speaker sex and degree of adherence to a phonological standard 
has been Fischer (1964)„ In his study of the social factors which in
fluence the choice of a linguistic variant, Fischer has found among 
children in a New England village that girls use the verb ending -ing 
more frequently than do boys, while boys more often use the non-standard
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ending -in., Anshen (1969), looking at variation in the pronunciation 
of the suffic -ing versus -in, postvocalic _r and voiced th, among 
Blacks in Hillsboro, North Carolina, has come to a similar conclusion; 
women use stigmatised forms less frequently than men, and are more 
sensitive to prestige forms than the latter<> Levine and Crockett 
(1966) have demonstrated that postvocalic _r in a North Carolina Pied
mont community is a variable which varies with the sex of the speaker: 
women use the ̂ -pronunciation more often than m e n o  For women, as well 
as persons with higher education or prestiguous occupations, more 
recently arrived members of the community, and younger persons, r- 
pronunciation, the national norm, is the prestigious pattern, whereas 
for men, older persons, persons who have resided longer in the commu
nity , and blue-collar workers, r-less pronunciation represents a 
Southern prestige norm. In urban British English, where the r-less 
pronunciation is the prestige norm, postvocalic r has been found 
(Trudgill 1972) to correlate with speaker sex: women use the pres
tigious form of the variable more often than men, holding constant for 
other variables, such as age, and education0 Variation between -ing 
and -in follows the same pattern0 Postvocalic .r, along with voiceless 
th, and final consonant clusters (eogo -nd), have been shown (Wolfram 
1969) to be variables in Black Detroit English that vary along the 
lines of gender differentiation., Once again, women's pronunciation of 
these variables conforms more closely to the nationally prestigious 
pattern than does men1s= In a related study of Detroit speech (Shuy 
et alo 1967), one not restricted to Black informants, it has been 
found that women use the suffix -ing more often than men, and tend



less to nasalize vowels (e0g0, Cmsti for [maen], 1 man*)0 Another 
Detroit dialect study (Fasold 1968) has discovered that the fronting 
of three vowels (/ A  /a/, and / /) is more frequent among women than 
among men, especially in the lower middle class0 The studies of Labov 
add to the mounting evidence to the effect that women adhere to pres
tige phonological norms more closely than men0 Both in Martha's 
Vineyard (Labov 1972b:303), where the stigmatized centralization of 
/ay/ and /aw/ was found primarily among male speakers, and in New York 
City (Labov 1966), Labov (I972b:243) has observed that, "In careful 
speech, women use fewer stigmatized forms than men, and are more sen
sitive than men to the prestige pattern* » „ „ The pattern is par
ticularly marked in lower-middle-class women*" Finally, in a recent 
study of the English of bilingual Philadelphia Puerto Rican students, 
Poplack (n0d0b) has found that boys have higher percentages of Black 
English phonological variants (considered by the Puerto Rican community 
to be stigmatized English), while girls make greater use of Phila
delphia variants (considered to be more prestigious)* Poplack's 
variables were the degree of fronting in the nuclei of the diphthongs 
(ow) and (uw), the raising and fronting of the nucleus of (aw), pre- 
consonantal and word-final (r), the raising of the nucleus of (ay), 
and the raising of short (h)*

The correlation between sex of speaker and use of prestige 
versus stigmatized forms is by no means unique to the English language, 
as the discussion above would lead one to believe* Additional evidence 
can be drawn from variation studies of Canadian French (G* Sankoff and 
Cedergren 1971) and, of greater interest to the present study, of
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various dialects of American Spanish (Gedergren 1973; Phillips 1972; - 
Poplack nedoa) <=, Thus, for Montreal French, /l/-deletion, a stigmatized 
process, is higher among men than among women (Go Sahkoff 1974:28)0 In 
variationist studies of Spanish phonology, Phillips (1972) has found 
for Los Angeles Spanish that men tend to use [vj (the English inter
ference variant of [b] and [b]), more than women, and that women use 
[bj and [bj more than meno For Panamanian Spanish, Gedergren (1973) 
has found some ambiguous patterns: whereas men tend to weaken inter
vocalic I) and use non-standard variants of D more often than women, 
for the variable S-aspiration, the effect of sex of speaker is limited; 
and for word-final fJ little difference was found between male and fe
male informantso

The preceding review of the literature on the phonological 
differentiation of men’s and women’s speech, and the analysis of Costa 
Rican phonological gender differentiation which follows below, perhaps 
need some theoretical justification0 That is, why should the subject 
be studied at all? From the point of view of linguistic variationist 
theory, such analysis is absolutely necessary since male/female dif
ferentiation is an important one from a societal point of view: just
as•socioeconomic differences very often turn out to distinguish a popu
lation linguistically, so, too, does the sex of a speakero Thus, sex 
of speaker is usually considered to be a significant socially predic
tive characteristico From an anthropological point of view, as Bodine 
(1975:148) has demonstrated, "Sex differentiation in language is uni
versal," so that differences not merely in pronunciation but in 
grammar and semantics as well (i<,eo, interjections, particles, personal
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pronouns, titles, kinship terminology, nouns, verbs, noun modifiers) 
can differ according to the sex of either the speaker, the person 
spoken to, the speaker plus the person spoken to, or the person spoken 
abouto And, from a more sociological point of view, differences in 
men's and women's communicative behavior have been observed (Lakoff 
1975) Henley 1975; Argyle et al= 1968; Bernard 1972; Zimmerman and 
West 1975) to be associated with the differential in power and author
ity that exists between the sexes in our society0 Thus, gender dif
ferentiation in language often correlates with real societal differ
ences o For this reason, the possible existence of linguistic 
differentiation of men and women in any society cannot go uninvesti- 
gatedo

Men Versus Women; Two Sabanilla 
Samples Compared

Turning now to the data sets collected in Costa Rica, it can be
seen that the two samples are very similar, both in demographic and
SoEoSo characteristics, despite the fact that they were drawn from non-
overlapping households (ioe0, none of the men and women interviewed
belonged to the same household)0 While the mean age for the men was
43 (ranging from 18 to 89), the mean age for the women was nearly
identical, 42 (ranging from 19 to 74) <= Unfortunately, a comparison of
the incomes cannot be made because of the inflation-induced rise in
incomes that occurred during the three year period between the inter-

1viewing of the men and the interviewing of the womeno But the other

^During this period the worldwide oil crisis occurred, and Costa Rica, 
like many other nations dependent on oil imports, underwest a rapidly 
inflationary "periods
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SoEoSo characteristics (ioe0, household artifacts, house construction 
materials), show the two samples to be highly comparable= As Table 
13 demonstrates, the mean scores for men and women on S0E0S0 variables 
are very similaro Education seems to be the greatest differentiator 
of the two sampleso Whereas the mean level of education for men was 
7=0 years, the mean for women was only 5=7= This divergence can be 
accounted for not by any problem with the samples (since the character
istics for the later sample are so similar to the earlier one), but by 
the fact that women in Costa Sica have typically received less school
ing than men, more so in the past than in the present 0 Thus, whereas 
some women over 4o years of age may not have had any schooling at all, 
fewer men of the same age will have had no schooling whatsoever= The 
discrepancy in education appears at both extremes of the education con- . 
tinuums 2$> of the men have had no education, in contrast to 9%> of the 
women, and 23^ of the men, compared to only 1C$» of the women, have had 
university level educationo The divergence appears at the intermediary 
levels of education, as well= Whereas only 51$ of the men have had no 
higher than elementary school education, 72$ of the women have gone no 
further,, At the level of secondary school (grades 7-H), 21$ of the 
men have attained some degree of secondary education, whereas only 
12o5$ of the women have done so0 This divergence in educational attain
ment between the sexes is potentially important, because it hypotheti
cally should affect women’s speech variation in a socially downward 
direction0 As will be shown below, however, this is not the case for 
the samples investigated, for rather than women using more stigmatized
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Table 13<• Men's versus women's SoEoSo indicatorso

Men Women
Mean, Variance

Valid
Observe Mean Variance

Valid
Observe

House construction
materials 2.958 1 .828 48 2.925 2.328 40

Care of grounds 1.714 =599 42 2.925 2=328 40
Floor of outdoor
porch 2.323 =626 31 1=957 = 680 23

Front door I .896 . .478 48 1 .800 = 523 40
Window bars or
alarm system 1 .208 .168 48 1.256 .196 39

Floor of interior 4.750 4.617 48 3=850 4.285 40
Walls 2.O83 =759 48 2.225 .846 4o
Windows 2.146 .766 48 2=300 .677 40
Ceiling I .625 =239 48 1=575 =251 40
Parlor furniture 5.229 2=606 48 5=750 2.141 40
Wall decoration I.250 3=574 47 3=526 1.013 38
Bathroom facilities 2.375 .324 48 2.525 .358 40
Piped-in water 1.958 .041 48 1 .850 .131 40
Electricity 1 .896 =095 48 1 .850 .131 40
Radio 1=958 .041 48 1=925 : .071 40
Television 1.646 .234 48 1.925 .071 4o
Record player 1.396 .244 48 1.450 .254 40
Refrigerator 1.479 .255 48 1.475 .256 40
Stove 3=354 1.340 48 3 = 350 1=156 4o
Informant's bed 4.417 1 .6 5 2 48 4.175 =866 40
Number of bedrooms 2 .562 2=209 48 2.308 =955 39
Clothing storage

48 2.625 1.163 40facilities 2.771 1.074
Raising chickens 1.744 , =196for eggs 1=583 .248 48 39
Telephone 1=312 1.411 48 1 .250 =192 40
Car 1=250 .191 48 1.225 .179 40
Motorcycle 1 .021 .021 48 1.075 =071 40
House ownership or

1 .850 .746 40rental 1=721 =396 43
Sewing machine 1.596 .246 47 1.400 .246 40
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phonological forms than men, the opposite is the case, despite the 
lower educational attainment of women.

Findings
A comparison of Tables 9 and 14 demonstrates that at every

2formality level women use fewer stigmatized forms than men* At levels 
3i 4, and 5» the mean scores for women are 70o6» 80.2 , and 8lo5, re
spectively, compared to the men's scores of 65.0, 72.4, and 73<>9 (once 
again, 100 representing a score of all prestige responses, 0 repre
senting no prestige responses). This finding is striking, given the 
lower level of education of the women compared to that of the men, on 
the one hand, and the strong correlation between speech and education, 
on the other. One can assume that had women's educational levels been 
on par with those of the men, the scores would have been even higher.

The figures for the women also serve to confirm, independently, 
the validity of the relationship found to be true of the men: that as 
the formality of the speech context increases, conformity to the pres
tige linguistic norm increases. Table 14 demonstrates that the women 
used fewer stigmatized variants with every increasingly more formal 
context. Thus, the Costa Rican women's data, just as do the men's 
data, serve to add cross-cultural support to the findings of other 
variationists who have demonstrated the correlation between formality 
of speech context and conformity to a prestige linguistic norm.

2Note that for the women's sample only speech at formality levels 3»
4, and 5 was elicited, as a result of the findings of the male study, 
that the three most formal levels are the ones that best correlate 
with socioeconomic status.
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Table 14. Women's means scores and t-test per formality level0

Formality Level
Standard
Deviation

Mean Score 
in Percent t Sig.

3a Word-naming .114 7 0 .6
6.85 <.001

40 Test-reading =085 80=2
1.82 .08

5o ' Word list reading .070 81.5
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Of particular interest is the remarkably parallel relationship 

along speaker sex lines between the means at the different formality 
levelso In other words, just as the means for men on formality levels 
4 and 5 are nearly the same (the t-test shows the difference between 
the means, I.91? to barely miss significance), 82„4 and 73°9 respec
tively ,' and a relatively wide gap separates those two formality levels 
from level 3? an almost identical relationship is found to exist for 
the female linguistic data* The difference between the means for the 
women on levels 4 and 5, lo3? also is significant, but just barely so, 
whereas the difference between the means for levels 3 and 4 is substan
tial, 9o6, and highly significant (< =001)„ The convergence in find
ings gives one added confidence both in the similarity of the two 
samples, and in the validity of the relationship thus shown to exist 
between the formality levels0

What of the relationship between S0EoS„, choice of linguistic 
variant, and formality level, among the women? Table 15 summarizes 
that relationshipo It shows that linguistic production, at every level 
of formality, correlates significantly with the strongest SoE»So factor, 
factor I (material demonstration of wealth)o This finding gives one 
added confidence in the data, and once again reconfirms the overall 
pattern of relationship encountered between S0E0S0, context, and phono
logical variationo However, a total reversal from the male data is 
found in the percent of S.EoSo variance accounted for at each formality 
levelo Thus, while for the men the correlation between SoEoSo and 
phonological variation could be more strongly correlated with phono
logical variation as the level of formality increased, for the women
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Table 15<> Statistically significant correlations of factor scores 

with formality levels among women0

Formality Levels
3o Word- 
Naming

4= Text- 
Reading

5= Word-list 
Reading

Factor I (Material Demon
stration of Wealth)* =4? =50 =42

Factor II (Income/Occupation) =36
Factor III (Poverty Markers)

Multiple Rs =63 =56 = 46
Percent Variance 40 31 21

*The factor analysis of the S0E=S0 variables is essentially the same 
as that reported in the analysis of variation among men and is not 
repeated here* See Chapter 5 for details of the methodo
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just the opposite is the case0 The prediction of SoEoSo from lin
guistic variation (or vice-versa) is highest at the least formal level 
of speech (level 3? or word-naming) 9 and lowest at the most formal 
level (level 59 or word-list reading) 0 -

Why is this so? The reversal in correlations perhaps can be 
best explained by the absence of non-random biases introduced by the 
interview situation, biases that were present during the interviewing 
of the Sabanilla men* For, as was pointed out in Chapter 5, whereas 
it is suspected that the fact of the interviewer’s being a more highly 
educated foreign woman may have caused the lower S.EoSo male informants 
to strive harder throughout the interview to speak carefully, or at 
least may have made them more self-conscious about their speech, this 
probably was not the case, for the Sabanilla women0 The social distance 
between the interviewer and the lower SoEoSo women interviewed was 
reduced not only by the absence of an asymmetrical sex relationship —  

and this symmetricality certainly did serve to create a more relaxed, 
less intimidating atmosphere for the women informants —  but by an 
additionally varying situational factor= Namely, whereas nearly all 
the male interviews took place during weekends, with men dressed in 
their "Sunday-best" attire, and other family members present during the 
interviews, watching, almost all of the female interviews were con
ducted on weekdays, usually in the morning, when women were at their 
least formal: in their most work-a-day clothes, often still in night
clothes and bathrobe, engaged in the daily routines of housework* In 
fact, the choice of weekdays for interviewing women turned out to be 
one of the greatest problems confronted in doing the female study*



Women repeatedly resisted acquiescing to participate in the interview, 
asking for a postponement by virtue of being busy* The women were 
indeed very busy: cleaning, cooking dinner (the mid-day meal being
the main one of the day, and prepared for all family members, working 
husbands and school-attending children alike), and washing clothes by

"Zhando The sense of preoccupation with their impending household 
tasks, the general feeling of everything's being Mup in the air," may 
have minimized for women, including lower class women, the feeling of 
intimidation before a woman interviewer, despite the letter's self- 
proclaimed university and foreign affiliationo Thus, it is suspected 
that lower S0E0So women did not try as hard as their male counterparts 
during the more informal sections of the interview to speak carefully0 

It is my thesis that the pattern of relationship reflected in 
the women's data is more truly indicative of the relationship between 
SoEoSo, formality of context, and phonological variation, than is that 
found in the men's study= The correlation between stigmatized versus 
prestige speech on the one hand, and S0E<,S, on the other would indeed 
seem to be higher as attention paid to speech goes down* After all, 
word-naming would tend to produce a much more unconscious degree of 
phonological production, in contrast to the word-list or paragraph 
readings And, in fact, for both men and women, variation at level 3 
was much greater than it was at the two more formal contexts,. It was 
probably the additional, situational factor of intimidation or psycho
logical discomfort, caused by the female interviewer, which led lower

%Washing machines are still uncommon in Costa Rica, and those that do 
exist are not automatic, requiring a great deal of work to operates



class men to do better than expected relative to upper class men, who 
probably were less intimidatedo The impact of this non-random bias on 
the correlation coefficients is as follows: the lower class men, pos
sibly being more intimated by the presence of an upper status female 
interviewer, must have striven to perform better than they would have 
had the situation not been intimidating„ On the other hand, upper 
class men probably found the situation less intimidating, or not in
timidating at all, and hence must have found no need to shift to a more 
formal style0 As a result of these contradictory non-random biases, in 
the male sample, the correlation coefficients found at the more informal 
levels were deflated with respect to what they would have been had this 
non-random bias not been present= In other words, without this bias, 
the correlations at the informal level in the male sample should have 
approached those of the female sample0 If this is not an accurate 
explanation for the reversal of the correlational pattern (the only way 
it .could be tested is to use a male interviewer with male and female 
informants, a procedure which I have recently used in Costa Rica and 
will shortly be investigating), then we are left with the alternative 
non-trivial thesis that lower class men are more insecure linguisti
cally than lower class women* This alternative is quite plausible if 
men are in any sense aware that women speak in a more prestigeful man
ner than they* Another possibility, one for which there is no evidence 
as yet, is that cultural forces are at play* A cultural explanation 
would require further research*



Subjective Reactions 
Chapter 2 investigated the subjective reactions of Costa Ricans 

to the phonological variables that are the focus of this dissertation* 
Those reactions, it will be recalled, were tapped via the use of a 
matched guise technique type of test, which was a cross between the 
kind used by Lambert and his associates, on the one hand, and that used 
by Labov, on the other* No subjective reaction test had been admin
istered to the male informants of the variation study, however* In 
order to amend the prior failure to obtain subjective reactions to the 
variables in question from the very informants from whom those vari- 
ables were being elicited, subjective reactions were tapped from the 
new Costa Rican sample, the Sabanilla women. To be exact, at the end 
of the linguistic portion of the interview, each woman was read two 
alternate pronunciations of a given .word, and was requested to repeat: 
(1) that one which she considered.to be more "correct;" and (2) that 
one which she believed she generally used herself* The following list 
represents the words with their alternate phonetic realizations (pres
tige and stigmatized, respectively), which were read aloud to the women 
informants* In order not to bias the informants in any way, the order
ing of the variants (i*eo, prestige, stigmatized versus stigmatized, 
prestige) was deliberately made random*

ifWhereas the matched guise type of test was most suitable for large 
numbers of informants, seated together in the same place, individual 
linguistic responses could be best elicited on a one-to-one basis, 
which meant that home-interviewing was the best type of design for 
this kind of research goal*
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1hueso*
•frio'
’alumno*
* absolute1
'concepto5
'perxodo*
'lexa'
'Poasf
*fulano*
'individuo*

[we so]
[frio] _ ;
[alumnoj _•
[absolutoj
[konsepto]
[perxodoj
[lexa]
[poas]
[fulanoJ 
[indibiduo]

Sweso]
friuj
alû noJ__
asoluto]
iconsekto]
perxodo]
[idia]

[xulanoj
[endiMduo]

An examination of the responses to the subjective reaction 
items reveals one striking finding; for all of the items elicited, 
there was a high correlation between what informants believed was the - 
"correct" variant and what they claimed to usually use themselves (see 
Table 16 for details)® In other words, after responding to the ques
tion "Which one is more correct, A or B?" informants usually selected 
that variant as their response to the following question, "And which 
do you normally use?" In effect, then, informants believed that the 
variants which they usually used were the "correct" (for the purposes 
of the present study, "prestige") oneSo Their perceptions, however, 
were far removed from reality (see Table 17)o As Table 17 demonstrates 
if informants had been accurate in identifying the prestige variant, 
their mean scores would have been closer to the mean of 1*0 (a theo
retically perfect score)o Whereas some of the items do tend to score 
toward the accurate end of the scale (in particular, the top portion 
of the list), others are midway scored for accuracy (hueso,1 1alumno,1 
* concepto’) and others (’absolute,8 1periodo*) reflect a strong dis
crepancy between what informants considered to be the prestige variant 
and what in reality is the prestige form® There is an outside possi
bility that those informants who selected the stigmatized variant as
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Table l6o Statistically significant correlations between "Which is 

more correct?" and "Which do you normally say?"

Pearson Correia* Significance
hue so °60 ©001
frio o42 =005
alumno °73 a 001
absolute »83 =001
concepto °75 =001
periodo =89. =001
leia °59 =001
Poas °67 =001
fulano °50 =001
individuo °75 =001
‘“Correlations are significant at the =05 level or 
N = 35°

less©

Table 17° Mean scores, hierarchically ranked, of "Which is more 
correct?"

Poas 1=1429
individuo, fulano I°17l4
leia 1=2286
frio 1=3714
hueso, alumno 1=4571
concepto 1=5429
absolute 1=7143
periodo 1=8857

Scores range from 1 to 2, 1 being "correct," or prestige, and 2 being 
stigmatized, N = 35°
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the "correct" one actually hold a different set of norms for prestige
ful speecho This is highly unlikely, however, if one takes into 
account an additional factor, one discussed below, regarding inform
ants’ apparently great difficulty in aurally distinguishing between 
pairs of variants= Significantly, the finding of widespread inability 
to identify prestigeful variants contrasts with Labov's (1966) findings 
regarding awareness of prestigeful norms in the New York City speech 
communityo Apparently, in Costa Rica no one phonological standard has 
permeated the population in the way that general American English has 
permeated New York City0

The rank-ordering above reveals some valuable information re
garding the relative social value of the different phonological vari
ables in question. It indicates, first of all, which variants are 
"easier" or "harder" to identify (i0e0, which ones are recognized by 
most people as being the prestige form, and which ones are recognized 
by only a few people as being that)» Thus, most informants were able 
to identify the prestige variants [o, i, f, xj o These variants repre
sent vowel alternation, jT~h, x alternation, and accent placemento Much 
more difficult for informants to identify correctly were the prestige 
variants [w, m, p, b, and x (in the item ’perxodo’ )1 0' These, in turn, 
represent consonantal alternation, particularly in consonant clusters, 
and once again, accent placement0 It is interesting to note that vowel 
alternation and _f~h, x alternation were found, in the historical lin
guistic analysis presented in Chapter 3, to be less frequent among the 
literate population than were consonantal alternations0
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These subjective reaction scores reveal some hints at phonetic 

conditioning of variation* The fact that the mean score on ’Poas* was 
much lower than that on 1frio,‘ even though the same variable, _o, was 
involved in both, indicates that word-final position and/or position 
following a vowel favors the rule which converts jo to u or non-syllabic 
w„ Similarly, the strikingly higher mean score for accent shift, in 
the item * peri'odo, * compared to that for eleiae suggests that a pos
sible constraint favoring the operation of the non-standard stress rule 
is non-morphemic status and/or non-participation in a tri-vocalic 
cluster, for _i in 1leia1 forms part of both a grammatical marker, -ia 
(third person singular imperfect indicative verb tense), and a vowel 
cluster comprising three vowels, eiae

The other significant finding to emerge from the subjective 
reaction data —  and this adds to the argument that phonological vari
ation, compared to variation at other linguistic levels, is largely 
unconscious —  is that native speakers have great difficulty in aurally 
distinguishing between the variants of a phonological variable* Evi
dence of this in the subjective reaction test comes from the fact that 
very frequently, upon being asked to choose between two alternate pro
nunciations of a lexical item, and to select the more ’’correct" one, 
informants responded with a third variant, apparently believing that 
the one which they were pronouncing was a repetition of one of the two 
from which they had been asked to choose0 Such a phenomenon occurs 
quite regularly among learners of a foreign language* Whenever pho
nemic systems differ between two languages (i0e0, when what are
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contrasting units in one language, are non-contrasting in the second 
language), problems of aural discrimination often arise for the lan
guage learner„

The extent to which informants responded with a third variant 
to the subjective reaction items can be seen in Table l80 There one 
sees the breakdown, in terms of both actual frequencies and percentage 
frequencies (adjusted to account for missing data) of the responses to 
the subjective reaction test, item per itenu For each pair of identi
cal items in the table, 'A* represents the variable elicited for the 
question, "Which one is more correct?" and ’Be represents the variable 
elicited in response to, "And which do you usually say?" As Table 18 
shows, whether it be for item type A or. B, nearly all of the items 
elicited a third varianto Those items which were impervious to such 
added variation, not coincidentally, were the ones which had the 
highest "correct" means in the "Which is the more correct?" part of the 
testo Thus, if Table 17 is compared with Table 1 8, it is found that 
the first three items on the former, ’Poas,1 ’individuo,' and 1fulano,’ 
were the only ones found in Table l8 to have had zero instances of a 
third alternant, perhaps reflecting the degree of consciousness by 
speakers of the variables embedded in theme

Finally, the subjective reaction test confirms Labov’s (1966) 
finding that there is a discrepancy between what people say and what 
they claim they say0 Table 19 presents the correlations between re
sponses to the subjective reaction variables and equivalent variables 
elicited during the other formal portions of the interview0 Of par
ticular interest are the figures in column three, which represent the
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Table l8» Subjective reaction responses.

Absolute Adjusted
Frequency Frequency (%) Mean Score

A.* weso 27 67*3
gweso 0 OoO 2o400
other 8 20o0

Be* weso 27 67*5
gweso 2 5®0 2*350
other 6 15®0

Ao frxo 25 62o5
frxu 5 12o5 2.525
other 4 10 o0

Bo frxo 26 65*0
frxu 4 10.0 2*500

other 4 10*0

A, alumno 21 52=5
aluqno 12 30*0 2*400
other 2 5=0

Bo alumno 23 57® 5
aluqno 7 17®5 2*575
other 4 10*0

Ao absoluto 20 50o0

asoluto 5 12o5 2*625
other 10 25*0

Bo absoluto 20 50*0

asoluto ' 5 12*5 2*650
other 10 25*0
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Table 18— Continued, Subjective reaction responses.

Absolute
Frequency

Adjusted 
Frequency (#) Mean Score

konsepto 
konsekto 
, other. 
konsepto 
konsekto 
other

22
7
6
20
12
3

55.0 
17,5
15.0 
50,0 
30,0
7=5

2,475

2,450

A, periodo 
periodo 
other

B, periodo 
periodo 
other

7
25
3
5
27
3

17=5
62.5 
20,0 
12 o 5
67.5 
7=5

1,886

1=943

Be

leia
leia
other
leia
leia
other

29
4
8
23
4
8

72,5
10,0
20,0
57=5
10,0
20,0

1=229

1=571

A, poas 
pwas 
other

B, poas 
pwas 
other

31
3
1
28
7
0

77=5
7=5
2=5
70=0
17=5
0,0

1,143

1,200

fulano
xulano
other

29
6
0

72,5
15=0
0,0

1,171
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Table 1&— Continued, Subjective reaction responses0

Absolute
Frequency

Adjusted 
Frequency {%) Mean Score

Bo fulano 50 75 oO
xulano 4 . 10 o0 1-171
other 1. 2o5

Ao indibiduo 50 75.0
endifeiduo 4 10o0 1.171
other 1 2*5

Bo inditeiduo 50 75-0
enditeiduo 5 12.5 1-145
other 0 OoO
represents the response to "Which is more correct?" and ’B6 

represents the response to "Which do you normally say?"
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Table 19» Correlation between subjective reaction responses and 

standardized questionnaire responses*

"Correct’*
Variant Sig=*

"Normally 
Used" Variant Sig*

hueso .0147 *467 *0147 .467
frio (tio)** -.1289 *230 =0534 .380
alumno (himno) *4421 *004 =4532 .003

absolute *0115 *474 *0115 .474
concepto *6292 *001 o6355 .001
periodo *0354 *420 *1447 .203
leia -.2527 0O71 -=40l4 *008

Poas -.2637 *063 -*1468 *200

fulano (fuego) - .1 8 5 7 *143 -*1667 *169
individuo -*2091 *114 —*0261 *441

^Significant at the *05 levelc
**Words in parentheses refer to those in the standardized portion of 
the interview which most closely represent the phonetic and 
grammatical environment of the variable in question*



correlation between the way informants pronounced variables in the 
word-list reading, paragraph-reading' or word-naming sections of the 
interview, on the one hand, and the way they pronounced the same vari
ables in response to the question, "How do you usually say it?" on the 
other. That column reveals that for most of the variables there were 
no statistically significant correlations between actual pronunciation 
and perceived pronunciation. The only ones that correlated signifi
cantly were those embedded in the items 1alumno,* ’concepto,* and 
rleia,* and if the frequencies for these items (Table 18) are examined 
it is found that the first two were among those on which informants had 
done poorly in identifying the prestige variant. Thus, for those two 
items, what the correlations may be showing is not a relationship be
tween actual and perceived use of prestige variants, but, rather, that 
between stigmatized variants. Conversely, for 'leia,’ an item on which 
informants did relatively well in choosing the prestige form, in
formants did very well, as suspected in the earlier portion of the 
interview (no one gave a stigmatized response to that item).

Conclusions
Judging by the findings of this chapter, one may conclude that 

from the point of view of phonological variation Costa Eican women do 
use prestige forms in their speech more often than to Costa Eican men, 
despite their lower educational levels, and are more sensitive to the 
prestige pattern. This conclusion must be placed alongside the con
tradictory finding of Chapter 2, that there are few differences between 
men and women in their subjective reactions to stigmatized versus
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prestige phonological variantse There are other indications of the 
lack of gender differentiation in Costa Rican Spanish, where varia
bility is possibleo„ In a study of the usage of active and non-active 
verbal forms (Berk-Seligson 1976), it was found that there is very 
little difference between males and females in their use of the gram
matical constructions under study0

One unexpected finding regarding phonological variation among 
Costa Rican men and women is the different pattern of relationship 
along speaker sex lines of S=E<,Se, phonological forms, and level of 
formalityo It was seen that whereas for men the correlation between 
SoEoSo and pronunciation was highest at the most formal contextual 
levels, and lowest at the most informal levels, just the reverse was 
true of womeno It was suggested that this difference might possibly 
be accounted for by the existence of non-random biases when lower-class 
male informants were interviewed by a higher class female, and the 
absence of this non-random factor is the female-informant/female- 
interviewer situation =,



CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY

In Chapter 2 it was seen that Costa Rican listeners can, on the 
basis of taped-recordings of three speakers whose speech varies only 
along the lines of phonological prestigefulness or stigmatization, 
identify stigmatized speech, prestige speech, and speech which falls 
in-between the two varieties0 Furthermore, listeners assign occupa
tional status to speakers according to the degree to which their speech 
is phonologically stigmatized or prestigefulo In addition, listeners 
distance themselves socially from speakers in accordance with the fre
quency with which the latter use stigmatized or prestige variants. 
Listeners also attribute more positive characteristics to speakers who 
uniformly use prestige phonological variants, those characteristics in
cluding traits related to personality and SoEoSo However, they dif
ferentiate between speakers who use highly stigmatized speech and those 
who use an intermediate level of stigmatization only on SoEoSo related 
traits; they do not do so for personality characteristicso On all the 
subjective reaction hypotheses tested, relatively few differences 
emerged along the lines of greater differentiation0 However, whenever 
statistically significant differences between the sexes were found, 
females were more positive toward the prestige speaker than were males, 
and more negative toward the intermediate, and even more so toward the

209
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stigmatized speaker, than were males» A tentative hypothesis —  one 
worthy of testing — 'was formulated: namely, that in contrast to the
way that social status groups are differentiated linguistically in the 
TIoS® (ioBo, by the usage of socially stigmatized features rather than 
socially prestigious ones /̂ Folfram and Fasold 197^1 Wolfram and 
Christian 1976/), in Costa Rica the use of prestigious features alone 
is capable of differentiating social status groupso This hypothesis 
was led to by the finding that the prestige speaker was so clearly 
differentiated by listeners from the other two® He seemed to be per
ceived as the marked member of the set*

The social and linguistic history of Costa Rican Spanish has, 
first of all, provided evidence against the Andalucian-based model of 
New World Spanish« It was seen that although most of the conquerors 
and early colonists who had been born in Spain and eventually ended up 
in Costa Rica had indeed come from Andalucia, in that first century and 
a half of conquest and colonization, a substantial number did not come 
directly to Costa Rica, but resided for varying periods of time in 
other parts of the New World* In fact, many of those who first settled 
Costa Rica had been born in the New World* And others, already born in 
Costa Rica, spent time living in other New World colonies, only to 
return later* Thus, it can be seen that during the time of the con
quest and early settlement, there was a tremendous fluidity and geo
graphic mobility of both Spanish-born and American-born Spanish 
speakers* Such a situation of dialect contact between Andalucian born 
Spaniards, non-Andalucian peninsular Spanish speakers, and New World
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born Spanish speakers, must have produced a wide range of leveling 
phenomena among the co-present Spanish dialectso

Also emerging from the analysis of Costa Rican social history 
is the conclusion that the social status background of Costa Rica's 
conquerors and colonists was predominantly not of a lower, but of a 
non-low class, often of nobility0 The upper class quickly lost its 
wealth, however, and consequently resorted to manual farm labor« What 
resulted was a general state of poverty for the colony, along with the 
absence of education: by the l8th century illiteracy was nearly uni
versal e Despite the relative homogeneity in SoEoSo among the colonists, 
social differentiation did exist« It was a two-class society, con
sisting of elites and masseso The distance between the classes, how
ever, was quite narrow, because of the relative similarity in occupa
tion, education, and income characteristic of them. With the 
introduction of coffee as an export crop in the l8th century, the 
social complexion of Costa Rica radically changedo The enormous income 
brought in by the coffee economy produced wide disparities between the 
two classes. The elite suddenly was monied, demonstrated its affluence 
with material artifacts, began educating its offspring, and distin
guished itself even further from an occupational point of views 
whereas it remained landed, the masses, formerly comprising a yeoman 
farming class, quickly became a landless class of rural proletarians, 
which in turn became stratified within itself.

The historical linguistic analysis of phonological variation 
in Costa Rican Spanish, based on an examination of Costa Rican his
torical documents dating back to the time of the Conquest, shows
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variation in all of the variables under consideration,, The examination 
of orthographic errors reflective of variation in pronunciation has 
revealed that not only did pronunciation vary from speaker to speaker, 
over the course of the centuries, but that variation is manifest within 
the idiolect: within the writing of any given document there are
divergencies of spelling coincident with phonological variations of the 
type made today, demonstrating that the speakers’ pronunciation to at 
least some extent must have been varying as well. In some instances, 
such orthographic variation for a given writer occur for multiple in
stances of the same lexical item (i.e., where within word boundaries 
the phonetic environment surrounding the variable is identical)„

The historical linguistic variational analysis reveals that by 
the middle of the 19th century educated speakers were not making fre
quent use of non-prestige vowels. In contrast, consonant cluster 
simplification has remained constant over the centuries. However, by 
the l8th century hypercorrection, in the form of consonantal intrusion, 
or the replacement of one stop by another, begins to become manifest. 
Two constraints seem to be at work in favoring cluster simplification: 
the presence of a longer cluster of consonants, and the lack of primary 
stress on the syllable preceding the cluster. Another source of alter-; 
nation, £vh, x, does not appear at all in the written records, although 
it has been singled out by Costa Rican literati as frequently occurring 
in the speech of peasants, and is in fact a live source of variation in 
contemporary Costa Rican Spanish. Lastly, the historical linguistic 
analysis of variation has provided evidence for the notion that sound 
change occurs by grammatical form (e.g., the cases of fv0, h, and u«̂ 0 ,
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as well as lexical item by lexical item, or stem by stem (e0g„, the 
cases of consonant cluster simplification, and_fv0 , h)„

Through a sociocultural analysis of one important Costa Rican- 
peasant event -- the wedding reception —  there has emerged an account 
of Costa Rican peasant notions of what marriage is all about, of the 
role of husband and wife in marriage, of masculinity and femininity, 
and of social structure in the Costa Rican countryside0 In addition, 
by studying the ways in which peasants are made to look like "country 
bumpkins" in their literary portrayals by upper class Costa Ricans, it. 
was seen how phonological stigmatization of speech is an important 
facet of that country bumpkin image0

Thus, out of the analysis of the peasant wedding celebration 
has emerged the conclusion that marriage is fundamentally religious and 
procreative, that in marriage, an ideal man is a prosperous, indus
trious, charitable small farmer, and that an ideal woman is pleasing 
to the eye and upright in her moral standingo Furthermore, the clergy 
is found to be at the top of the rural social hierarchy, with public 
officials, schoolteachers and healers comprising the next highest 
stratum, and the populace falling behindo A good deal of social com
mentary regarding the inferior status of the peasantry stems from the 
attribution to them of a combination of phonologically stigmatized 
speech, errors in orthography, the erroneous use of educated termi
nology, and reference to sexual matters via metaphoric language and 
double entendreo

By considering the peasant wedding reception as a cultural 
"text," and treating its analysis as a "reading" or "interpretation"



of that text, and by using principles of hermeneutic reasoning to 
arrive at a valid interpretation, the conclusion has been arrived at 
that the wedding celebration as carried out by Costa Rican peasants 
represents the lay society's confirmation of the impending physical 
union of a newlywed couple0 It is the civil counterpart to the church's 
religious ceremonyo Just as the larger culture —  borrowed from medi
eval Spain —  encompasses a duality between body and soul, sexual 
activity and religious activity, so, too, is the tying of the matri
monial knot split into a spiritual segment and a mundane one, one which 
intimates at and rehearses for the delights of the flesh which the 
young couple is now officially permitted to indulge inc

The analysis of phonological variation in contemporary Costa 
Rica, based essentially on the speech of 48 men residing in a recently 
suburbanized area outside of the nation's capital, has given additional 
support to the now well-tested hypothesis that as the level of con
textual formality increases, the use of prestige variants increases, 
and concomitantly, the frequency of stigmatized forms decreases* 
Furthermore, the use of prestige and stigmatized phonological variants 
has been shown to vary with the socioeconomic status of the speaker*
In this study, socioeconomic status has been defined for the population 
in a culturally sensitive manner, and has been refined by the use of 
factor analysis so as to comprise three factors: material demonstra
tion of wealth, income/occupation, and poverty markers* By the use of 
more sensitive measures of SoEoS* it probably has been possible to 
account for more of the linguistic variance found in the speech of the 
informants than would have been possible otherwise* In addition,
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whatever correlations have been found to exist between SoEoSo and lin
guistic variation must be more accurate than any comparable correla
tions that have been derived in studies which have used SoEoSo data 
from an ecological census unite In contrast to such a methodology, in 
the present study SoEoSo data were collected directly from individual 
informants, so that all the SoEoSo information obtained was specific 
to the persons interviewed, rather than representative of the neighbor
hood as a wholeo

Finally, the study of the Sabanilla men has included the use 
of multiple regression for determining which level of formality cor
relates most highly with SoEoSo That level was found to be word-list 
reading, the most formal level= The implications of this finding are 
significant for those social scientists who would choose to use socio- 
linguistic data as independent, rather than dependent variables, so 
that they may use sociolinguistic information to predict other kinds 
of social behavioro Implied, then, is that such social scientists 
ought to focus on the most formal level of speech possible if they wish 
to predict SoEoSo-related kinds of social behavior0 The study of 
phonological variation among Costa Rican women has shown that, as ex
pected, women speak more ucorrectly” than men (i0e0, use prestige forms 
more frequently than men, and stigmatized forms less frequently than 
the latter)o At every level of formality for which speech was elicited, 
women's linguistic scores were higher than men' s0

The study of Sabanilla women has served also to support the 
validity of the findings emerging from the Sabanilla men's sample,
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namely, that as the formality of the speech context increases, so too 
does the use of linguistically prestige variants, concomitantly with a 
decrease in stigmatized variantse

One unexpected finding that has emerged from a comparison of 
the male and. female samples is that the pattern of correlation between 
SoEoSo, choice of linguistic variant, and formality level differs along 
the lines of speaker genderc Whereas for men the correlation between 
SoEoSo and phonological variant was highest at the more formal levels 
of speech, for women the correlation was highest at the more casual
contextso The hypothesized explanation for this reversal of relation
ship is the presence of a non-random bias in the interviewing situation 
where not only the SoEoSo of the interviewer and informant is asym
metrical, but their gender is tooo

Additional findings arising from the study of Sabanilla women 
are of a subjective reaction natureo First of all, most women believe 
that the variants which they use are the prestige ones0 . That is far 
from the truth, howeverc Moreover, when a comparison is made between 
what women claim they say and what they are found to say (ioe0, vari
ants which they have produced in earlier portions of the interview), 
a tremendous discrepancy is shown to exist0 The discrepancy between
what women were claiming to be prestige variants and what are known to
be prestige variants, in conjunction with the production of additional 
alternants, not brought into question by the interviewer, lead one to 
the general conclusing, as Labov (1966) has claimed, that phonological 
variation indeed is largely an unconscious phenomenon for native
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speaker/hearerss they have great difficulty in discriminating between 
the variants of a variable =,

Implications for Future Research 
This dissertation has focused largely on the non-linguistic 

factors that affect linguistic variation,. In particular, socioeconomic 
status, sex of the speaker, and formality level of the speech context 
have been singled out as independent variables« Clearly, what needs 
to be carried out now, in terms of future research, is an investigation 
into the linguistic constraints that help govern the variation that has 
been shown here to exist„

Interestingly, much of current variationist research is point
ing toward the dominant impact of linguistic constraints on variation, 
downplaying the role of extra-linguistic factors,, Thus, D„ Sankoff 
and Cedergren (1974:347), among the groundbreakers in variationist 
theory, go so far as to assert that, "the addition of social or further 
independent linguistic factors to a rule has very little effect on the 
coefficients of phonological or grammatical features previously calcu
lated," for the reason that, using a multiplicative rather than an 
additive (as in Labov 1969) model of variable rules, "only relatively 
few independent factors, linguistic or non-linguistic, can have any 
appreciable effect on a single rule,," If that is so, then perhaps such 
a model of variation is defective, insofar as it may mask the true role 
of some extralinguistic factor,, In a recent variational study of /ae/ 
in an urban dialect of Illinois (Callary 1975), for example, it was 
found that the primary factor which accounted for the variants of /ae/
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was the size of the community in which the speaker was raised: 

"Generally, the higher the variants, the more urban the speaker’s back

ground” (Callary 1975:155)= In contradistinction to what D= Sankoff 

and Cedergren (1974) predict, Callary’s study (1975:167) found that 
phonetic conditioning factors are secondary0

But even for those who choose not to use the Do Sankoff and 

Cedergren multiplicative model of variation, the role of socioeconomic 

status may consistently be played down when SoEoSo is not measured in 

a socially or culturally sensitive manner= Furthermore, as was men

tioned in Chapter 5» the relationship between SoEoSo and linguistic 
variation may be further distorted by the arbitrary grouping of in

formants into such nominal categories as "lower class," upper middle 

class," and so on0 Socioeconomic status is best treated as a continuum, 

rather than as a set of neatly delineable classifications. It is hoped 

that with further research which focuses on the linguistic constraints 

on variability in Costa Rican Spanish phonology, the significant role 

of SoBcS. in variation might be proven even more conclusively0



APPENDIX A

TAPED TEXT OF SUBJECTIVE REACTION TEST

Era el peor momento de su vida0 Sentado frente al ataud en el

cual descansaba la difunta, Felipe ignoraba absolutamente lo que pasaba

alrededor de elo Le era increible creer que su abuela realmente se 

habia muerto0 La recaida del bronquitis habia side suficiente para 

matarla, y no habia ninguna capsula ni inyeccion que podxa darle 

auxilio ahora0

El la recordaba frente al fogdn, hacid'ndole huevos para el 

almuerzo, o moliendo maxz para aquellas tortillas perfectas y magnxfi<= 

cas pdr las cuales era tan admirada0 Ella.habia sidb la viuda de un 

pobre jornalero por un perxodo de veinte anoso

Al ver liegar de afuera su maestro don Rafael y el Padre 

Antonio, le subxo a la garganta un nudo, casi como un ahogo que le iba 

a producir vomitos, tal fue la impresidno La sangre le zumbaba en sus 

oidos como un rxo bravo, y crexa que se habxa caido del banquito, se

sentxa tan debilo Querxa huir de sx mismo0

Ya estaba osouro el cielo» Su maestro le decxa al oxdo:

"Cuando creemos en Dios, no huimos de la muerte. La admitimos; la

aceptamoso Dios nos trae el consuelOo"

El dxa siguiente, sentado en su pupitre despues de cantar el

himno nacional, se sentxa mejor, como si fuera posible que algun dxa

serxa capaz de reirse de nuevoo
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APPENDIX B

ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF SUBJECTIVE REACTION 
TEST TEXT ..

It was the worst moment of his life* Seated in front of the 

coffin in which the deceased woman rested, Philip was completely una

ware of what was happening around him* It was impossible for him to 

believe that his grandmother really had died* The relapse of bronchi

tis had been enough to kill her, and there was no capsule or injection 

which could help her now0

He remembered her in front of the hearth, making him eggs for 

lunch, or grinding corn for those perfect, magnificant tortillas for 

which she was so admired0 She had been the widow of a poor day worker 

for a period of twenty years»

Upon seeing his teacher, don Rafael, and Father Antonio arrive 

from outside, there arose in his throat a knot, almost like a suffoca

tion which was going to provoke vomiting in him, so moved was he„ His 

blood rang in his ears like an angry river, and he thought that he had 

fallen off his little stool, so weak did he feelo He wanted to flee 

from himself0

The sky was dark already= His teacher was saying to him in his 

ear, ’'When we believe in God we don’t flee from death0 We let it come 

in; we accept ito God brings us solaceo"
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The following day, seated at his school desk, after singing 

the national anthem, he felt better, as if it were possible that some 
day he would be capable of laughing once again..



APPENDIX C

SUBJECTIVE REACTION TEST VARIABLES

Lexical Items
Prestige

Pronunciation
Stigmatized

Pronunciation

ataud [ ataudj [ataul]
difunta [difunta] [dihunta]
ignoraba [ignoraba] [innoraba]
absolutamente [absolutamente] [aksolutamentej
increible Eipkreiblel [iijkreible]
abuela LabwelaJ [agwela]
recaxda [rekaxdaj [rekayda]
capsula [kapsula] [kawsula]
darle [darle] [dale]
auxilio [awksilyo] [awsilyo]
huevos [wefeos] [gwebos]
almuerzo Lalmwerso] [armvrerso]
admirada [admirada] [almiradaj
jornalero [hornalero] [fornalero]
afuera [afwera] [ahwera]
padre Lpadre] [pagre]
vomitos [bomitod [gomitos]
oidos foxdos] [ oydos]
rfo [rxo] [rxu]
oscurp [oscuro] [escuro]
oidp [oxdo] [ oydoj
huimos [uxmos] [uyimus]
admitimos [admitimos] [admitimos]
aceptamos [aseptamos] [ asektamosj
pupitre [pupitre] [kupxtrej
fuera [ fwera] [hweraj
peor [peor] [piorj
Felipe [felipe] [helipe]
creer [kreer] [kresr]
realmente [realmente] [rialmente]
matarla [matarla]^ [matalsa]
inyeccion [ inyeksydiO [inyesyon]
fogon [ logon] [hogonj
maiz- [ max'sj [maisj
perfectas [perfektas] [perfet;as]
magnxficas [magnxf ikas] Lman;xfikas]
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Prestige Stigmatized
Lexical Items Pronunciation Pronunciation

perxodo [perxodo] [periodo]
maestro Lmaestro] fmaestro]
Rafael [rafael] [rafael]
ahogo [aogo] [ ogol
fue [ fwe] C hwe]
creia [krexa] • [kreiaJ
caido [kaido] [kaydo] 

Luyirjhair [ air]
maestro [maestro] C m&estroJ
creemos [kreemos] [kremosJ
trae [trae] f trae]
himno rimno] CipnoJ
reirse Lreirse] [ rirsej



APPENDIX D

HISTORICAL LINGUISTIC DATA

For.interpreting the list of tokens double lines between docu
ments should be considered as a change in date 0 Single lines separate 
different documents dated the same year0 Furthermore, in cases where 
more than one word is presented in conjunction with a given token, it 
is done for the purpose of providing a larger environment where it was 
suspected that grammatical conditioning may have been influencing the 
choice of one phonological variant over another =, The underlining be
neath letters within a word represents a modern-day stigmatized form0 

Double underlining is used whenever a second stigmatized variant is 
found within the same word; it is done merely for the purpose of visu
ally distinguishing one variable from another0 •

The sources of data consist of a total of 75 documents com
prising 392 pages of text (101 from the l6th century, 163 from the 
17th, 8 0 from the l8th, and 48 from the 19th)o In selecting the docu
ments , the primary consideration at hand was that they cover the length 
of each century, so that no substantial block of years be overlookedo
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1544

Carta al Rey del Lice Diego de 
Herrera, R®AoNo, 1938
truxo
Guatimala
Guatimala
Guatimala
se acertd en asentalla aqujf

Carta del Lice Alonso Maldonado, 
R.A.N<,, 1938e
procurar^- servillo
Guatimala
Guatemala
por escusar algunos pleitos 
ansi'

1549
Informacidh seguida a peticidh de 
Rodrigo Hernandez, RoAoN®, 1964
Guatimala
enfermedades
estiendo
se esaminen
ansy
ansi mismo 
tener isperiencia 
enfermedades 
ansi
sucedieron

Testimony of Juan Gallego, R.AoN®, 
1964
vezino 
asi mismo

la sesta pregunta 
septima

Declaracidn del testigo Antonio 
de Alicante, R„AoNo, 1964
Guatemala
publicamente
asymismo
se_sta .pregunta
septima
agora

1550
Declaracidn del testigo Roman de 
Cardenas, RoAoN®, 1964
cibdad
Guatemala
lo vido (for vio)
la sesta pregunta
septima
cibdad
enfermedad

Declaration written by same 
scribe as above (Juan Garcia de 
Madrid), RoA=N«,, 1964.
sesta pregunta
septima
cibdad
mismos
la sexta pregunta
septima
cibdad
un acidente
el qual acidente
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1557

Testimony written by the scribe 
Andres de Corral, R=AoN0, 1964.
Guatimala
Guatimala
ansi
c it) dad
Leon

Testimony written by the scribe 
Juan de Aragon, R.A.N., 1964.
Guatemala
Ciudad
Guatemala
respetadas
Guatemala

1562
Declaracidn de Francisco Juarez 
de Grado, RoA.N., 1938.
fue enviado
ansi
ansi
mismo
traer
para el dicho efecto
por los efejkos
Juan Vazques ace_to
por entender e crer
acebtd̂
enviar
ansi
ansi
acebtada 
hobo (for hubo)

hobiesen 
vido 
que asi
la sesta pregunta 
la setima 
la otava 
asi
hobieron
vido
solenidades
ni ha seido proveido
proveer
ansi mismo
e asi lo sabe
agora
Guatemala
asi mismo

Cartas de Juan Vazquez de 
Coronado, R.A.No, 1937
acepte
principio
fuere
teniente
jornada



Cartas de Juan Vazquez de 
Coronado, R»A»No, 1937-
maese de campo
setiembre
para el dicho efeeto
cobdicia
ansi
Accerri, Coo, Orocci (place names, 
now AserrT, Cot, Orosi)

maese de campo
sin hazelies dano alguno
con cebdula de favor
enviar
doctrinar

1363
Cartas de Juan Vazquez de 
Coronado, R0AoN0, 1937°
Accerri, un cacique
reconociendo el dominio y 
sugecion

ire con la gente al efeto
ansi
el cacique de Orocci
envia
recibido
sueeso
advirtio

Cartas de Juan Vazquez de 
Coronado, R0A0N0, 1937°
ansi
agora
ciMad
truxo
maese de campo
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luego vino otro principal a velle
trupcolos
ciMad
truxeron
ciMad
Accerri

Cartas de Juan Vazquez de 
Coronado, R0A0N0, 1937 ("Al muy 
ilustre sehor Licenciado Juan 
Martinez de Landecho," 20 enero) 0 
de la Ciudad del Castillo de 
GarcimuSoz
ansi
Accerri
estranamente
Accerri"
por no dalles descontento
cobdicia
ciMad
ansi
Accerri
truxome
Espero en Dios de ganalle 
Sor0 dotor
ochocientos hanegas de roayz 
los tinientes
el fin principal de su bien que 
es hazellos cristianos

torno a suplicallo de nuevo
cibdad
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Cartas de Juan Vazquez de 
Coronado, R0A0N0, 1937 ("Al muy 
ilustre senor Licenciado Juan 
Martinez de Landecho,” 15 
febrero) 0
cibdad
Accerrx
Accerri
la espjLriencia
un tiniente
cibdad
Cibdad
ansi
15 de hebrero 
enbiado 
jornada 
respectado

1565
Molina, 27 mayo, R.A.N., 1946 =
Guatemala
enbiase
agora

Molina, 2 junio, R.A.N., 1946=
eoesibos trabajos

Molina, "Memorial de servicios
de Vizquez de Coronado," RoAqN o9
1946=
recegtavan
lo reduxo y subjeto
sub j e teindolas
asi mesmo
hizo excesivos gastos
uviese

Molina, "Memorial de servicios 
de Diego de Caro de Mesa," R 0A=N0, 
1946.
subjeto
sus subjetos
embio
ha seido
agora

1570
Autos criminales de oficio de la 
real justicia, R.A.N., 1969=
maestre de campo
recebir
esaminen
fasta la hora
alvierto
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1576

Relacion hecha por el Licenciado 
Palacio al Rey, RoAoNo, 1965<>
distritos
cedillas
asi"
habian _fecho

✓ansi mesmo
Audiencia de Guatemala
distrito
Guuaahtemala
corrupta
cuaahtemalteca
bonisimas
para hacella
para cocerlas
enferma
elecciones
ansi
aceptar
trujeron
peores
ciruelos
un arbol , » = dan su fructo 
yocdndose del fructo

1577 ■
Documentos presentados en una 
informacion genealogica (letter 
from the King of Spain), RoAoNo, 
1965=
oyieremos
solemnidad
_fecho
anexas
ynmunidades

sobrescrigta
OTieredes
assimismo-
ynstruciones
scrigturas

1578
Documentos presentados 
genealogica (letter from Alonso 
del Cubillo), R0A0N0, 1965°
e rrecebido
dozientos
cedula
e rrescebido
ciudad
vecinos

1579
Documentos o o = genealogica 
(letter from Juan Solano), R0A0N0, 
1965c
rrecibian y rrecebieron
theniente
Juan

Carta del Capitan Juan Solano 
= o „ al Licenciado Valverde,
R o A o N o ,  1 9 3 8 o

teniente 
lo subzedido
algun navio que se oyiese perdido 
enviaba
se oyiese perdido
duzientos toneladas
mil duzientas barras de plata
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1399

Document os » «, „ genealogies, 
(letter from Juan Solano), RoAoNo, 
1965=
sin ecetar ni reservar cosa alguna 
ynfraescrito

1600
Documentos genealogies,
(letter Diego de Cubillo), R0Ac.N0,
1963.
Jfecho
lugartheniente 
le sostituyo

1602
Documentos 0 » o genealogies 
(letter dated 4 henero), R0A0N0, 
1965o
pulicia
Currirav̂ L (place name, Curridabat)
Gurrirava
Adcerri (Aserri)
Adcerri
para el dicho efeto
vecino
ciudad
lo a fecho
subjetos
Guatemala
_ecepto
oyiere
frutiferas
doctrina
cerimonias
el efeto

doctrina 
pulicia 
me los jrnviara 
ynfraescri^to

l6 0 b

Informacion seguida en la ciudad 
de Cartago 0 0 0  por el capitan 
Francisco de Ocampo Golfin, 
R0A0N0, 1965
ciudad
infraescripto
vecino
_fechos
examinados
lugarteniente

zansi
recibido :
Guatemala
juridiciones
satisfacion
satisfaction
elecion
agora
recibir
satisfacion
satisfacion
recebi
satisfacion
santa fe
examinen
examinar
espedicion
infraescrito



Juan (9 times)
Niculas
recebido
fue eleto
elecion
eleto
ansi
fue recebido
dicho recebimiento
asimismo
vido
vido
juridicion
eleciones
la sesta pregunta
la septima pregunta
otava pregunta
vido
y asi
Niculas
fue recebido
fechas
ele£ion
retitud
lo vido pasar ansi como la 
declara

porque lo a visto asi
retitud
la sesta pregunta
satisfacion
septima
otava
lo vido pasar asi como la 
pregunta dice
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written by the scribe, Gaspar de 
Chinchilla
infrascrito
Guatemala
y ansimismo
y ansimismo
ansi recebire
escrebi
avia recebido
lo subcedido
subcediendo
escrebi
correj)cion (for correccion) 
apercebida

jfice sacar 
en el treslado 
Guatemala
los mas prencipales 
ser hombre prencipal 
, asi de encomiendas 
satisfacion 
y asi vive 
fecho en Cartago 
lo - ti.ee sacar 
_fice mi signo

written by same scribe as above, 
Gaspar Phelipe
infraescripto
a _fecho
satisfacion
los treslados que quisiere 
este treslado 
_fice sacar 
fice mi signo



cedillas
las doctrinas
, asi por ser
es asi que los religiosos
doctrinas
cednlas
doctrinas
uvieren
subceder
cSdula
asimismo
los autos
distrito
Guatemala

1607
Documentos < , 0 0 genealogica, 
R0A0N0, 1965 (letter from Dr0 
Alonso Criado de Castilla)„
Guatemala
distrito
reinos del Piru
sujbcediere
subceda
escrevir
anexds
juridicion ceyil
assx
doctor
abeis fecho
Guatemala
distrito
subjetos
juridicion civil
san Joan

lo que ansi dexaren
enviando
este efecto
Guatemala
subcedieron
instruccion
sancta fe
doctrina
vagamundos
asimismo
juridicion
enviareis
enviando
asimismo
obieredes cobrado
obieredes
rrecibireis
ecepto cosas de comer
vecinos
juridicion
(letter from Dr0 Alonso Criado) 
Guatemala
no avia tenido efeto
receptor
envio
asimismo
que dellos uviere
juridicion
oyieren entrado
uvieren pasado
uviere fecho y fulminado
rreceyidos
enviareys .
receptor
donde uviere lugar 
distrito
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l6o8
von Bulow, 1974o 
agora
yo acesti (for asisti)
hordinaryo
maese de Campo
undescopeta
deyntregue
contragrio
Joanbautista
maese de canpo
resebio
me^nbio
esaua (for estaba)
maese de canpo
maese de canpo
piligrosa
lealyerti
sin ̂ mbargo
encarisimiento
agora
yo acesti

Informacion seguida en la ciudad 
de Cartago = » o por el capitan 
Francisco de Ocampo Golfin, 
R 0 A0N0 , 1965o
yasimismo
que ansimismo
servi ansimesmo
retitud
asi
Sre Dotor Alonso Criado de 
Castilla

Guatemala

distrito

1609
Documentos o » o genealogies 
(letter from Dr„ Alonso Criado de 
Castilla), R0A0N0, 1965,
lo _fize
escreyir
Guatemala
doctor
Guatemala
distrito
mismo
agora

1610
Documentos „ „ * genealogies 
(letter from Don Ju. de Ocon y 
Trillo), RoAoNo, 1965o
don Joan
ciudad
enviarle
cosas que oyieren menester
asimismo
enviado
dicho subceso
asimismo
agosto
Don Juo de Ocon y Trillo



Documentos « «, <. genealo'gica 
(letter from Diego de Kubillo), 
RoAoN-o, l965o Scribe: Caspar 
de Chinchillao
juridicion
lugartheniente
juridicion
juridicion
misma
jpridicion
_fagan guardar
ynmunidades
juridicion
juridicion

1611 .

Informacion seguida » „ „ por el 
capitan Alonso de Bonilla 
(letter from Diego de Cubillo),
R o A o N o ,  1 9 6 5 o

receyi
sancta Maria 
Santiago 
le vido
la sjLgunda pregunta
en el slgundo alzamiento
por thiniente de capitan
vido
ecepto
vido
si no oyiera por la dicha
fortaleza, uvieran sido = , 0

aunque uviera
esta jfecha
hazer
hizo
aver fecho

an -fecho
si no la oyiera jfecho

sin dubda 
la sexta pregunta 
aver _fecho 
a _fecho 
es digno

(letter dated 7 henero, 1611; 
scribe, Gasper de Chinchilla,) 

/rreceyi 
Sancta Maria 
hizo
Sanctiago 
satisfacion 
sigunda pregunta 
Sanctiago 
expugnable
thiniente de governador
vezinos
una casa hecha
sin dubda
el hazer la dicha cassa 
hizo 
a _fecho
si o o o no fuera jfecha por el
, asi los vezinos
maesse de campo
din dubda
ciudad
sexta pregunda 
digno
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(letter, same date and same 
scribe as above *)
rreceyf
por santa Maria
Sanctiago de Talamanca
la si_gunda pregunta
Sanctiago
maesse de campo
thiniente
ciudad
maesse de campo
con fuego para quemalla
el aver _fecho
sexta pregunta
enpleada
septima

(letter dated 10 henero, same 
scribe«)

/rrec^yi
sigunda pregunta
Sanctiago
tienpo
thiniente
subcedi^
que assi hizo el dicho capitan 
dubda
aver fecho'
Sanctiago
si no se uviera_fecho 
Sanctiago
esto es asi muy publico 
sexta pregunta 
aver _fecho
la fice sacar esta provenza

_fice mxo signo 
Don Ju9

1622
Carta inedita de Don Juan de 
Mendoza y Medrano, RoAoNo, 1944
Guatemala
esamino
esaminando
el esamen
tener gana de faborezelle 
que si podia rebocella 
Santa Fee 
cotolica
del dicho escrito 
Guatemala

1625 '
Fragmento de la ultima voluntad de 
Juan de Paso, RoAoN0, 1943o
Redemptor
Juridicion
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1637
Disposiciones sobre el despacho 
de fragatas, HoAoNo, 1952»
12 maio, 1637=
agora
resibido
Ppa<, mru (for Peru?) ni otras 
partes asi del mar norte como 
del sur

en la mesma forma
rresibiera
la solenidad
%  informaron
e ynserto
10 mismo que 
con efeeto 
ciudad
tres _foxas

13 octubre, 1637= 
la sancta iglesia 
Spiritu Santo 
thiniente 
grabriel

11 mayo, 1637= 
ansi 
Maestre 
maestre
Joan
J_oan
resibida
maestre
maestre
aber rresebido 
aber rresibido

fanegas
esibio (for exhibio)
esibio
maestre
maestre
maestre .
esta escritura
maestre
con la fregata en siguimto 
(for seguimlento)

y asimesmo
sedula
y asimesmo
y se ubieren hallao
pena de pagallo
satisfacion
esa satisfasion
resibi
ansi
y ansi

Disposiciones sobre pago de 
tributes y trabajos, EoAc.No, 1952 
(letter from don Alvaro de 
quinones ozorio.)
ansi
onze de otubre
jurisdicion
para que tenga efeeto
de manera que tenga efeto
guatimala

guatimala
jurisdicion
juridicion



l64o
Disposiciones sobre pago de 
tributes y trabajos, R.AoN„,
1952o (letter from dotor don Po0 
Melian,,)
distripto
el Sr0 dotor don
Guatemala
la espiriencia
bajptismo
la carta escripta
vagamunda
asi
efecto
los jguerfanos solteros 
los padres dotrineros 
por ningun pretesto 
los padres dotrineros 
esplicado en su lengua materna 
dotor don Po0 Melian

1665
Titulo de veinte caballerias de 
tierra, RoAoNo, 1939=.
alcaide
por auer Yo subcedido
obieramos dado
lo que buenamte„ vbieren 
menester

asimismo
Joan de Ybarra
Guathemala
lo que vbieren menester
Recaudo
agora
el rrio de las Seriguelas 
(footnoted as Ciruelas)
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el Rio de la Laguela (footnoted 
as la Lajuela)

el sesto potrero
el Rio Puas (today, Poas)
Rio de Puas
lo firmaron Comigo
comigo
en Puax
Jurisdision
ciudad

Carta de don Fernando de Salazar 
al Rey, R.A* No, 19400
Guatimala
difunto
Guatimala
Asimismo

Carta de Fray Juan de San Antonio 
al Rey, RoAoN=, 1940»
Guatemala
difunto
baptizados
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Testimonio de la informacion de 
los gastds hechos por Rodrigo 
Arias Maldonado, R=AoN0, 1940o
la solenidad
la reducion y pasificacion de los 
yndios

la solenidad
Guatemala
reducion
ducientos
yr _2mbiando
que tiene ^mbiado
s^tima
juridicion
resebx
reducion
si tiene compradas para dicha 
facsion

ducientas
para dicho efeto
tiene jypbiado
asi mismo
por el dicho efecto 
segtima
para dicho efeto
la otaba pregunta
ducientas
para dicho efecto.
recibi
para dicho efecto
la reduccion y poblacion de los 
yndios

si tiene ymbiado
la reducion y pacificacion
resebir

se fueron ymbiando
para dicho efecto
la otaba pregunta
para dicho efecto
medisinas
medisinas
medesinas
jurisdiccion
ymbiando
ymbiado
para el efecto
medisinas
para el efecto
jurisdicion
autos y escrigtos

1666
Fragmentos del testimonio de los 
autos hechos con motive de la 
invasion de la provincia de Costa 
Rica por los piratas Mansfelt y 
Henry Morgan en 1666, RoA„N0, 1936.
(letter dated, 6 abril, 1666; 
scribe: juan guijarro.)
satisfacion

(letter dated, 14 abril, 1666.)
sin nenguna dilacion
fuersas

(letter, dated, 15 abril, 1666.) 
lo hara 
lo que fuese 
subsediendo



(letter dated, 15 abril, 1966.)
Haser
a toda priesa

(letter dated, 15 abril. l666<>)
sin nenguna detencion

(letter dated, 15 abril, 1666 0)
acaba de Resebir abiso
abia _ynbiado
a esplorar el camino
con toda satifanion

(letter dated, 22 abril, I6660)
de toda satisfacion
vbiese jnbiado
forteficacion
fuese
seguiendo
fue
seguiendo
jnbiado
goyabo (for, guayabo)
de toda satisfacion
lo subsedido
nenguna
por escripto
satifacion
lo que escreui

(letter dated, 26 abril, 1666 0)
esecto ocho yndios (for, exepto)
lo que escreui
nenguna
jusgo

239
cripstianas 
lo subsedido

(letter dated, 26 abril, 1666«)
a la dispucicion
por escripto
con tanta priesa

(letter dated, 3 mayo, I 6 6 6 0 )

jrnbianlos

(letter dated, 6  mayo, 1 6 6 6 0 )

truxeron
trujesen
vido

(letter dated, 9 mayo. 1 6 6 6  0)

esta mesma noche
duzientos
duzientos
duzientos
El tra^ria metales
los mesmos pillajes
para podello hacer

(letter dated, 9 mayo, 1 6 6 6  0)

a ellos mesmos
le vido hablar
Esepto ocho Yndios

(letter dated, 1 0  mayo , 1 6 6 6 0 )

traxeron
traxeron
traxeron
asimesmo
asimismo
christianos
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1694

Fragmentos de un testimonio de 
causas seguidas contra los gober- 
nadores D, Miguel Gomez de Lara y 
D„ Manuel de Bustamente y Vivero, 
RoAoNo, 1953o
fueron jfechas
vezinos
e receyido
sejrtima
vio
ziudad
de qn„ reseyi 
el MrOo de Campo 
el Maestro de Campo 
Don Joaii Francisco Saenz 
duzientos azotes 
lugartheniente 
A la sexta Pregunta 
A la sesta pregunta 
reseyi
Maestro de Campo 
Maestro de Campo 
Joan
cacagoatales 
la sesta pregunta 
sejptima 
reseyi
duzientos azotes 
cacaguatal 
sentima 
reseyi 
cacag
sexta pregunta 
segtima

jurisdizion
con quienes autuo
reseyi
maestro de Campo
Maestro de Campo
docientos azotes
Joan de Piedra
cacaguatales
sexta
se£tima
reseyi
Maestro
Joan
sesta pregunta
sejrtima
expresa
con quienes autuo
reseyi
sexta
sentima
Goathemala
Goathemala
asimesmo
expresas
zedulas
experimenta
empeorar
excesos
districto
excediente
Goathemala
Goathemala
asimismo
districto
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lo mesmo
excesos
expresados
ynfraescrijrfco
dellctds (for, delitos)
aver reseyido
Joan
puede subceder
peor
Leon
Maestro
la conduzion
jurisdizion
auxilio
y resivio juramento
le dio soltura y ausilio
respecto
respecto
pacto
efecto
resivio juramento 
pedir ausilio 
asimismo
Resivio juramento
Qoathemala
subjetos
no tengo delicto 
ninguno
su Real ausilio 
este escrito 
asimismo 
embio
Consepcion 
Rio de San Juan

alcayde
alcaide
asimesmo
don Joan
Rio de San Joan
jurisdizion
el actor
Don Joan
Don Joan
Reseyi
jurisdizion
jurisdizion
Doctor
Doctor
resevir

1699
El Maestre de Campo don Manuel 
Bustamente y Vivero, Gobernador de 
Costa Rica, solicita se le paguen 
sus sueldos, R0A0N0, 1951°
Maestre de Campo
subsedio
Guathemala
Qoathemala
su subsesor
Guathemala
por mi escrijcto

Qoathemala 
Maestro de Campo 
ansi
sobrescrito 
Goatha. 
este escrigto 
sus escrigtos 
Goathao
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1702
Criminal contra los compradores 
de esclavos a los enemigos 
piratas, RoAoNo, 1951°
setecientos
a vezitar algunas casas
mismo
teniente
asimismo
aviandola vecitado
millpa £uerta
daspenza y cocina
huerta
su guerta
Vitoria Chacon
setecientos
Grabriel
la £uerta
trujo
no trajo
ningunos
dilixencias
delijencias
Jurisdision
traxo
dilixencias 
bide (for, vi) 
yizinos 
delixencias 
vezino
no vido llegase 
vecinos 
Gabriel 
vecinos

trujezen
vido
vecinos
rezivio
vezino
vezino
estranjeros
Juan
Baupta°
trujeron
sucedido
delixencias

1716
Autos sobre comercio ilicito en 
el valle de Matina, RoA0N0, 1950«, 
(6 segtiembre, 1716=)
segtiembre
segtecientos
estrangeros
8 de Seg_tiembre
mil setecientos
asi mesmo
asimesmo
las mismas ojas
asimesmo
la mesma orden

(10 setiembre, 1716=)
setiembre
setecientos
el mesmo paraje
a mesma relazion
asimesmo
en la misma cpnformidad



(l8 Septtiembre, 1716)
Se^tiembre
setecientos
Ciudad
camino de Cot
y asimismo
Sentiembre
setecientos
Sejgtiembre
setecientos
asimismo
asimismo
hachas de flerro 
azadas de _fierro 
sejrtima 
Septiembre 
setecientos 
asi mismo
en Espadin con guarnicion de 
alquimia

Vn espadin de adquimia
El Espadin con Guarnision de 
adquimia

Juan
Babtista
receui
hauiendos jfecho 
satisfasion 
Bezeuimos 
Rezeuimos

1736
Titulo de Escribano Publico, 
Minas Registro y Gobierno, R=A«No 
1950o
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Guathemala
mil setecientos (several times)
se recivio
por escusa
satisfacno
el substituido
rezeyir
escusa
tres anos subsecivos
satisfaccion
aceptava
azepto
el substituido
Guathemala
expuso
rezeyido
escrijrturas
escrigturas
ynfraescri£to
contradi^ion
aora
otro acto
lo _fize escrivir
El Deereto sobre escrito a esta 
peticion

este escrijyto
le receyi
solemnidad
la Pura y limpia Concepon* 
satisfasion
se presento con escrito
rezivimtoo
le reziva
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1741

von Bulow, 1974 <>
asistido
demi Infermedad

1747
Belacion de las honras funebres 
hechas en Cartago al Key don 
Felipe V, R.A.N., 1939.
(20 marzo, 1747)
Juan
Lleonart
Oriamuno (surname)
Guatemala
Goathemala
Segtezientos
Seteztoso
Xavier de Oriamuno
la Missa Solemne
su Jurisdizion
la solemnidad
octavas
defunto
defunto
Regidor perpecto (for, perpetup)

(20 abril, 1747.)
Xavier de Oriamuno 
mismo
jurisdizon
Jurisdiciones
Don Antonio Oriamuno
Regidor Perpetuo
Xavier de Oriamuno
Catholica y Real Begninnidad
Begnino

1774
Gestiones para el restablecimiento 
del Cabildo de Cartago, RoAoN®, 
1950=
se estiende
la jurisdiccion
la jurisdiccion
los Alcaldes
se estienda
expresar
excesos
expuesto
la jurisdiccion
Alcaldes
se extendiese
nunca se haya extendido
el que se extienda
a esepcion
exceptuando
subsesores
a los sussesores
Septeo
Sejrfce ® .



1775 
von Bulow, 1974c
Joseph Romualdo de Oreamuno
Alcalde
acsidentado
mismo
esperiencia 
accesos 
efeetos
principalmente
enfermedades
incongnitas
accidents
ignorancia
afectar
curarle
asumpto
Acsesor
absolver
absuelbo
Doctrina
Christiana
sugeccion

1776
Archives Nacionales, seccion 
historica municipal, Cartago; 
expedients #3733°
Joseph Antonio de Oriamuno 
(signature)

Joseph Antonio de Oriamuno 
(referred to)

1777
Archivos Nacionales, seccion 
historica municipal, Cartago; 
expedients #773°
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Joaquin de Oriamuno (signature) 
Joachin de Oreamuno (referred to)

1787
von Bulow, 1974o 
empiorarse

perjuicios 
extranos 
ninguna 
extraKar

1788
Real cedula sobre la sucesion del 
ex-jesuita don Rafael de Sandivar,
RoAoNo, 1938o
succesion
Guatemala
absolute
individualizes
clausula
septima
satisfaccion
accedid
Octobre
septimo
octavo

I79I
Archivos Nacionales, seccion 
colonial, Cartago; expedients 888<,
Joaquin de Oriamuno (referred to)
Joaquin de Oreamuno (signed)
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1793

Del estado noble en Costa Rica 
durante la colonia, R.A.N*, 1945«
ecepcidn
Octubre
sejrfcecientos
se_£tecientos
autuo
por suspec_ibn
pbr suspencion
por suspencibn
sete(ciento)s
Feliz J(ose)ph de Guzman
con quienes autuo
por suspension
fe de Baptismo

1796
Gestiones para el restableci- 
miento del Cabildo de Cartago,
RoAoN,, 1950o
(7 junio, 1796.)
Francoo Xavier de _Elipe
Guatemala
expresado
solemnidad

(1° julio, 1796c)
el Depar tamento septentrional
mil setecientos

(2 diciembre, 1796«)
Real Palacio de Goatemala

Feliz Saborio

1820
Jesus Jimenez, 1946« 
don Felix Oriamuno

1821
Acta de Independencia de Costa 
Rica, 1971=
octubre
los senores abaxo subscriptos 
el infrascripto secretario 
solennidad

1823
Jesus Jimenez, 1946o 
don Joaquin Oriamuno

1797
Gestiones , , e Cabildo de 
Cartago, RoAaNe, 1950o



Libro de Actas de la ' recibio absoluta
Asamblea Provincial, perfeccion JuanR.AoN., 1955o
respeto a que inscriccion mismo
respecto ano haber espulcion individuos
Respecto ano estar autorisado objeto
eleccion acta enfermedad
elecion con respecto al estraordinario

actual Habiendose subsitadorespecto a estar
suscriben absoluta aproximadamente
infrascrito Septiembre autoridad
la faccion lo e_spuesto a efecto de
re spe ct ivamente la esposicion eleccion
efectos espocicion subsesivamente
satisfacion las espreciones respectivamente
la escusa el espresado fusiles
espone esposiciones inscripcion
excepcion accedido esperimentaron
proteccion espediente esperimentadas
absoluta satisfacion esperimentaron
execcion (for, esposicion suseso
excepcion) proteccion espreso

recidencia esnosicion delito
auxilios esposiciones espediente
auxilio espresado esposicion
auxilio dibiendo espocicion
imediato espedientes esperimento
subsesivamente espediente obscurecerlo
actuales desafeccion esposicion
aflictivas espediente estienda
actual espocicion se suspendio
concepto espreciones concepto
respectlvas espediente auxilios
objeto faltas de respeto espucieron
individuos espocicion esposicion



aceptaron
espocicion
facciosos
se escusa
sin escusa
ni pretesto
espocicion
auxilios
espreso tribunal
examinar
con respecto a
al efecto
indegnisac i on
estender
actual
exoneracion
espuesto
escrito
respecto al
estencion
adquirir
advertencia
su escrito
actas
del citado escrito
exonerado
inobservancia
exivicion
respecto
efecto
estendera
respecto a
exausto
asignar
examasele

estienda
anexos
accion
exhausto
examine
fuciles
examine
recibir
se dignasen
lo subsesivo
respectivas
objetos
actual
absolutamente 
respeto a que 
espresado 
exonere 
concepto
la augusta asamblea
facciosos
a efecto de
imediatamente
escusas
imediato
sostituyan
la elecion
actual
la eleccion
reelecto
examinados
satisfacion
restriccion
electos
restricion
restriccion

248
un escrito
Diputado . „ 0 Saborido 
respecto del 
se escusa 
la esposicion 
imediatamente 
espresa 
indenisacion 
electo 
eleccion 
los subsodichos 
objeto 
escusarse 
se ha prescribe 
aceder a la solicitud 
advertido 
la elecion 
espirar 
respecto del 
Respecto a 
eleccion 
autoriso 
espociciones 
convictos 
lo subsesivo 
un escrito 
admita 
solennemte= 
repetidas 
suscribo 

j Agustin 
I los alumnos 
I individuos 
I satisfacion 
I rectas
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individuos
fuersa
se recibio
exepcion
electos
elecion
elecion
conducta
subsesivamente
refleccion
jurisdiccion
actuacion
espediente
se escusa
dignos
exonerarse
espresado
se le estienda
le estiendo
actos publicos
auxilios
efectiva
fuersa
la Agusta Asamblea
exepcion
exitar
subse sivamente 
traxo
espocicion 
Augusta Asamblea 
espectacion

espuso 
objeto 
espuesto
Augusta Asamblea 
Augusta Asamblea 
Augusta Asamblea 
espreciones

1826
Alcaldias y Munic ipalidade s de 
Matina, serie 490o (13 julio, 
18260)
poderlo
fabrica
efecto
acto
satisfacion

1827 •

Alcaldias y Municipalidades de 
Matina, serie 4900 
(11 noviembre, 1827 =)
madre
victoria
fuego
vuelta .
estiende
fuerzas
muncho
madre
confeccion
actos
feros (feroz) 
madre
perfectam*6
alvertido
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1828

Alcaldias y Municipalidades de 
Matina, serie 4900 
(12 mayo, 182?o)
objeto
fuese
espresado
auxilios (looks like 's' was 
changed ,to *xf)

(1 julio, 1828,)
Fells (name, Felix)

(letter of Franco» Barros, poor 
handwriting*)
ausilio
Mestro
necesita_ (for, necesitad) 
ausilios

1829
Alcaldias y Municipalidades de 
Matina, serie 490.
(12 mayo, 1829.)
efectos

(22 junio, 1829.) 
susigto (for, suscito)
Merse_ (for, Merced) 
susi£to

(16 agosto, 1829.)
fue
fue

1830
Cartas, I83O. Ministerio de 
Gobernacion. Archivo Nacional.

auxilio
ahora
perjuicios 
fuimos 
indigente 
justicia

fuerza ignora
juramente
firma
fuerza
prinsipal
ahora
autoridad
ofrecio
fuerza
juramento.
efectivo

efecto

1833
Alcaldias y Municipalidades de 
Matina, serie 490.
(29 septiembre, 1833.)
percepto
efectuarlo

(diciembre, 1833=)
transcribe
reales
reales
individuo
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1854

Alcaldxas y Municipalidades de 
Matina, serie 4900 
(febrero, 1834.)
objeto
adiccional
aceptado
obsequio
caracterisan
indicarlo

(octubre, 1834.)
advierto
octubre

1835
Alcaldxas y Municipalidades de 
Matina, serie 4900 
(20 abril, 1835-)
_onde (for, donde)
pertenesientes

(12 mayo, 1835-)
usted
usted
usted
prinsipio
presentao
alla_o
uste_

Gonzalez Vxquez, 1958.
Padre Josl Antonio Oreamuno 
Jo Antonio Oreamuno
_  _ _  '

Alcaldxas y Municipalidades de 
Matina, serie 490.

(26 noviembre, 18360) 
individuos

1837
Alcaldxas y Municipalidades de 
Matina, (Augo 8, 1837.)
auxilios

1840
Alcaldxas y Municipalidades de 
Matina. (3 febrero, 1840.)
rectifican
Real
auxilios
perfeccidn
esfuerzos

1844
Alcaldxas y Municipalidades de 
Matina. (15 febrero, 1844.)
con respeto a
adjunto
conductor
Administrador

(27 abril, 1844.)
transcrivo
satisfacciones

(9 julio, 1844o)
los autos (for, actos)
efecto



1849
Alcaldias y .Municlpalidades de 
Matina« (17 de junio, 1849°)
objeto
coletar
fue
ofresiendo

Documentos relatives a nuestra 
zona atlantica, RoA0N0, 1966»
elesion
Igenasio
escurtadores (for, escrutadores)
Escultador
escrutadores
escurtadores
escrutadores.
yndebiduos
Costitusionales

1863
Alcaldias y Municipalidades de 
Hatina0 (1? seû tiembre, 1863.)
jornales



APPENDIX E

HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS

Carta del Licenciado Alonso Maldonado al Rey, ano de 1^44« 1938e
RoAoNo 3 (1 and 2).4-5.

Carta al Rey del Lie. Diego de Herrera, oidor de la Audiencia de los 
Confines, ano de 1544. 1938= R.A.N. 3(1 and 2)=3-4.

Informacion seguida a peticion de Rodrigo Hernandez, sobre los servi- 
cios que ha prestado a Su Majestad: testimonio de Rodrigo
Hernandez, 9 diciembre, 1549= 1964. R.A.N. 28.136-8.

Infornlacion seguida a peticion de Rodrigo Hernandez: testimonio de
Juan Gallego, 9 diciembre, 1549= 1964. R.A.N.,28.139=

Informacion seguida a peticion de Rodrigo Hernandez: declaracion del
testigo Antonio de Alicante, 10 diciembre, 1549= 1964=
R.A.N. 28.140=

Informacion seguida a peticion de Rodrigo Hernandez: declaracion de
Juan Garcia de Madrid, 12 marzo, 1550= 1964. R.A.N. 28:=143=

Informacion seguida a peticion de Rodrigo Hernandez: declaracion del
testigo Roman de Cardenas, 12 marzo, 1550= 1964. R.A.N.
28=141-2=

Informacion seguida a peticion de Rodrigo Hernandez: signed by Andres
de Corral, scribe, 2 junio, 1557= 1964= R.A.N. 28=146=

Informacion seguida a peticion de Rodrigo Hernandez: testimonio de
Juan de Aragon, 9 junio, 1557= 1964. R.A.N. 28=147-9=

Cartas de Juan Vazquez de Coronado, 1562-3= 1937= R.A.N. 2=3-31=
Declaracion de Francisco Juarez de Grado en una informacion de meritos 

y servicios de Juan Vazquez de Coronado, ano de: 1562= 1938=
R.A.N.(1 and 2)=5-10=

Carta de la Villa de los Reyes a Felipe II, and 1564= 1946. R.A.N.
10=18=
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Carta de los reXigiosos de Costa Bica al Consejo de las Indias, ano 

1564„ 1946a EoA.No 10.17.
Memoriales de s e r v ic io s  de Diego Caro de Mesa presentado a l E eal y

Supremo Consejo de In d ia s , 1565* 1946. E.A.N. 10.21-2.
Memorial de servicios de Juan Vazquez de Coronado presentado del Real

y Supremo Consejo de las Indias, 1565. 1946= E.A.N. 10.18-20.
Autos criminales de oficio de la real justicia hechos en el pueblo de 

Arariba, por mandado del gobernador Perafan de Ribera, contra 
varias personas, de las cuales una fue ahorcada y otras 
condenadas a diversas penas, ano de 1570. 1969= R.A.N.
35-91-125=

Documentos presentados en una informacion genealogica seguida,en
Cartago en mayo de 1612, a pedimento de Alonso Guajardo de
Hoces, ano 1577 a 1610: del Rey de Espana a Alonso del
Cubillo, 17 junio, 1577= 1965- E.A.N. 29=288-9.

Documentos a pedimento de Alonso Guajardo de Hoces; de Alonso del 
Cubillo, 7 noviembre, 1578. 1965. E.A.N. 29.291.

Carta del Capitan Juan Solano, Teniente Gobernador de la Provincia de 
Costa Rica al Licenciado Valverde, Presidents de la Audiencia 
de guatemala, sobre las piraterias del corsario Francisco 
Drake, ano 1579= 1938. E.A.N. 3(1 and 2).115-6.

Documentos a pedimento de Alonso Guajardo de Hoces; de Juan Solano,
4 febrero, 1579= 1965- E.A.N. 29=291.

Informacion por Francisco de Ocampo Golfin; 21 octubre, 1597- 1965.
E.A.N. 29=78-9.

Documentos a pedimento de Alonso Guajardo de Hoces; 14 mayo, 1599- 
1965. E.A.N. 29=291.

Documentos a pedimento de Alonso. Guajardo de Hoces; de Diego del 
C u b illo , 9 marzo, 1600. 1965= E.A.N. 29-292.

Informacion nor F rancisco de Ocampo G olfin; 29 henero, 1601. 1965=
E.A.N. 29.79-80.

Informacion por F rancisco  de Ocampo G olfin ; 23 marzo, 1601. 1965.
E.A.N. 29.81-5.

Documentos a pedimento de Alonso Guajardo de Hoces; 4 henero, 1602.
1965. E.A.N. 29.292-4.

Inform acion por Francisco de Ocampo G olfin ; 19 ju n io , 1604. 1965=
E.A.N. 29-86-91=
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Informacion seguida en la ciudad de Cartage, provincia de Costa Rica, 
por el capitan Francisco de Ocampo Golfin, acerca de sus 
meritos y servicios, 19 junio, 1604„ 1965. R.A.N. 29.74-7*

Informacion por Francisco de Ocampo Golfin; 26 junio, l6o4„ 1965=
RoAcNo 29=92-3o

Informacion por Francisco de Ocarrmo Golfin; 19 jullio, 1604. 1965.
R 0A.N. 29e93-4o.

Informacion por Francisco de Ocampo Golfin; 30 julio, l604o 1965o
R.A.N. 29.95.

Pocumentos a pedimento de Alonso Guajardo de Hoces: del Dor. Ato.
Criado de Castyllo, 10 mayo, l607. 19&5. R.A.N. 29.295-9=

Pocumentos a pedimento de Alonso Guajardo de Hoces; del Pr. Criado 
de Castilla, 16 mayo, l607. 1965. R.A.N. 29.294-5.

Pocumentos a pedimento de Alonso Guajardo de Hoces: del Por. Alonso
Criado, 10 julio, I607. 1965. R.A.N. 29.301-3.

Pocumentos a pedimento de Alonso Guajardo de Hoces: de Alonso
Guaxardo Hoces, 7 junio, 1608. 1965. R.A.N. 29.299-300.

Informacion por Francisco de Ocampo Golfin: 20 agosto, 1608. 1965.
R.A.N. 29.96.

Informacion por Francisco de Ocampo Golfin: 27 agosto, 1608. 1965.
R.A.N. 29.98.

Informacion por F rancisco de Ocampo G olfin : 15 otu bre, I608. 1965.
R.A.N. 29.97.

Pocumentos a pedimento de Alonso Guajardo de Hoces: de Piego de
Kubillo, 15 junio, 1610. 1965. R.A.N. 29=305.

Pocumentos a pedimento de Alonso Guajardo de Hoces: de Pon Ju. de
Ocon y Trillo, 12 agosto, l6lO. 1965= R.A.N. 29=304.

Informacion seguida en la ciudad de Cartago, provincia de Costa-Rica, 
por el capitan Alonso de Bonilla, ano de l6ll: 3 henero,
l6ll. 1965. R.A.N. 29.100-02.

Informacion por Alonso de Bonilla: 7 henero, l6ll. 1965= R.A.N.
29.103-8.

Informacion por Alonso de Bonilla: 10 de henero, 1611. 1965. R.A.N.
29.109-11= '
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Carta inedita de Don Juan de Mendoza y Medrano al Santo Oficio de la 

Inquisicion de Mexico, 1 noviembre, 1622o 1944. KoAoNo 80 
74-6o '

Fragmento de la ultima voluntad de Juan de Paso, 1625o 1943<> RoAoNo 
7*209-11.

Disposiciones sobre el despacho de fregatas y exportacion de productos 
de la provineia, 1637= 1952. RoAoN. 16.101-10»

Disposiciones sobre pago de tributes y trabajos a que estan obligados 
los indios, 1638. 1952. R.A.N. 15=111-4.

Carta de don Fernando de Salazar al Rey sobre los meritos de don 
Rodrigo Arias Maldonado, ano 1663= 1940= R.A.N. 4=121-2=

Carta de Fray Juan de San Antonio al Rey en que le recomienda a don 
Rodrigo Arias Maldonado, 1663= 1940= R.A.N. 4=123-4=

Testimonio de la informacion de los gastos hechos por Rodrigo Arias 
Maldonado para su expedicion a Talamanca, 1663= 1940=
R.A.N. 4.124-36=

Titulo de veinte caballerias de tierra concedidas a la ciudad de 
Cartago y medicion de las tierras en Poas hecha por el 
Gobernador don Rodrigo Arias Maldonado, ano de 1663= 1939=
R.A.N. 3=445-9=

Fragmentos del testimonio de los autos hechos con motive de la 
invasion de la provincia de Costa Rica por los piratas 
Mansfelt y Henry Morgan en I666. 1936= R.A.N. 1(1 and 2).
5-33=

Fragmentos de un testimonio de causas seguidas contra los goberna
dor es D. Miguel Gomez de Lara y D. Manuel de Bustamente, y 
vivero, y contra el Capitan Sebastian de Zamora, 1694= 1953=
R.A.N= 17=67-98=

El Maestre de Campo don Manuel Bustamente y Vivero, Gobernador de
Costa Rica, sdicita se le paguen sus sueldos en las rls. cajas 
de Guatemala por hallarse exhaustas las de Costa Rica y 
Nicaragua, 16 julio, 1699= 1951= R.A.N. 15.5-10.

Criminal contra los compradores de esclavos a los enemigos piratas, 
1702. 1951= R'=A=N= 15=11-22 o

Autos sobre comercio ilicito en el Valle de Matina y remate de los
objetos y negros decbmisados, 1716= 1950. R.A.N. 14=209-30=



25?
Titulo de Escribano Publico, Minas, Registro y Gobierno a favor de don 

Luis Fernando de Liendo y Goicoechea, 1736 = 1950= RoAoN.o
14o231-49=

Relacion de las honras funebres hechas en Cartago al Rey don Felipe V,
20 marzo, 174?= 1939. R„A0No 3=449-51=

Relacion de las honras funebres hechas en Cartago al Rey don Felipe V9
20 abril, 174?„ 1939= R.A.N. 3.451-4=

Gestion para el restablecimiento del Cabildo de Cartago: de Juan
Fernas de Bovadilla al Sr. Fiscal, 10 mayo, 1774= 1950=
R.A.N. 14.16-7=

Gestion para el restablecimiento del Cabildo de Cartago: del Dr. 
Cistue, 25 agosto, 1774. 1930. R.A.N. 14.18-20.

Expediente 3733= 1776. Costa Rica: Archives Nacionales. (Seccion
historica complementaria colonial.)

Expedients 3733 = 28 marzo., 1776= Costa Rica: Archive Nacional.
Gestion para el restablecimiento del Cabildo de Cartago: del Rey

Carlos, 2 junio, 1776. 1950= R.A.N. 14=92-3=
Expediente 773= 1777= Costa Rica: Archives Nacionales. (Seccion

historica municipal. Cartago.)
Real cedula sobre la sucesion del ex-jesuita don Rafael de Sandivar 

a los bienes de su madre, ano de 1788. 1938= R.A.N. 3
(1 and 2).11-12.

Expediente 888. 1791= Costa Rica: Archives Nacionales. (Archive
colonial. Cartago.)

Gestion para el restablecimiento del Cabildo de Cartago: A Dn.
Thomas de Acosta, 22 diciembre, 1795= 1950= R.A.N. 14=106=

Gestion para el restablecimiento del Cabildo de Cartago: de Franco.
Xavier de Elipe y Dn. Juan Jose de Castro, 7 junio, 1796.
1950= R.A.N. 14.91-2=

Gestion para el restablecimiento del Cabildo de Cartago: del
Departamento septentrional, 1 julio, 1796= 1950. R.A.N.
14.93=

Gestion para el restablecimiento del Cabildo de Cartago: del Real
Palacio de Goatemala, 2 diciembre, 1796= 1950. R.A.N. 14=93=

Gestion para el restablecimiento del Cabildo de Cartago: de Feliz 
Saborio, 13 marzo, 1797= 1950. R.A.N. 14.109=

\



Acta de independencia de Costa Rica, 29 de octubre de 1821c 
San Jose, C, R0: Imprenta Nacionalo

Libro de Actas de la Asamblea Provincial, 1823= 1955o R=Ao
19.260-302.

Documentos relatives a nuestra zona atlanticas Eleccion de 
autoridades constitucionales para 1849o 19660 R0A0 
197-8=

1971

N=

N= 29



APPENDIX F

TEXT OF PARAGRAPH READING

Felipe era un muchacho de doce ______9 y vivxa con su padre,
Joaquin, su madre Concepcion, su abuela Eugenia, y su tio Rafael0 
Felipe admiraba mucho a su padre pues este era un teniente de la 
policia del pueblo, y Joaquin hasta guardaba un fusil en la casa para 
los casos de auxilio inmediato para cualquier individuo que lo o
Rafael era jornaleroo

Felipe le tenia mucha admiracion a Concepcion, su *
pues ella siempre le curaba esas enfermedades que le hacian a uno tan 
feoo Por ejemplo, un dia le pegd la viruela0 A1 principio no era tan 
malo, pues se quedo en _____ con la cabeza inclinada sobre una
almohada y una toalla humeda puesta en su _______ _o A cada rato su
mama le frotaba con alcohol, le daba c^psulas, y le ponia inyecciones0
Tambien le daba bastante jugo de _______ 0

Pero con aquella maldita  , Felipe se sentia como si fuera
agonizando: como un ahogo con ganas de vomitar, con dolores de los
oidos, y hasta de los huesoso Era increible como sufria0 Era casi 
peor que tener las paperaso

Concepcion lo observaba, y creia que su hijo estaba exagerando 
un poquito su malestar« Le preguntd, "&Y de ahi? ^Cree Udo que ya 
esta listo para el atatid?"

259
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Pues segun el concepto- de Felipe la viruela le iba a- destruiro

Durante ese periodo, el no tenia ganas de almorzar, ni de leer______ ,
ni de rear„ No queraa comer ni un huebo ni un banano, tanto deseaba 
vomitar® Era ridiculo estar tan desvalido, pero no bubo menos que
aceptarlo, pues no pudo huir de l a_______ o Claro que ignoraba por
que' se lo haboa pegado0

Pero un daa, por fin, amanecio mejorado0 Concepcion ja se 
haboa ido al mercado, y la abuelita estaba cerca del fogon, moliendo 
maaze El humo del _______ le lleno con satisfaccidno

Ahora empezd a pensar en cosas buenas, comos ir al teatro, 
o ir al rao o hasta el ocdano Atlantico, adonde le habla prometido 
llevar su too o

Salto de la cama y con una alegraa absoluta, corrio para 
afuera a la calle hasta que le tuvo que advirtir su abuela: " SCuidado
que se cae!”



APPENDIX G 

CODEBOOK FOE QUESTIONNAIRE
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Seccion A= Que se lea en voz alta (Guento de Felipe)o
1. 1-. felipe 2= helipe 3-
2= 1. pSdre 2- pagre
3- 1- hoakin 2= foakin
4. 1= madre 2- magre
5- 1= konsepsyon 2= konseksySn 3-

6 = konsersybn 7 0 konsebsydn
6. 1= abwela 2= agwela 3-
7= 1= euhenia 2 = uhdnia 3-
8- 1= tib 2= tin 3-
9- 1= Rafael 2 = Rafel 3-
10 o 1= felipe 2= helipe 3-
11- 1= admiraba 2= almirdba 3-

60 atmir-
12= lo padre 2- pagre
13- 1= teni&nte 2= tenydnte 3-14= 1= polisia 2= polesia
15- 1= hoakin 2= foakin
l6= lo fusil 2= husil 3-
17- lo awksilio 2 = awsilio 3-

6 = owsilio 7- owksilio
18= 1- indibidwo 2= endibxdwo 3-
19- 1- Rafadl 2= Rafel
20= 1= hornalero 2= fornaldro 3-
21 = 1- felipe 2= helipe 3-
22= 1- admirasyon 2= almirasydn 3-

6= atmir0
23- 1= konsepsydn 2 = konseksydh 3-

6= konsersydn 7- konsebsydn
24= 1- feo 2= f6u 3-
25- 1= biruela 2 = birwdla 3-
260 lo prinsipyo 2= prensipyo
27- lo almoada 2= almuada 3-
280 lo toaya 2= tuaya 3-

xelxpe

konsesyon
aw^la
auhenia
tiw
Rafael
xelipe
armirafea

tiniente

xusil
arsilio
endefeidwo
xornalero
xelipe
armirasycin
konsesydh
fd’w
birgwela
almwada
twaya

9sNA
9=NA
9-NA

4= konseysyon

4b admiraba 5=

40 tinyente

4„ uksilio 5o

4e admiraba 5<=
4o konseysyon 5=
4 a feĵ

4= towaya

konsewsyon
9oNA
9»NA
9.NA
9.NA
9oNA
9oNA

amir*
9»NA.
9=NA
9oNA
'9°NA
9oNA
9=NA

ausilio
9-NA
9-NA
9-NA
9-NA
9-NA

amir-
9-NA

konsewsyon
9-NA 
9-NA 
9-NA 
9-NA 
9-NA 

■ 9-NA ro



29® 1® frotaba
30= 1® alko6l
31= 1® alkool
32® 1® kapsulas

6® kiirsulas
33= 1® inyeksydn
34® 1= hilgo
33= l® felipe
36® 1® fwdra
37= 1® agonisando
38= 1® adgo
39= 1® bomitar
40® 1= oidos
41® 1= oidos
42® 1® wesos
43= 1® inkreible
44® 1= pedr
45= 1® konsepsyon

6= konsersy6n
46= 1= obserbaba

6® owserbaba
47= 1= krexa
48® 1® egsaherando

6= eksaherando‘ 0 1® ideax
50® 1® ideal
51= 1= krde
52= 1= ataud

6® ataut
53= 1= ataiid
54® 1= konsepto

6® konsetto
55= 1= felipe
56= 1® biruela
57= 1= destruir

2= flotaba
2® alkdl 3
2® arkool 3
2® kaksulas 3
7= kawksula 8,
2= inyesydn 3
2® fugo 3
2® helipe 3
2® hwera 3
2= aonisando 3
2= awgo 3
2® gomitar
2® dydos 3.2® oyidos 3
2® gwesos 3.
2® inkreible 3
2® pi6r 3
2® konseksyon 3
7= konsebsyon
2® okserbdba 3
7= opserbaba 8,
2® kreya 3
2= esaherahdo 3
7= egzaherando
2= idedy 32= ideay 3
2® Kree 5
2= ataul 5
2® atawd 3
2® konsekto 3
7= konsdho
2® helipe 3
2= birwela 3
2® destrwir

alkool
arkdl
kasulas
kawpsula
indensyc?n
xtigo
xeli'pe
xwera
abonisindo
ogo
didos
OIOS
bWsos
inkreyble
pypr
konsesyon
ogserbafea
owkserbaba
kreyia
eysahersfndo
ideal
idyay
Kre
ataur
atawl
konseto
xelipe
birgv/dla

4, alkocol 
ke kawsulas 
ko indesyon

4e agonisando 
40 aogo

4® wesos
4® inkredible
4= konseysyon 5=
40 oserbaba 5=
4® kreia
4® ersaherando 5®

4® idiai
4® krey 5®
4® atau 5=
4® ataut
4® konseyto 5=

9»NA
9.NA
9eNA

5® kausulas
9oNA

5® indeksyon 9®NA 
9«NA 
9.NA 
9®NA 
9=NA 
9<>NA 
9oNA 
9=NA 
9»NA 
9=NA 
9=NA 
9oNA

konsewsyon
9eNA

orserbaba
9oNA 
9.NA

ewsaherando
9®NA 
9®NA 
9®NA

kree 9®NA
ataud

9-NA 
9oNA

konsewto
9®NA 
9oNA 
9®NA 
9»NA



580 1 = destruir 2= destruyjfr
59 0 1 = periodo 2 = periodo 5
60- 1 = almorsar 2 = armorsar 3
61 o 1 = leer 2 = ler 3
62- 1 = le6r 2o leyer
63- 1= Relr 2= Rir 3
64- lo Refr 2o Reyir
6 % 1 = webo 2o gwibo 3
660 lo banano 2= manS.no
67= 1= deseaba 2= desiaba
680 lo Ridikulo 2 = Redikulo
69- lo desbalido 2= desbalido
70o lo aseptarlo 2o asektarlo 3

6 0 asewtarlo 7- (asept)allo
71- 1. uir 2= wir 3
72. 1 = uir 2.0 uyir 3
73- lo ignoraba 2 0 innoraba 3
74- 1 = konsepsydn 2= konseksyon 3

6 = konsersyon 7. konsebsyon
75= lo merkado 2= merkadu 3
76- lo abwelita 2 = agwelfta 3
77= lo fogdn 2 = hogdn 3
780 lo mais 2= mais 3
79. 1 = umo 2= humo 3
80 o 1 . fwego 2o hwego 3
81- lo satisfaksyon 2= satisfasyon 3
82- lo aora 2= aora 3
83. lo bwSnas 2= gwenas 3
84= lo tedtro 2= tiatro 3
85= lo Rio 2= Riu 3
86= lo oseano 2= oseano
87. 1= osiano 2= osiano 3
88= lo atlahtiko 2= aklantiko 3

6= ahlantiko 7o tlantiko 8
89- lo tio 2= tin 3

peryodo
amorsar
leer
R&Lr
bŵ feo

asetarlo
gwlr 
huyir 
innoriba 
konsesyon
merkadff 
awelita 
xogdn 
mays 
x6mo 
xwego 
satisfarsyon 4e
Swra . b0
wenas
tyatro
Riw 4o
osiano 40
adlantiko 4e
atrantiko Qe
tiw 4,

4e period 5=
40 leer 
4C Rir 
40 ?webo

40 asettarlo 5o
40 huir
40 inoraba 5o
46 konseysyon 5=

satisfawsyon 5« 
6ra

R #
osyano
alantiko 5=
altantiko
tiff

9.NA
9=NA
9»NA
9=NA
9oNA
9.NA
9=NA
9.NA
9.-NA
9oNA
9oNA

aseytarlo
9oNA 

. 9.NA 
9=NA

nor^ba 9,NA
konsewsyon

9oNA
9oNA
9-NA
9-NA
9oNA
9=NA
9oNA

statisfasyon 9->NA 
9»NA 
9<.NA 
9.NA 
9oNA 
9.NA 
9-NA

aslantiko
9-NA 

■ 9-NA



90=
91 o
92=
93-
94=
95-
96-
97-

1=
6=
1«
lc
1«

absoluta
apsoluta
afwera
kaye
adbertir
abwela

1 = kae 
1= kae 
1 = kae

2= 

7= 
2 = 

2= 

2- 
2« 
2,

aksoluta
awksoluta
ahwera
kayi
albertir
agwela
kae

2= kee 
2= kay

3-
8=
3-
3-
3-
3-

agsoluta
oksoluta
axwera
kayi
arbertir
awela
ke

4= awsoluta

4= adbertir

5= arsoluta

5= aber.

9-NA
9.NA
9-NA
9-NA
9-NA
9-NA
9-NA
9-NA

Section B= Word Naming
1= &C6mo se le dice a la mama de la mama de uno?

1 . abwela 2= agwila 3= awela
2= iGuil grado de primaria hay que lograr para sacar el diploma?

1 = seksto 2= sesto 3= seysto 4. sewsto 5- sekto
3= La avenida principal de San Josi se llama la Avenida Central, y la calle principalc 

iComo se llama?
1= kaye 2= kayi 3- kayi

4= & 5- toomo se llama la caja en que se entierran los difuntos?
1= atatid 2= ataul 3- atadr 4= atau 5- ataud
6= ataut
1= ataud 2= atawC 3= atawl 4= ataut

6= i-Gual es la palabra que significa "mas mal?" (sonda: Ayer me sent fa mal, y hoy
me siento aun ____ =
1 - pe6r 2= pior 3- pyor

7- SGual es el grano que les questa a las gallinas?
8c
9-

1= mafs 2= mais 3= maya
Guando uno se acuesta a dormir, uno inclina la cabeza sobre una 
1= almoada 2= almuada 3= almwada
Con que uno se seca despues de banarse se llama  ____ . =
1= tofiya 2= tu&ya 3 = twaya 4"

10= Las gallinas ponen_______ =
3- bw^boswdbos 2= gwebos

towaya
?webos

9-NA
9-NA

9-NA

9-NA
9-NA

9-NA
9-NA
9-NA
9-NA
9=NA

rv



11o & 1 2e Cuando oimos un chile rauy vacilon, entonces siempre  _____
1= Reimos 2o Reimos 3<> Reymos Rimos
lo Reimos 2S Reyimos

13o & l40 A Juan le encantan los libros las revistas y los periodicos 
Ik 6l le gusta hacer q6e cost? 

lo le^r 2o leer 3 = ler 40 leer
lo le6r 2 0 leyer

15o La guardia civil es la o
lo polisxa 2o polesia

16q Si uno le admira a una persona, se dice que le tiene mucha 
lo admirasyon 2° almirasy6n 3= armirasy6n
6o atmiro

17 o El 8 de diciembre es el Dia de _______ o (sondas 6cnSl virgen?)
lo konsepsydn 2C konseksydn 3* konsesydn
6e konsersydh 7 ° konseksydn

5® Rimos

l8 0 Ese hombre baila muy biene Lleva bien el _ _
lo Rxtmo 2o Rxkmo 3® Rxdmo
6o Rxhmo 7o Rxdmo

19o Tenia que cocinar los frijoles, pero no tenia lefia para el

40 admirasyon
dl virgen?)
4o konsewsyon

4«

amxre

5o konseysydn

Rxmo

no tenia cocina y querxa hacer cafd, con unas piedras formd un

Rxzmo
(sonda: Como
®)

lo fogon 2 o hogdn 3 ° xogdn
20o, 21, & 22o Si Ud ve un guila trepando en un arbol, TJdo puede decir, "Cuidado 

que se _____ ou
lo kae 2 o kae 3° ke
lo kde 2 o kee 3* kai
lo kae 2 o kay

kre
krey

23o & 24o Yo no lo creo0 Pero ella si lo 
lo kree 2o kree 3
lo krle 20 kreye 3

25= & 2 6o Me duelen los (point to ears) _______
lo oxdos 2o dydos 3= didos
lo oidos 2o oyxdos 3= oxos

27= Chepe no es guapoe A1 contrario, es muy  __
lo feo 2o feu 3= few

280 Una enfermedad parecida al sarampion es la __
2o birwela :

4o kree

fe^
1 o biruela birgwela

9=NA
9.NA

9=m
9=NA
9=NA

9=NA

9=NA

9=NA

9-NA

9=NA
9»NA
9=NA
9-NA
9=NA
9»NA
9=NA
9=NA
9-NA &o\



29o 35u4 es otra palabra para arro.jar cuando uno se siente mareado?
lo homitar 2$, gomitar

300 4Como se les dice a los peones que trabajan en el campo por jornal?
lo hornal^ros 2 0 fornal^ros 3 ° xornaleros

31o Cuando se pone el sol y ya no queda luz9 4c6mo queda el cierlo?
lo oskuro 2o esktiro 3o ohkuro 40 opskuro

32o &C6mo se llama eso lo que se pone con una jeringa y una aguja hervida? 
lo inyeksyon 2o inyesydh 3° indensydn indosydh
60 inyepsyon

33 o Si uno anda muy preocupado, es por tener muchos _____ «
lo problems 2o prolemas 3« pobldmas

34* & 35o Para bajar la fiebre, uno se frota con _
lo alkodl 2o alkdl 3 « alkool
lo alkodl 2o arkool 3° arkol
Hubo un sargento, un coronel y un o
lc

5o skuro
indeksyon

4o alkocol
360

37=
380

39= 
40= 
41 o

42=

43= 
44 o,

teniente 2= tenyente 3<
Jalando esa carreta habia dos bonitos 
lo bueyes 2= bweyes 3=

tiniente
ydyes

Te paso eso por no hacerme caso0 Te lo _______
lo adbertl 2= albert1 3 = arberti
iQuien dice la misa? E l _______ =
lo padre 2 = pagre
Esa mujer no tiene defectos= Es una mujer por

4=
4e
4=

tinyente
gweyes
adbertx

5= weyes

(sonda: &Cdmo se llama el cura de aqui?)

To perfeytalo perfekta 2 = perfeta 3 = perfetta
Uno de nuestros puertos principales queda en el lad Pacifico, y el otro 
queda en el ________=

3= adlantiko 
80 atrKntiko

5= perfewta

aklantiko 4C
0c

1= atlantiko 2
60 ahlantiko 7= tlantiko
Uno cuando esta en peligro grita _______
lo auksilio 2= awsilio 3= oksilio
6= owsilio 7= owksilio 8= awgzilio
El edificio en que ensenan las pelxculas en un  ______=
lo teatro 2= tid/tro 3= tyatro
45= & 46o Estoy en una pura carcajada* No puedo dejar de 
lo Rexp 2= Reyr
lo Rexp 2o Rir 3
lo Reir 2® Reyxr

alantiko
altdntiko
uksxlio

aslantiko

ausflio

Rir1 Reir

9=NA
9.NA
9-NA

9«NA
9=NA
9»NA
9=NA
9=NA
9=,NA
9=NA
9=NA
9=NA

9*NA

9=NA
9=NA
9=NA9-NA9-NA $



47o Uno puede componerse de la gripe, pero siempre ha peligro de que. le pase otra
vez, 6 sea, hay peligro de una_____ __o
lo Rekaida 2= Rekayda 3= Rekaida

48o & 49o Uno de los reos huyo, pero el otro no pudo _____
1= uir 2 0 wir 3= gwir 1uir
I® uir 2o uyir

huir

)<
rwesos

50o Para hacer sopa, uno compra en la carniceria posta y 
lo wesos 2a gwesos 3° bwesos

51c No puedo creer la noticia0 Es deraasiado( incre _______
lo inkreible 20 ihkreible 3= inkr^yble 4C inkredible

52o La persona que va a nadar, si no sabe nadar bien no debe salir muy lejos en el 
agua porque puede_______ e
lo aogdrse 2C augdrse 3° awgSrse 40 ogdrse
6o aowarse

53o & 54c Uno de los ninos se durmio pronto, pero el otro quedo

55c

56 c

57 c 

58c

59=
60 0
61 0

lo despierto 2= dispierto 3 c despyerto
lo despi&rto 2o dispyelto
Ese hombre ignora las cosas* No es tontb sino que
lo ignor^nte 2o inbrante 3= innbrante

40 dispyirto

norante ixnorante 80 iknorante
'47 iknorante

Hay medicinas que vienen en pastillas, o otras que vienen en
kapsulas kawsulas2o kaksulas 3= kasulas

60 karsulas 7= kawksulas 8e kawpsulas
Maria es una buena muchachae Tenemos de ella un buen con_______ o
lo konsepto 2= konsekto 3o konseto 40 konsbyto
60 konsetto 7o konsiho
’’Noble p a tr ia , tu hermosa bandera," e s  a s i  que comienza e l   ̂
lo imno 2o jfipio 3c inno 40 Tno
60 idrao
Lo que ahora se llama rifle o escopeta, antes se llamaba 
lo fusil ; husil xusil
A el le gusta el churruco, naipes, y tada clase de 0
lo hwego 2o fwbgo 3« xwego 4% "wego
A el le gustaria tener un carro, pero no tiene la plata con que 
lo komprarlo 2= komprKllo 3 = komprilo

ug^rse

5® inorinte 

5o kausulas 

5= kons^wto 

5c igno

9=NA
9®na
9cNA

9cNA

9cNA

9cNA
9cNA
9cNA

9®NA

9=NA

9-NA

9®NA

9cNA

9.NA

9oNA

89
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62o Traigo un cigarro, pero no traigo fosforo para darle „
le fwego 2= hvrego 3o xwego wigo

63= &8i uno topa con una terciopelo, que debe de hacer uno con ella?
I, matarla 20 matalla 3= matala

6k0 sComo se Hainan las mesitas en que se sientan los escolares?
1= pupitre 2= kupitre

65= Si uno no esta adentro, entonces, .̂donde tiene que eetar uno?
10 afw^ra 2= ahwera 3= axwira

66= &Me puede nombrar unos animales ferocee que se encuentran en la selva y que rugen 
mucho? (de cuatro patas)
le leon 2o lion 3= lydn

9=NA
9.NA
9=NA
9=NA

9=NA

Section Co Reading Word List
le 1= ataud 2= atadl 3= atadr 4 0 atau 5= ataud

6= ataut 9«NA
2o 1= atadi 2= atawd 3= atawl 4= atdut 9=NA
3= -1= almoada 2= almuada 3= almwada 9=NA
40 1 = oidos 2= oydos 3= didos 9=NA
5= 1= oidos 2= oyidos 3= oios 9-NA
6= 1= adberti 2= alberti 3o arberti 4= adberti 5= abertf 9=.NA
7= 1= atlantiko 2= aklantiko 3= adlantiko 4= alantiko 5= aslantiko

6= ahlantiko 7= tldntiko 8= atrdntiko 0 = altantiko 9=NA
8= 1= abwela 2= agwela 3= aweia 9=NA
9= 1= afwera 2= ahwera 3= axwera 9=NA
10= 1= aogdrse 2= augarse 3= awgarse 4= ogarse 5= ugarse 9-NA
110 1= fdo 2= feu 3= few 4= fed 9-NA
12= 1= leer 2= leer 3= ler 4= leer 9-NA
13 0 1= leer 2= leyer 9-NA
14= lo admirasydn 2= almirasyon 3= armirasydn 4= admirasydn 5= amir =

6 = atmiro 9-NA
15= 1= absoluto 2= aksoldto 3= agsoluto 4= awsoluto 5= arsoluto

6= apsoluto 7= awksoluto 8= owksolutb 0 = oksoluto 9-NA
16= 1= fogdn 2= hogon 3= xogon 9-NA %vO



17=
18«

1=
1«

19= 1=
20 o 1 =
21 = 
22 o
23«

34=
35=
36=
37=
38=
39=
40=
41=
42=
43=
44=
45=
46=
47=
48=

1=
1=
1=

24= 1= 
25= 1=
26=
27=
28=
29=

1= 
1= 
6 = 1= 
1= 

30 o 1 =
31= 1 = 
32= 1 =
33= 1= 

1= 
1= 
1= 
6= 
1= 
1= 
1= 
1= 
1= 
1= 
1= 
1= 
1= 
6 = 
1= 
1= 
1=

bueyes
inyeksyon
Reir
Reir
maestro
toaya
Rexmos
Rexmos
alkool
alko6l
afesurdo
ap stir do
fumo
agonisando
oseano
oseano
poas
destruxr
destmxr
sweldaso
aritmetika
arihmetika
timo
banano
osktiro
perxodo
ledh
se rio
se rio
fasil
awksxlio
owksilio
fusil
webos
k6e

2= bweyes 
2= inyesyon 
2= Rir 
2= Reyxr 
2= maestro 
2= tutiya 
2= RSimos 
2= Reyxmos 
2= alkol 
2= arkool 
2= akstirdo 
7= awksurdo 
2= humo 
2= aonisando 
2= oseano 
2= osfano 
2= puas 
2= destrwir 
2= destruyxr 
2= swerdaso 
2= arikmetika 
7= aridmg’tika 
2= humo 
2= manano 
2= esktiro 
2= periodo 
2= li6h /
2= se rio 
2= . se riyo 
2= fasir 
2= awsxlio 
7= owsilio 
2= fusir 
2= gŵ feos 
2= kai

3= wlyes 
3= indensybn 
3c Reir
3= maystro 
3= twaya 
3= Reymos
3= alkool 
3= arkol 
3= agsurdo 
8= asurdo 
3= x6mo 
3= abonixahdo
3= osyano 
3= pwas 
3= distrwir

3= aridmetika
3= xtimo
3= ohktiro 
3= peryodo 
3= lyon 
3= se rxu 
3= se riti
3= oksxlio 
8= ausilio
3= bw^bos

4= gweyes 
4= indesyon 
4= Rlr

4= towaya 
4= Rxmos
4= alkoSol
4= awsurdo

4= . agonisando

4= arim6tika
4= fumo
4= opsktiro 
4= perioo

4= uksxlio 

4= ?webos

5= arsurdo

5= weyes 9=NA
5= indeksyon 9®NA

9»NA 
9=NA 

- 9=NA 
9=NA

5= Rxmos 9=NA
■ 9-NA 
9=NA 
9.NA
9=NA
9®NA
9=NA
9=NA
9«M
9=NA
9*NA
9-NA
9-NA

5= arizmetika
9-NA
9-NA
9-NA

5= skuro 9-NA
9-NA 
9-NA 
9-NA 
9-NA 
9-NA

5= awgzilio
9-NA
9-NA
9-NA
9-NA M o



49. 1= kae 2= M e 3= ke
50= 1= kde 2= kay
51= lo desear 2= desiar
52= 1= uxr 2= wir 3= gwir
55= 1= uxr 2= uyxr
54= 1= frotar 2= flotar
55= lo kapsulas 2= k^ksulas 3= Msulas

60 kSirsulas 7= kawksulo 8= Mwpsula
56= 1= hornalero 2= fornal^ro . 3= xornal6ro
57= lo padre 2= pagre
58= lo prpblema 2= prolema 3= pofelema
59= 1= trAe 2= trai
60= lo trae 2= tree 3= tre
6l= 1= trae 2= tray 3= trai
62= lo 2= Riu 3= Rx^
63= lo kaxmos 2= Memos ' 3= kdymos
64= 1= kaemos 2= keemos . 3= kemos
65= lo almors^r 2= armorsM 3= amorsitr
66= lo konsdpto 2= kons^kto 3= konsSto

60 konsetto 7= kons^ho
67= lo ofreŝ ir 2= ohres^r 3© oxres^r
68= lo swegro 2= sw^glo
69= lo kr4e 2= kre? 3 = kre
70= 1= kr6e 2= kr6ye 3= krey
71= 1= polisxa 2= polesxa
72= lo le^mos 2= l^emos 3= leymos
73= 1= le^mos 2= ley^mos

kompralo74= lo komprarlo 2= komprallo 3=
75= 1= egs^kto 2= esdkto 3= eysakto

6= eksakto 7 = egzakto 8= eCsatto
76= 1= fw^go 2= hw^go 3= xw^go
77= 1= bomitar 2= gomitar
78= 1= ReSl 2= Ri&l 3= Ryal^
79= 1= inkrexble 2= inkreible 3= irikreyble
80= lo pe6r 2= pior 3= pyor

ha huir 

h0 kawsulas

he Riw 
40 kaxmos

he kons^yto

40 kree 

ho lemos 

40 ersakto

40 inkredible

9oNA
9=M
9oNA
9dNA 
9.NA
9oNA

5e kausulas
9oNA
9.NA
9.NA
9=NA
9oNA
9oNA
9oNA
9=NA
9oNA
9oNA
9iNA

5= konseyto
9<>NA
9oNA
9»NA
9=NA
9oNA
9oNA
9=NA
9=NA
9-NA

5o ewsakto
9.0NA
9oNA
9»NA
9=NA
9=NA 271



8l= lo mirarle 2= miralla
82= lo egsaherar 2c esaberar

6= eksaherar 7= egzaherdr
83= 1= hwdgo 2= fwego
84= 1= pupitre 2= kupitre
85c 1= mais 2= mais
86 o 1= kdye

uimos
2= kdyi

87= 1= 2= wimos
880 1c uimos 2 = uyimos
89= 1c egstranhero 2= estranherc

6c ekstranhdro 7= egztranhei
90o 1= hoakin 2= foakin
91c 1c gangrena 2a cangrena
92= la oido 2a dydo
93 o 1 = oĵ do 2= oyido
94 o 1c s§ksto 2 = sdsto
95c la despidrto 2a dispierto
95 o 1 = despierto 2.o dispydlto
97 c la kreemos 2c kreemos
98= la kre6mos 2a kreyimos
99= la

6=
admitir
atmito

2a almitir
100 c la imno 2= inno
101 c la di flint o 2 c dihtmto
102= 1c we so 2 a gweso
103= 1 = kaido 2c k&ido
104= 1 = kaido 2a kayido
105= 1c teniente 2a tenyente
1060 1 = trae 2c trad
107= 1 = trie 2= trSe
108= 1c trae 2a tray
109= la armSirio 2 c almario
110= la ignorante 2= inorante

6= inorante 7c ixnordnte
111c la perfume 2c perhume
112= la w6lga 2c gwelga

3o mirala 
3o eysaher&r
3o xwego
3= mays 
3= kiyS 
3° gwimos 
3= huyimos 
3c eystranhero

3c oido 
3c oid 
3® seysto 
3c despyerto
3= kremos
3c armitlr
3= iimo 
3c dixdhto 
3= bwdso 
3= kaydo
3c tiniSnte
3c tre 
3c tr&i
3c iijnorante 
8o iknorante 
3= perxume 
3c hwelga

9cNA
4«» ersaherar 5 c ewsaher^r

4c erstranhero 5c ewstranhero

4c sewsto 5c sekto
4e dispy^rto
4c kreymos
4c admit. 5c amit,
4c ino 5c igno
40 ?weso

4c tinyente

4c innorante 5c inorante

9oNA
9.NA
9»NA
9cM
9cNA
9cNA
9«NA

9cNA
9oNA
9»NA
9cNA
9.NA
9cNA
9cNA
9oNA
9.NA
9aNA

9.NA 
9cNA 
9cNA 
,NA 
,NA

?- 
9-
9cNA
,NA
,NA
,NA
,HA
,NA

40 ?welga
9«NA
9cNA
9oNA

272



5 0 lo asepto 2 0 asekto 3. aseto 4= asltto 5® aseyto
6= asewto 9oNA

114= lo. merk^do 2o merkadu 9»NA
115 0 lo desirlo 2= desillo 3o desilo 4= desxglo 9=NA
116= lo perflkto 2= perfeto 3o perfetto 4= perfiyo 5o perfewto 9=NA
117 o lo biru6la 2= birwlla 3» birgw6la 9=NA
1180 lo Rekaida 2= Rekaida 3o Rekayda 9=NA
119 0 lo Rekaida 2© Rekayida 9=NA
120= lo prinsipll 2 = prensipll 9=NA
121= lo komirlo 2 o komlllo 3= komelo 9=NA
122= lo obserbar 2 o okserbar 3= ogserbar 4= orserbar 5o oserbar

60 owserbSr 7o owkserbar 8= opserbar 9oNA
123= lo teatro 2 0 tiatro 3- tyltro 9oNA
124= lo alsarlo 2 0 alsallo 3o alsSlo 9oNA
125= lo Ritmo 2 o Rxkmo 3o Rxdmo 4= Rxmo 5o Rismo

60 Rxhmo 7o Ridmo 9=NA
126= lo Ridikulo 2 o Redxkulo 9=NA
127o lo bend6rla 2= bendUla 3o bendlla 9=NA
128o. lo bwenas 2o gwenas 3o wenas 4= wenas 5= buenas 9=NA

Section De Demographic and Socioeconomic Questions
lo &De cu^l canton es Ud0? o sea, &en cual canton paso Ddo los primeros 12 ados de vida?
20 &De cual canton es su papa?
3e &De cull canton es su mama?
ko &Que es la ocupaci6n de su papa? o sea ien que trabaja(ba)?
5°
60 
7o 
80 
9o
10o 
11 o 
12=

&En que trabaja Ud=? -____ ____ ______ _____________
iHace cuanto que vive Ud= en este cantdh? (ados y meses)
iEsta (1) casado, (2) juntado (3) soltero (4) viudo (5) divorciado (6) separado? 
&Culntos hijos tiene Ud=?
iCuantas personas en total viven en esta casa?
4Cuanto gana Udo por semana?
4Cuanto le ayudan sus hi3os y su sedora para pagar los gastos de la casa? 
4Cuantos ados tiene Ud=?

273



13.
I4e
15.

160

17=
180
19.
20 c 
alo

22 o
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
280
29.
30.
31.
32o
33.
34.
35=-

&Tuvo Ud. la oportunidad de ir a la escuela? &Cual fue el Ultimo grade de escuela 
que Ud. cumplid?

iOuantas veces al afio va Ud. a la iglesia, por lo corriente? iNinguna, una, dos? 
Duracion de la entrevista.

Description of the House 
Building materials (1) cardboard or unsawed wood (chonta), (2) unpainted wood/or 
zinc or adobe in bad condition, (3) painted wood or adobe in good condition,
(4) part cement, part painted wood, (5) all cement, (6) brick or fine stonework.
(Grounds)-: (1) in natural state, (2) partially landscaped, (3) professionally
landscaped, (9) Inap (no lawn)
Floor of outdoor porch: (l) wood, (2) cement, (3) tile, (9) Inap
Front door: (1) unpainted, rough wood, (2) painted roughwood, (3) carved wood or
glass & iron
Window bars or alarm system: (1) absent, (2) present
Floor of interior: (1) all dirt, (2) some dirt, some wood, (3) unwaxed rough wood,
(4) waxed wood, (5) some wood, some cement, (6) all cement, (7) some tile and 
some wood/or cement, (8) all tile, (0) tile or wood and rug
Walls: (1) none painted, (2) some painted, (3) all painted
Windows: (1) no glass panes, (2) some glass, (3) all glass panes
Ceiling: (1) absent, (2) present
Parlor furniture: (1) none, (2) benches, (3) chairs & benches, (4) all chairs,
(5) some armchairs, (6) full plastic sala set, (7) upholstered furniture
Wall decoration: (1) none, (2) newspaper cutouts, (3) cheap pictures or magazine
cutouts, (4) pictures with frames, (5) original paintings or fine frames
Bathroom facilities: (1) none, (2) latrine, (3) indoor plumbing
Caneria: (1) no, (2) yes
Electricity: (1) no, (2) yes
Radio: (l) no, (2) yes
T.V.; (1) no, (2) yes
Hi-fi: (1) no, (2) yes
Refrigerator: (1) no, (2) yes
Stove: (1) fogdn, (2) cheap cocina negra or 2-burner kanfin, (3) expensive cocina
negra, (4) cocina blanca, electric or gas
R's bed: (1) none, (2) wood, no mattress, (3) wood & matt., (4) catre,
(5) wood plus Luxor, (6) box spring



3 6o Number of bedrooms
37= Clothes storages (1) hanging on walls, perchas or in boxes, (2) some armarios, 

(3) armarios for everyone, (4) closets=
380 Do they raise chickens for eggs? (1) yes, (2) no
39= Phones (1) no, (2) yes
40o Cars (1) no, (2) yes
4lc Motorcycles (1) no, (2) yes
42= Houses (1) rent, (2) own, (3) rent-free in relative's house, (4) free municipal

housing
43= Sewing machines (1) no, (2) yes
44= Comprehension  ________ _
45= Cooperation -_______ _________
46= Former occupation ' ____  .________
47= Father's income________ ____________
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